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Chapter 0
Introduction
Verication of programs using Hoare-like logics has been around for about 25
years by now [Hoa69]; a comprehensive overview is provided in [Apt81, Apt84].
For parallel programs, a variety of approaches with respect to this framework
has been proposed (e.g. [OG76, AFdR80, Pan88, ZdRvEB85] to name but a
few). Central to these methods is the fact that they are state-based ; a program
is considered as a transformation on states.
To express interesting properties of programs, one can thus reason about prop-
erties of (input, output, and intermediate) states. The logical language in which
such reasoning is carried out is called the assertional language.
Hoare logics consist of a collection of axioms and rules, formulated in the context
of some xed programming language. Typically, the formula f'gSf g asserts
that any succesful computation of S which starts in a state satisfying ' ends
in a state satisfying  . Here, S is a program and ' and  are formulas in the
assertional language.
For top-down program development, it is desirable to have a formalism that
abstracts from concrete implementations during the design stage, in which some
modules of a bigger program may not yet have been constructed.
Compositional proof systems allow for the derivation of a specication for a pro-
gram, using only the specications of the components of the program, i.e. with-
out inspecting their internal structure. From the above mentioned proof systems,
[Pan88, ZdRvEB85] are compositional. For an historic overview of the develop-
ment from non-compositional to compositional proof systems, see [HdR86].
The central theme in this thesis will be the expressivity, or the abstraction level
of the assertional languages in compositional proof systems.
This thesis consists of two parts. In these two parts, the subject of expressivity
1
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will play rather opposite roles. Globally speaking, part I will be concerned with
extending the expressivity of the assertional language, enriching it with a logic
of knowledge, enabling one to reason about the knowledge of (groups of) pro-
cesses. In this way, specications pertaining to knowledge can be used to reason
for instance about the uncertainty (w.r.t. the received value) on the side of some
process that has issued an input statement. It appears that the semantic mod-
elling of knowledge, involving possible-world semantics, can be used naturally in
this case.
In part II, however, the focus is quite dierent. Instead of using logics of knowl-
edge, we now focus on minimally expressive assertional languages. More in
particular, we will show how, in the context of asynchronous communication, the
subset of the assertional language that is used to reason about the communica-
tion interface between processes can be reduced beyond the customary notion of
communication history.
This is advantageous in situations in which one is interested in top-down pro-
gram development and renement: any information expressible in the assertional
language which is not strictly needed in compositional reasoning about programs
can give rise to over-specications, and, in the case of renement, to preliminary
design choices, unnecessarily restricting the set of valid implementations.
We will now describe the contents of the two parts of this thesis at a global level.
Since the last decade, methods involving logics of knowledge|epistemic logics|
have been proposed, e.g. [KT86, HZ87, HM90], providing a formalization of con-
cepts generally used in informal reasoning about programs ("if process 1 arrives
at label l, it knows the value of its variable x is equal to 5"). Part I starts out
with a treatment of the basic concepts and methods generally encountered in
these approaches.
After a treatment of the basics of epistemic logic in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 shows
how various possible denitions of knowledge in distributed systems can be pro-
vided and interrelated. In these chapters, a central notion is that of view, i.e.
that part of the global information that is available/observable for a process to
base its knowledge on. We introduce the term lexical view to denote a view that
is based on a particular set of propositional atoms, so that knowledge based on
this type of view only depends on the truth of these atoms.
As these knowledge-based approaches are traditionally non-compositional|the
denition of knowledge of a process depends on the behaviour of the entire
environment|it is an interesting question whether it is possible to provide a
compositional approach to the program correctness problem using epistemic logic.
As will become apparent, the notion of lexical view is not appropriate in composi-
tional reasoning, because in general it is not possible to determine an appropriate
3set of propositional atoms. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we focus on one of the de-
nitions of a view proposed in Chapter 3, and consider what could be conceived
as the compositional counterpart of this denition. Then, a compositional proof
system is based on the related notion of knowledge. In this system, properties of
the knowledge of (groups of) processes can be derived; for instance the formula
f'gS
1
k S
2
fK
f1;2g
 g asserts that the processes 1 and 2 together (i.e. somehow
pooling their knowledge) know  after their execution, provided that initially
' held. Soundness and relative completeness of the proof system are provided.
Although the system describes synchronous communication, it is indicated how,
with a few modications, one can obtain a similar proof system for asynchronous
communication.
The second part of this thesis concerns the study of proof systems for asyn-
chronous communication. The notion of observability plays a major role in this
part as well. In general, it can be shown that for compositional reasoning about
asynchronously communicating distributed systems, the notion of a so-called com-
munication history , which records the communication events that a process has
engaged in, is too strong a notion. Instead, abstractions of these histories are suf-
cient to support compositional reasoning. Making the assertion language more
abstract has the advantage that over-specication, i.e., the enforcing of irrelevant
design choices can be avoided more easily.
More in particular, in Chapter 6 we show how, at the cost of removing nondeter-
minism in our programming language, it is possible to provide a compositional
proof system for asynchronously communicating processes based on the notion
of input/output variables. These variables record the activity per channel, thus
carrying no information about the relative ordering between activity on dierent
channels. By means of special communication constructs, it is shown how pro-
cesses can cope with an indeterminate environment (due to concurrency), despite
the fact that they themselves are deterministic; hence the loss of nondeterminism
is partially compensated for.
The practical use of proof systems such as the ones proposed in this thesis is often
questioned, e.g. in [DMLP79]. This is mainly because the formal verication of
real-life applications becomes gruesomely detailed and complex. However, often
the majority of these complex proofs consist of proof obligations which are easy
(but tedious) to check. Because of this reason, automated verication techniques
can be of help, discarding the simpler proof obligations, and allowing the (human)
prover to focus on the parts of the proof that require ingenuity. In Chapter
7, we illustrate the use of the proof system from Chapter 6, using the proof
checker/theorem prover PVS.
As explained above, the proof system of Chapter 6 deals with deterministic pro-
gramming languages only. In order to cover nondeterminism as well, we have to
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add information regarding the inter-channel ordering. But how much precisely?
The answer to this question can be obtained by determining a fully abstract se-
mantics (with respect to the observables: program variables and input/output
variables). This semantics adds to the observables the minimal amount of infor-
mation needed to reason about these observables compositionally. In Chapter 8
a proof system is presented which is based on an assertion language which cor-
responds to this fully abstract semantics. In this way, soundness and relative
completeness of the system follow easily.
Beside the fact that the programming language may now contain nondeterministic
processes, this proof system is generic complete, which informally means that for
each statement S, a specication Spec(S) can be derived which is suciently
strong to prove any valid property of any program containing S.
Moreover, the assertion language of the proof system makes a clear distinction
between the information about the values sent (the data component), and the
information about the ordering between dierent channels (the control compo-
nent). Exploiting this distinction, it is shown how the control component of a
specication can be described in a logic we call multiset logic, which is proven to
be decidable. This is promising in the light of applying automated verication
techniques on the proof system presented.
Although proof theory is the main focus of the thesis, there are some interesting
connections between the semantic models we use in part II and models used for
describing dataow networks. We will spend a few words on this topic at the end
of part II.
The material in this thesis has appeared in several international conference pro-
ceedings. Chapter 2 was taken over from [HHM93]. Chapter 3 appeared as
[HM92b], and Chapter 4 has been published as [HM94]. In Part two, Chapter 6
appeared as [dBvH94], and Chapter 8 as [dBvH95].
Part I
Epistemic Approach to Program
Correctness
5

Chapter 1
Introduction
The rst part of this thesis is concerned with knowledge-based approaches to the
program correctness problem.
Chapter 2 treats some basics of the modal logic S5 and its interpretation on
Kripke models. This logic is widely used to represent knowledge in a number of
disciplines, including AI, economics, philosophy and, last but not least, computer
science. Epistemic logic, as this logic is sometimes called to express its intention,
is used in the rst part of this thesis in order to reason about the knowledge of
processes in a distributed system.
As an exploratory investigation, Chapter 3 describes and compares various de-
nitions of knowledge in distributed systems at an abstract level. It is shown how
the various notions of knowledge dened in this chapter can be ordered in several
ways depending on some specic choices in the underlying model.
Chapter 4 provides a compositional, Hoare-like proof system for distributed sys-
tems, thereby using one particular denition of knowledge. It is argued that the
run-based denition of knowledge a la Halpern and Moses is not usable as a se-
mantical basis for compositional program verication. The chapter covers both
synchronous and asynchronous (buered) communication, whilst providing truly
concurrent semantics.
7
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Chapter 2
Some Basic Modal Logic
We treat the basics of (S5-) modal logic and prepare grounds for its use in
subsequent chapters.
9
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the framework of epistemic logic that we will use
throughout the rst part of this thesis.
In section 2.2 we introduce the language of epistemic logic. Then, in section 2.3
we give the semantics of this language using Kripke models. In section 2.4 we
introduce the notion of a view, formalizing a notion of observability. Views give
rise to kinds of knowledge, a number of which we will encounter in Chapter 3.
2.2 Language of Epistemic Assertions
We start out by dening our language of epistemic assertions. For the moment,
we assume to have a set VAR of variables x; y; : : : ; x
1
; x
2
; : : : ; together with a set
CON of constants a; b; c
1
; c
2
; : : : ; 0; 1; 2; : : : and a set FUN of function symbols f ,
g, +, ; : : :. The set TERM of term expressions is built from variables, constants
and function symbols in an obvious way. We will not be specic about the arity
of functions, if not necessary. Interpreting constants as 0-ary functions, we may
assume that CON  FUN. In the sequel, we will not always specify the lexical
ingredients that together form the expressions that will denote our terms.
Then, we assume a set PRED of primitive predicates to be given. We will denote
typical elements of PRED with Q, S etc. and we always assume `=' to be in PRED.
As with function symbols, for predicate symbols, we will explicitly mention their
arity only if necessary. Interpreting propositions as 0-ary predicates, we assume
that the set PROP of propositions is a subset of PRED. We will use p, q and s
as typical variables over PROP. After we have given the language of expressions
over the semantical domain of states, typical examples of the expressions we will
use include assertions like x
1
= 5 or 9 2 ZZ(x
1
= 3
2
). The set of atomic
assertions At(PRED,VAR,FUN), or At for short, with typical element P , is the set
of assertions over the set of terms:
At = fQ(t
1
; : : : ; t
n
) j Q is an n-ary predicate in PRED; t
j
2 TERM; j  ng:
Since we want to model the knowledge of a set of Processes = f1; : : : ; ng, we
add a set of modal (here: knowledge-) operators fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g to our language.
Moreover, we also need to denote the knowledge of any group of agents G 
Processes. So, our set of operators will be O = fK
i
; K
G
j i 2 Processes; G 2
2
Processes
g. In the sequel, if we write K
i
or K
j
, indices i and j will range over
the set Processes, while writing K
G
presupposes G to range over 2
Processes
. Now
our language L(At,O) is the smallest set containing At which is closed under both
inx attachment of ^ and prex placing of the logical connective :, the quantier
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8 and operators K
i
, K
G
2 O. We will denote L(At,O) by Assn. Thus, an epistemic
formula ' 2 Assn is given by:
' :: P j '
1
^ '
2
j :'
1
j 8x'
1
j K
i
'
1
j K
G
'
1
A formula that does not contain modal operators is called objective. Furthermore,
we consider the connectives _;! and $ and the existiential quantier 9 as the
usual abbreviations.
2.3 Interpretation: Frames, Models, Sets
Our epistemic assertions ' 2 Assn are interpreted on Kripke models.
Denition 2.3.1 Let the multi-modal language L, based on some xed sets
CON, VAR, FUN (which together constitute a set TERM of term-expressions)
and PRED be given. Then, a rst-order Kripke model M for L is a tuple
< [D; I
FUN
];W; ; R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>, where
 The tuple [D; I
FUN
] is called the domain component ofM and consists of:
1. non-empty set D, the domain ofM;
2. I
FUN
which gives for each m-ary function symbol f a function I
FUN
(f):
D
m
! D. In particular, it assigns an element d 2 D to each c 2 CON.
Mostly, we will identify a function I
FUN
(f) on D with its symbol f ;
 W is a non-empty set, the set of worlds;
  is a function, yielding, for each world s 2 W , an interpretation (s)(Q) 
D
m
, for each m-ary predicate symbol Q 2 PRED, if m  1. Moreover,
it gives an interpretation (s)(x) 2 D for x 2 VAR assigning values to
variables, and an interpretation (s)(p) 2 ftrue; falseg of p 2 PROP, for
each s 2 W . With respect to PROP,  is also called a truth assignment to
the propositional part of L;
 R
i
 W W is a relation on W , called an accessibility relation, for each
process i.
In the following, we will abbreviate (s; t) 2 R
i
as R
i
(s; t) for s; t 2 W .
Given a function , 
[d=x]
denotes the assignment that `acts like ', except that
it assigns the value d to x; now, the value of a term t, val(M; s)(t) given any
s 2 M = < [D; I
FUN
];W; ; R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>, is dened as:
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1. val(M; s)(x) = (s)(x), for all x 2 VAR;
2. val(M; s)(f(t
1
; : : : ; t
m
)) = (I
FUN
(f))(val(M; s)(t
1
); : : : ; val(M; s)(t
m
)), for
all f 2 FUN; t
i
2 TERM;
Finally, we are ready to give the truth denition of ' 2 L at s in M (written
(M; s) j= '):
1. (M; s) j= p i (s)(p) = true
2. (M; s) j= Q(t
1
; : : : ; t
m
) i (val(M; s)(t
1
); : : : ; val(M; s)(t
m
)) 2 (s)(Q)
(n  1)
3. (M; s) j=  ^  i (M; s) j=  and (M; s) j= 
4. (M; s) j= : i not (M; s) j=  
5. (M; s) j= 8x i for all d 2 D, (M
0
; s) j=  where M
0
= M except for

0
= 
[d=x]
6. (M; s) j= K
i
 i for all v for which R
i
(s; v), (M; v) j=  
7. (M; s) j= K
G
 i for all v for which R
k
(s; v) is true for all k 2 G, (M; v) j=
 
We say that an operator that is dened like K
i
for R
i
, (i.e. truth of any K
i
 in s
depends on the truth of  in all of the R
i
-accessible worlds from s) is a necessity
operator for R
i
. Note that, for any G = fg
1
; : : : ; g
r
g(r  n) the operator K
G
is the necessity operator for R
g
1
\ : : : \ R
g
r
. In a standard way, we dene
9 = :8:. We say that ' is satisable if ' is true at some world w in some model
M. Formula ' is true in model M (M j= ') if (M; s) j= ' for all worlds s of
M, and, nally, ' is valid (j= ') if it is true in all models. For any class C of
models, we write j=
C
' if ' is true in all models in C. The class of all Kripke
models is denoted with K, and the class of models in which the accessibility
relations are all equivalence relations (relations that are reexive, symmetric and
transitive) is denoted denoted with S5
n
, where n denotes the number of agents
(processes) involved. Some of the results we want to mention are independent
from the domain component inM. In that case, we just denote the Kripke model
with < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>.
A few words about the interpretation of K
i
' are in order here. We may think
of the set of worlds as a set of possible global states of the system during some
execution. The accessibility relation R
i
may be interpreted as follows: R
i
uv holds
if the agent (the process) considers v to be a possible alternative, given the world
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u (or given the agent`s information `in' u): the observable information in u and
v coincide for process i. Putting it dierently, the relation R
i
may be considered
to be some kind of `epistemic compatibility relation' between the worlds in the
model. Or, putting it still somewhat dierently: R
i
holds between s and t if the
world t is a possible `extension' of agent i's information about s. For instance, if
the agent knows that his local variable x has the value 4, then he will only consider
those worlds as possible alternatives in which this is the case, and, conversely,
if he considers (given his view) two worlds as possible alternatives that do not
agree on the value of x, then he does not exactly know this value.
This interpretation should be contrasted with the dynamic logic interpretation
(see e.g. [Gol87]) and the temporal logic interpretation ([MP92, Kro87]) of the
relations R
i
. In the dynamic logic framework, R
i
uv holds if v is a state which can
be obtained by executing the `program' i in state u (hence, a relation is associated
with any program/statement). In temporal logic, the situation is yet dierent:
here we have only one relation R, modeling the relation between successive points
in time. Comparing our epistemic interpretation with these two alternatives, we
observe that in our case, the accessibility relations do not model `progress' of any
kind.
It will be clear, that, under our interpretation of R
i
, it seems natural to take
this relation to be an equivalence: given agent i's information about s, the agent
will consider s to be a possible alternative (i.e., R
i
is reexive); if agent i nds
world u to be a possible extension of his information about some world t which,
on its turn, is held to be a reasonable alternative for some world s then u will be
considered a possible extension s, given the agent's information about s (i.e., R
i
is transitive); nally, if the agent nds t to be epistemically compatible with s,
then this will also be the other way around (i.e., R
i
will also be symmetric).
We do not claim that these are the only possible and reasonable properties one
can impose on the accessibility relation. It is these very properties of the ac-
cessibility relations that eectuate (via a notion of correspondence, cf. Exam-
ple 2.4.2 of Section 2.4) that the modal operators K
i
obtain their knowledge-like
behaviour, of which we will list some vital examples in Theorem 2.3.2. From
this correspondence between properties of the accessibility relations on one hand,
and valid modal formulas on the other hand, it follows from the remark at the
beginning of this paragraph, that the epistemic properties that follow from our
semantical choices, are not beyond discussion. Nevertheless, (the propositional
part of) the system we propose here was already suggested in the sixties by
Hintikka (except for the validity A5 below; cf. [Hin62]). From then, its popu-
larity and usefulness in the elds of AI and computer science has only increased
(cf. [HM85, Hin62, HM88, MHV91a, MHV91b] for a more detailed presentation
of the formal system and some motivation for it).
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Theorem 2.3.2
1. The following holds for X = K (and hence for X = S5
n
):
R0 j=
X
', j=
X
'!  )j=
X
 
R1 j=
X
' ) j=
X
K
i
'
2. The following are valid in K (and hence in S5
n
):
A0 j=
K
', for any propositional tautology '
A1 j=
K
K
i
('!  )! (K
i
'! K
i
 )
A2 j=
K
8x(K
i
') ! K
i
(8x')
3. The following are valid in S5
n
:
A3 j=
S5
n
K
i
'! '
A4 j=
S5
n
K
i
'! K
i
K
i
'
A5 j=
S5
n
:K
i
'! K
i
:K
i
'
4. Let G = fg
1
; : : : g
k
g  Processes. Then:
R2 j=
S5
n
K
g
1
('
0
! '
1
) ^ : : : ^K
g
k
('
k 1
! '
k
) )j=
S5
n
K
G
('
0
! '
k
)
A6 j=
S5
n
K
g
h
'! K
G
', (h  k)
A7 j=
S5
n
K
G
'! '
A8 j=
S5
n
K
G
'! K
G
K
G
'
A9 j=
S5
n
:K
G
'! K
G
:K
G
'
The items 1 and 2 of theorem 2.3.2 state properties of validity of Kripke models in
general. As far as our operators K
i
are concerned, they imply that valid formulas
are known (R1); that knowledge distributes over the implication (A1) and that
if something is known for all objects in the domain, then it is known that all
objects satisfy that something (A2). We have to accept all those properties in a
modal setting (although in [FH88, HK90, HM88] one can nd some proposals to
circumvent these sources of logical omniscience), except for A2. Note that this
last property is implied by the fact that we have the same domain in each world
s, together with the same interpretation of predicates in them. For our purposes,
this is a very realistic assumption (cf. section 2.5); the reader who is interested
in a general discussion on this topic, is referred to [Gam91].
Theorem 2.3.2.3 is about the particular models for our epistemic language. In
particular, Theorem 2.3.2.3 guarantees that we have the following properties for
our logic of knowledge: knowledge is assumed to be veridical (A3), i.e. one cannot
know false assertions; the agents have positive introspection (A4), i.e. one knows
what one knows; as well as negative introspection (A5): one knows what one does
not know.
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The knowledge operator K
G
describes a kind of knowledge that is implicitly
available in a group of agents: it was indeed called implicit knowledge in [HM85,
HM92a] but later on also the term Distributed Knowledge has been used for it
(cf. [FHV88, Hoe90]). It is not the knowledge of all the agents in the group G, but
the knowledge that would be obtained if the agents would somehow `put their
knowledge together'. Note that this group knowledge very much behaves like
that of the particular agents (A7-A9); that the knowledge of one of the agents of
G is sucient for the knowledge of G (A6) and that the group's knowledge can
increase if each of the agent's `knows one sucient lemma' (R2).
In fact, if we interpret the properties of Theorem 2.3.2 as rules for a logic S5
n
,
and the formulas of Theorem 2.3.2 as axioms for S5
n
, the resulting logic is a
complete axiomatization of validity in S5
n
. For an overview of this logic, we
refer to [HM85] or [MHV91a, MHV91b] where a completeness proof is presented
for the logic without the operator K
G
. Although adding this operator K
G
and its
proper axioms to the logic in the rst instance corresponds to a much richer class
of models with respect to which the logic is complete, in [FHV88, HM92a] it is
shown that in the second instance this logic is complete as well with respect to
the class of models presented above, in which the accessibility relation associated
with the operatorK
G
is the intersection of the accessibility relations R
i
associated
with the operators K
i
for i 2 G.
In [MHV91a, MHV91b] it is also explained how the valid formulas mentioned in
the third clause of Theorem 2.3.2 are connected with the properties we imposed
on R
i
. We will shortly return to this topic in section 2.4.
We end this section by mentioning one more property of S5
n
-validity, which we
recall from [Hoe90].
Denition 2.3.3 A formula with occurrences of K
i
is called an epistemic for-
mula. A formula ' is i-doxastic sequenced if there are  , n > 0 and operators
X
1
; : : :X
n
2 fK
i
;:K
i
g such that ' = X
1
X
2
: : : X
n
 .
Theorem 2.3.4 ([Hoe90]). For any i-doxastic sequenced ', we have:
j=
S5
n
(K
i
'$ ').
Theorem 2.3.4 implies that in S5
n
i-doxastic sequenced formulas are known by
agent i i they are true. As a corollary, we immediately have that the formulas
of denition 2.3.3 can be reduced to a formula with at most one main epistemic
operator , provided that all epistemic operators have the same subscript. It implies
that our epistemic logic is `optimally manageable': all sequences of operators and
:'s can be rewritten to a sequence with at most one operator. So, under the
assumption that validity in S5
n
models our common-sense notion of knowledge,
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in every-day-life we never need to use complicated `epistemic phrases' like `I know,
that I don't know that I know . . . ".
Corollary 2.3.5 Let i be given, 1  i  n. Let X 2 fK
i
;:g and let X be a
sequence of X's. Let ' be any formula in L. Then j=
S5
n
XK
i
'$ (:)K
i
', where
the `:' is present if the number of `:'-s in X is odd.
Note that this corollary does not give us any method to simplify complicated
sentences in which operators of several agents do occur. In fact, this can be
shown to be impossible, even in simple cases. For instance, in the case of 2
agents, it is easily seen that K
1
K
2
p does not simplify to any of (:)K
1
p; (:)K
2
p.
We will not be interested in this kind of sentences in this thesis.
2.4 Lexical Views
In section 2.3 we already hinted at the connection between several valid knowledge
formulas on the one hand, and imposing special properties on the accessibility
relations on the other hand. Before we give an example, recall that for the
moment we will discard the `domain component' in the representation of S5
n
models. Let us demonstrate our point with the property A3, K
i
' ! '. This
formula is not valid on all Kripke models, as is demonstrated by the modelM
1
= < W; 
1
; R
1
> with W = fw; vg; R
1
= f(w; v); (v; w)g; 
1
(w)(p) = false and

1
(v)(p) = true. Then we have (M; w) j= K
1
p ^ :p. As is easily veried,
reexivity of R
1
would be sucient to guaranteeM j= K
1
'! '. On the other
hand, reexivity is not necessary to achieve this: letM
2
be < W; 
2
; R
1
>, with

2
(w) = 
2
(v). Then, although M
2
is not reexive, we have M
2
j= K' ! '.
Note that K
1
' ! ' is valid onM
2
due to a specic choice of the valuation 
2
.
This motivates a shift from Kripke models to Kripke frames:
Denition 2.4.1 A Kripke frame F = < W;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
> consists of a set W
and n binary relations R
i
on it. We stipulate:
1 (F ; w) j= ' if (< F ;  >,w) j= ' for all valuations  on F .
2 F j= ' if (F ; w) j= ' for all w 2 W .
We say that the modelM = < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
> is based on the frame F =
< W;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>.
Now we can establish the following sucient and necessary condition for veridi-
cality:
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Example 2.4.2 We have the following correspondence between modal formulas
and rst-order properties of frames:
F j= K
i
'! ' i R
i
of F is reexive
A property as stated in Example 2.4.2, that so nicely ties up a modal formula with
a rst order property (of a binary relation on a frame) is called a correspondence
property. For more about correspondence theory for modal logic in general, we
refer to [Ben83] and for epistemic formulas in particular, to [Hoe90].
Note that in general, a Kripke model M = < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
> may be consid-
ered as being obtained by adding a specication  of truth of propositional atoms
to worlds in the structure (frame) < W;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>. Once we have identied w
with (w) , this world has become a situation: it gives a complete description of
a state of aairs. However, for our purposes, it will appear also to be worthwhile
to proceed the other way around and consider these situations as basic entities
in our model, on which we then impose a binary relation, which we will dene in
such a way that it is an equivalence.
Denition 2.4.3 A Kripke set S = < W;  > is a set of worlds along with a
valuation function. It gives rise to Kripke models in an obvious way. In particular,
let P
i
 At. We say that inM = < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
>, R
i
is lexically view-based
on P
i
if it holds that
R
i
(w; v) i for all P 2 P
i
; (w)(P ) = (v)(P ):
In general, we may add binary relations R
1
; : : : ; R
n
for several P
1
; : : :P
n
 At.
We say thatM = < W; ;R
1
; : : : R
n
> is view-based if 8i9P
i
[R
i
is lexically view-
based on P
i
]. We say thatM = < W; ;R
1
; : : :R
n
> is uniformly view-based if
M is view-based on P
1
;P
2
; : : : ;P
n
, and P
1
= P
2
: : : = P
n
. Finally, we denote the
class of models that are view-based on P
1
;P
2
; : : : ;P
n
by VB(P
1
;P
2
: : : ;P
n
).
Remark 2.4.4 Let M = < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
> be a view-based model. Then it
follows from denition 2.4.3 that R
i
is an equivalence relation.
Denition 2.4.5 Let M = < W; ;R
1
; : : : ; R
n
> be a model in which R
i
is
lexically view-based on P
i
. Then, we dene the lexical view of i as
v
i
((M; s)) = ft j R
i
(s; t)g
Recall from Denition 2.3.1 that ' is known to process i in world w i ' is true
in all worlds v that are R
i
-accessible from w. In a view-based model, all such
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worlds v agree with w about a set P
i
of atoms. This seems reasonable: an agent
who is aware of some atomic facts P
i
will, given a world w, only consider those
worlds to be possible that are `P
i
-compatible' with w. In Chapter 3, we will use
special cases of the notion of lexical view as dened above. Our view is dened in
terms of the logical language, whereas the notion of view as dened in Chapter 3
is a semantical notion. In the presentation, it is possible for two worlds u and v
to have the same view, without there being any means in the logical language to
express this. In Section 2.5 we shall return to the notion of view in the context
of distributed computing.
The knowledge of a process about the truth of some atoms is inherited by its
knowledge about formulas that are made out of those atoms. We will make this
presupposition more explicit now in the second part of theorem 2.4.6 below. The
rst part of this theorem states that the relation R holds between any two worlds
if and only if these worlds make the same formulas true which are built up from
the set P
0
on which R is view-based (and possibly containing K's also).
Theorem 2.4.6 Let R in M = < W; ;R > be view-based on P
0
 At and
w; v 2 W . Then:
(i) R(w; v) i for all ' 2 L(P
0
; fKg): (M; w) j= ' , (M; v) j= '
(ii) for all ' 2 L(P
0
; fKg): [(M; w) j= ' i (M; w) j= K'].
Proof Clearly, (ii) follows from (i). So we only prove item (i):
(: if w and v agree on all formulas of L(P
0
; fKg), they also agree on all formulas
of L(P
0
), and, since R is view-based on L(P
0
) we have R(w; v). (Here, L(P
0
)
is short for L(P
0
; ;).)
): this is proven using induction on ': if ' is atomic, the claim immediately
follows from the fact that R is view-based on P
0
. The interesting case left is
' = K . Let 
0
be the restriction of  to P
0
. Suppose R(w; v), i.e. 
0
(w) =

0
(v). If (M; w) j= K then  is true in all worlds u for which 
0
(w) = 
0
(u).
Suppose R(v; s), i.e. 
0
(v) = 
0
(s). Combining the assertions about 
0
we
get 
0
(w) = 
0
(s), so that  must be true in s, and hence (M; v) j= K .
Conversely, suppose (M; v) j= K and R(w; v), i.e. 
0
(w) = 
0
(v) . Let s
be a world for which R(w; s): 
0
(w) = 
0
(s). Then 
0
(v) = 
0
(s), so R(v; s),
and (M; s) j=  . We conclude that (M; w) j= K .
2
Note that Theorem 2.4.6 need not be true for arbitrary formulas ' 2 L, but only
for the subset induced by P
0
.
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As to nding a complete axiomatization of a logic S5
n
(P
1
; : : :P
n
), which should
give us a calculus of the valid formulas, given that the view of agent i is based
on P
i
, it seems clear that we need|besides the axioms of S5
n
|the axioms
B
i
: '! K
i
', for all ' 2 P
i
:
However, it seems that one also needs to put some additional constraints on the
class of models in order to be able to prove completeness. Since in our particular
case we are not interested in this kind of completeness, we will not pursue this
issue in this thesis.
2.5 Epistemic Logic and Distributed Programs
In this section, we outline the kind of modeling that we will use in the context
of concurrent programs. Our model will be suciently general to permit various
renements, as presented in Chapter 3.
2.5.1 A General Model of Distributed Programs
We consider a collection p
1
; :::; p
n
of processes which run in parallel and may
communicate with each other. Assume a program for the system, in which all
actions are uniquely labeled. A possible execution of the system is described by
a pair h; hi, where  is a valuation of the program variables, and h is a history,
which is a poset consisting of the labels of all actions taking place plus some order
on them, the causality relation. Formally, a history h is a poset (H;<). Below,
we will come back to these pairs and their role in modeling knowledge.
In this thesis, we will not expand on notions concerning poset concatenation and
the like; the interested reader is referred to [BRR89] and [MdV89]. In the next
two chapters, we will use the operation of restriction of a poset to a process: h  i
denotes the restriction of history h to i-actions, i.e. it is formed by leaving out
all non-i actions and adapting the ordering < accordingly.
2.5.2 Knowledge in Concurrent Programs
In this subsection we will indicate how we can apply the general framework of
Section 2.3 to the special case of concurrent programs, as a preparation of the
next two chapters. To this end we must interpret the ingredients of the general
epistemic framework, viz. Kripke models and views. The set of states (worlds)
of Kripke models for concurrent programs will be chosen to be a set of so-called
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points, which is a notion similar to that of Halpern & Moses [HM90]. A point is
a pair h; hi, where  is a global state and h is a communication history. A poset
represents a snapshot of a computation performed by the program. The state
gives information about the values of variables, and as such it can be viewed as a
world in the sense of Section 2.3 together with the truth assignment associated
with it, i.e. a situation in the sense of Section 2.4.
Regarding views: in this context views are induced by some observation criterion
on points. The idea is that for some agent some points (computations) are indis-
tinguishable due to a limited \view" on the process as a whole: generally it is the
case that only some local entities (such as private variables) can be \seen" by the
agent. This may be expressed by some equivalence relation R
i
which identies
points (for the agent i). Moreover, these relations may be based on a natural set
of atoms P
i
 AT that are \observable by the agent". In this case we have a
lexical view as in Section 2.4.
Chapter 3
A Taxonomy of Knowledge in
Distributed Systems
We explore some notions of knowledge that occur (naturally) in distributed sys-
tems/programming, yielding a natural taxonomy ranging from very global knowl-
edge to very specic knowledge.
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3.1 Introduction
It has been realized in recent years (cf. Halpern and Moses [HM90], Chandy and
Misra [CM86]) that in order to reason about distributed processes the notion
of knowledge of processes is relevant. However, as there are many varieties of
distributed programming it is not quite evident what notion of knowledge is best
suited for what kind of problem/approach.
In this chapter we explore some notions of knowledge that we think are natural
ones in this context, as well as relationships between them. In this way we
establish a taxonomy of notions of knowledge ranging from constant knowledge
(i.e. knowledge about invariants of the process) to point knowledge, that gives a
perfect description of the situation reached at some point in running the process,
including even future information.
This chapter should be regarded as a rst step towards an evaluation of the use
of epistemic logic in reasoning about distributed systems in general (cf. [AO91,
HdR86]) and programs written in a parallel programming language in particular.
The rest of this chapter consists of the following: in section 3.2, a rather gen-
eral model of distributed systems is presented. Section 3.3 denes the notion of
knowledge in such a model, depending crucially on the notion of view, for which
there are several options presented in section 3.4. Section 3.5 aims at relating
the various possibilities, rst without and then with several assumptions on both
the way in which memory is implemented and what ingredients the objective
formulas (the object of knowledge) consist of. Finally, section 3.6 provides some
links with related work as well as giving some perspectives; appendix A contains
the pictures omitted from the main text.
3.2 The Model
A distributed system is a collection p
1
; :::; p
n
of processors, connected by a com-
munication network. We say that processor p
i
performs process P
i
or processor
p
i
is the actor of process P
i
. Assume a protocol (program) for the system, in
which all actions are uniquely labeled. Here, actions are considered as the small-
est (atomic) units from which a protocol is built up. We distinguish at least two
kinds of actions: (synchronous) communication actions, which involve several
processors at once (typically two); and internal or non-communication actions,
reecting some autonomous activity of a processor on its own. A possible execu-
tion of the system is described by a run, which is a poset consisting of the labels
of all actions taking place indexed by their actor(s) plus some order on them, the
so-called causality relation. The same action taking place twice results in two
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dierent labels, which we assume to be generated in some canonical way: hence
we get a poset instead of a pomset (cf. [MdV89]).
Formally, a run r is a poset (A
r
; <
r
). Here, A
r
is the set of action-labels, holding
for every process P
i
its labels fa
A
1
1
; a
A
2
2
; :::; a
A
m
i
m
i
g, whereA
k
denotes an actor-value
set which contains its actor in the case of a non-communication action, and a set
of its actors along with the communicated value in the case of a communication
action, and 8k 2 f1; :::; m
i
g[p
i
2 A
k
] (p
i
has to be one of the actors, hence the
name P
i
-action-label). Furthermore, <
r
is the causality relation on A
r
 A
r
. It
follows from this denition that an action label can be the action label of two
dierent actors at the same time.
Given a program P, there is a natural set R of runs of the system. How these runs
evolve from the program is not important for our present purposes; we therefore
refrain from any formal denition to this regard. Our starting point will be the
set R; given R we will dene and relate various denitions of knowledge.
The gure below is a pictorial representation of a set R, illustrating the notions
explained in this section. In this particular case, R consists of two runs, each
consisting of sequentially executing two actions. Focussing on the leftmost run,
we observe that it consists of the execution of the action labeled `a' by processor
2, followed by the execution of `b' by processors 1 and 2 simultaneously. The
causal relationship between a and b (i.e. a < b) is depicted by an arrow from a
to b. In general, the causality relation is obtained by the transitive closure of the
arrow-relation. The assignment statements underneath the labels are intentional;
they denote either assignments or communication actions.
Whether the variables x and y are shared or not depends on the computational
model under consideration.
8
<
:
1,21,2
s s s s
- -
a b c b
y:=2
x:=y
22
y:=1 x:=y
,
9
=
;
figure 1
3.3 General Denition of Knowledge
As announced in Chapter 2, we will use the view-based denition of knowledge,
as it is used by Halpern and Moses [HM90]. Therefore, we rst have to dene the
notion of a point in some given run. A point is a pair (r; l), where r is a run and
l a location set, that is, a set keeping track of all performed actions. (Note that
this denition of point excludes situations in which some actions are currently
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being executed; we will not consider these). Formally, l is a prex-closed subset
(with respect to <
r
) of (A
r
; <
r
). Let R be a given set of runs. Then we dene
W , the set of well-dened points by:
W
def
= f(r; l) j r = (A
r
; <
r
) 2 R & l  A
r
; l is prex-closed w.r.t. <
r
g:
We assume the existence of a set of views , to be dened later, and a view
function v, which assigns to each processor at each point (r; l) in W some view
in . Notation: v(p
i
; r; l) 2 . The view v(p
i
; r; l) determines what is observable
by processor p
i
about the system in point (r; l).
A view-based knowledge interpretation I is a triple (W;; v), where W is a set of
points,  a truth assignment function which assigns true or false to all ground
facts (primitive propositions) in every point (r; l) in W , and v a view function.
For the moment, it is left open what the ground facts are; in the sequel some
possible choices will be elaborated.
A knowledge point (I; r; l) is a triple consisting of a knowledge interpretation, a
run r and a location set l such that (r; l) 2 W .
In order to speak about the knowledge of a processor during a run we introduce
the logical language L.
Let L
0
(with typical elements '
0
;  
0
) be the set of objective formulas, being the
smallest set satisfying
1. all primitive propositions p 2 L
0
2. '
0
2 L
0
=) :'
0
2 L
0
3. '
0
;  
0
2 L
0
=) '
0
^  
0
2 L
0
(we assume other connectives to be abbreviations)
Then L is the smallest set satisfying
1. '
0
2 L
0
=) '
0
2 L
2. '
0
2 L
0
=) K
i
'
0
2 L (i 2 f1; :::; ng)
3. ';  2 L =) :'; ' ^  2 L
It follows from this denition that nested occurrences of the K-operator are not
within our language. As to nested occurrences of the same K-operator, this is no
restriction, as will be explained shortly. Formulas with more-level occurrences of
dierent K-operators will be subject for further research.
We can now dene the truth of a formula ' 2 L at a knowledge point:
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 (I; r; l) j= p i (r; l)(p) = true
 (I; r; l) j= :' i (I; r; l) 6j= '
 (I; r; l) j= ' ^  i (I; r; l) j= ' and (I; r; l) j=  
 (I; r; l) j= K
i
' i (I ; r
0
; l
0
) j= ' for all (r
0
; l
0
) in W satisfying v(p
i
; r; l) =
v(p
i
; r
0
; l
0
)
Note that in the last clause we make an important choice: we assume that the
whole program is global information, thus limiting our possible worlds to those
made possible in R. Furthermore, it follows from this denition that our K-
operator has the S5-properties, i.e. satises the S5-axioms (cf. [HC84, HM85]);
from this it follows that formulas with nested occurrences of the same K-operator,
if allowed, would be reduceable to formulas with one-level occurrences (cf. also
Chapter 2, [MvdH95]). As it will turn out, v is the key notion for the relations of
the model, determining the modal operators K
i
. In the current chapter, the view
function v will be dened semantically, in the next section. However, it would
not be dicult by specifying what the primitive propositions are, to conceive
of this function as a lexical view from Chapter 2. Because of the fact that in
the compositional approach of the next chapter, this is not possible anymore,
we choose to present the semantical denitions only, which provides a smoother
connection with this chapter.
We introduce some convenient notation. Suppose some W and  are given. Then
we dene inductively (r; l) j=
W;
' as follows:
 (r; l) j=
W;
p i (r; l)(p) = true
 (r; l) j=
W;
:' i (r; l) 6j=
W;
'
 (r; l) j=
W;
' ^  i (r; l) j=
W;
' and (r; l) j=
W;
 
 (r; l) j=
W;
K
v
i
' i ((W;; v); r; l) j= K
i
'
In particular, the last clause is useful for enabling us to plug in dierent view
functions, given some point (r; l). It provides a means for doing so without
having to drag along W and , which are understood to remain unchanged. This
is particularly the case if we replace j=
W;
by just j= in case W and  are clear
from the context.
Under the same conditions, we dene a relativised notion of validity
j=
W;
' i 8(r; l) 2 W [(r; l) j=
W;
'].
Again we will write j= ' instead of j=
W;
' when W and  are clear from the
context.
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3.4 Knowledge Types
In this section, we propose several types of knowledge, by giving appropriate def-
initions of the view function v. While choosing our denitions we were inspired
by Katz and Taubenfeld [KT86]. In their opinion, the view determines the local
information that a processor has, in addition to the global information which
consists of the program text. They consider four possibilities, which in our ter-
minology are called constant, location, local state and local history knowledge.
To these, we add global state, global history and point knowledge, which provide
a processor with more general views of the system, and some combinations of the
dierent knowledge types, exploiting the fact that state and location are in some
sense orthogonal.
3.4.1 Point Knowledge
Though probably not feasible in practice, it is possible to supply a processor with
a complete-point-view as follows:
v
point
(p
i
; r; l) = (r; l) 2 W:
This means that the processor 'sees' in what run it is and what actions have been
performed. Our interest in this form of knowledge will be purely theoretical, as
it is not realistic to assume that a processor can look into the future and see
actions of other processors while not communicating with them. Note that this
view function gives the nest possible distinction between points; every point
forms an equivalence class.
3.4.2 Global History Knowledge
Perhaps still somewhat theoretical, this type of knowledge is based on the follow-
ing view function:
v
ghist
(p
i
; r; l) = (l; <
l
) 2 PC(r);
where <
l
=<
r
\ l l and PC(r) stands for the set of subsets of r that are Prex
Closed with respect to <
r
.
Thus a processor's view consists of the poset of all actions that took place so far.
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3.4.3 Local History Knowledge
This type of knowledge takes into consideration only the local history and is
quite similar to the history knowledge as dened in [KT]. Its view function has
the following format:
v
lhist
(p
i
; r; l) = (A
p
i
l
; <
i
l
) 2 PC(r) j p
i
;
where A
p
i
l
consists of the set of P
i
-actions in l, and <
i
l
=<
r
\A
p
i
l
A
p
i
l
. Moreover,
PC(r) j p
i
denotes the set obtained from PC(r) by intersecting each element
with the set of p
i
-labels in r.
Thus a processor's view consists of the poset of its own actions that took place
so far.
3.4.4 Global State Knowledge
Global state knowledge takes as viewpoint the values of all variables (the state).
Fix a domain Val of values. If we name the variables of the program as follows:
x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
m
, assume a valuation function val from these variables to Val , and
dene the state as the m-tuple val(x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
m
), we can dene
v
gstat
(p
i
; r; l) = val
r;l
(x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
m
) 2 Val
m
;
where val
r;l
(x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
m
) represents the contents of the memory as a result of
run r up to point (r; l). Note that in the right-hand side of this denition there
is no occurence of the processor-id, so this kind of knowledge is independent of
the observer: given a certain state, every processor knows exactly the same facts.
Furthermore, it is assumed that each variable is properly initialized within the
program, so that the initial value of the variables play no role in determining
val
r;l
(x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
m
).
3.4.5 Local State Knowledge
Local state knowledge takes as viewpoint the values of p
i
's local variables (its
state). By local variables of p
i
we mean: variables which can be write-accessed
only by p
i
. Therefore, name the local variables of p
i
as follows: x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
q
i
, and
dene p
i
's state as the q
i
-tuple val(x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
q
i
). Now we can dene
v
lstat
(p
i
; r; l) = val
r;l
(x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
q
i
) 2 Val
q
i
;
where val
r;l
(x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
q
i
) represents the contents of p
i
's local memory as a result
of run r up to point (r; l).
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3.4.6 Location Knowledge
Let (r; l) 2 P such that
l = fa
A
t
1
t
1
; a
A
t
2
t
2
; :::; a
A
t
p
t
p
g;
where for every processor p
i
there may be zero, one or more action-labels in l.
Then we can dene
v
loc
(p
i
; r; l) = fa
A
k
k
2 ljp
i
2 A
k
^ 8k
0
[a
A
k
0
k
0
2 l; p
i
2 A
k
0
=) a
A
k
k
6<
r
a
A
k
0
k
0
]g 2 }(l):
Here, all a processor can see at a given point is its own location. The denition
may look intricate at rst sight. The intuition is that though the location set
records all actions taken, we are interested only in the last actions taken by
processor p
i
(there may be more than one!); hence we have to look for p
i
-actions-
without-p
i
-followers in the run up to l.
3.4.7 Global State-Location Knowledge
This type of knowledge is a combination of global state knowledge and location
knowledge. The denition of the view function is obtained by straightforward
pairing:
v
gstatloc
(p
i
; r; l) = (v
gstat
(p
i
; r; l); v
loc
(p
i
; r; l))
Here, a processor's view consists of both the global state of the system and the
processor's location.
3.4.8 Local State-Location Knowledge
This type of knowledge is a combination of local state knowledge and location
knowledge. The denition of the viewfunction is again obtained by straightfor-
wardly pairing:
v
lstatloc
(p
i
; r; l) = (v
lstat
(p
i
; r; l); v
loc
(p
i
; r; l))
Here, a processor's view consists of both its local state and location.
3.4.9 Constant Knowledge
This is the most simple form of knowledge: its view function is a constant func-
tion.
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v
cons
(p
i
; r; l) = C
R
;
where C
R
is some xed constant. The kind of knowledge which is modeled here
could be described best as knowledge about global invariants over a certain pro-
gram: the facts to be known hold everywhere, regardless of the point considered.
3.5 Relating Knowledge Types
In this section, we will derive the relation between the dierent knowledge types
encountered in the previous section, thus bringing some structure in them.
Denition 3.5.1 Let I = (W;; v) be a knowledge interpretation, and x some
processor p
i
. Then v denes an equivalence relation 
i
v
on W in the following
way:
(r; l) 
i
v
(r
0
; l
0
)() v(p
i
; r; l) = v(p
i
; r
0
; l
0
):
The equivalence relation associated with a view holds between points that are in-
distinguishable according to that view with respect to p
i
. We now give a theorem
that is useful for proving one kind of knowledge stronger than another.
Proposition 3.5.2 Suppose two knowledge interpretations I = (W;; v) and I
0
= (W;; v
0
) respectively such that 
i
v

i
v
0
for some i. Then for arbitrary ' we
have the following implication:
(I
0
; r; l) j= K
i
' =) (I; r; l) j= K
i
'
Proof Assume (I
0
; r; l) j= K
i
', so (I
0
; r
0
; l
0
) j= ' for all (r
0
; l
0
) 2 W with (r; l) 
i
v
0
(r
0
; l
0
). By the condition it follows that (I; r
0
; l
0
) j= ' for all (r
0
; l
0
) 2 W with
(r; l) 
i
v
(r
0
; l
0
), hence (I; r; l) j= K
i
'. 2
Written in the abbreviated notation, proposition 3.5.2 becomes
j= K
v
0
i
' ,! K
v
i
':
It should be observed that, although K
v
i
' is logically weaker than K
v
0
i
' in the
expression above, the rightmost kind of (v-)knowledge is the strongest in our
terminology. This is motivated by the fact that, given some point (r; l), this
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knowledge considers less points (r
0
; l
0
) to be view-equivalent to (r; l), thus per-
mitting more informative statements as its objective formulas (the less worlds are
considered, the more they have in common).
Using this proposition, we can impose a (partial) ordering on the dierent types
of knowledge, as stated in theorem 3.5.3 below.
Theorem 3.5.3 Assume the types of knowledge dened in sections 3.4.1{3.4.9
all exist. Then they are partially ordered as depicted in gure 2.
The proviso in Theorem 3.5.3 is due to the fact that depending on the choice of
our model it may be senseless to speak about certain kinds of knowledge, e.g. in
the case of a shared variables program it would make no sense to distinguish a
processor's local state from its global state, because all variables are global.
Proof The ordering is straightforwardly derived from inclusion of the view equiv-
alence relations of the appropriate knowledge types. 2
#
#
#
 
 
H
H
H
H
H
b
b
b
b
#
#
#
J
J
J
a
a
a
a
a
H
H
H
H
H




constant knowledge
location knowledge
local state knowl.
loc. state-location knowl.
global state knowl.
loc. history knowl.gl. st.-location knowl.
point knowledge
glob. history knowl.
figure 2
In this picture, one kind of knowledge standing above another means that the
lower kind implies the higher kind of knowledge, or, equivalently, that the higher
kind is stronger than the lower kind.
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This ordering is not strict: as it will appear, it can partially collapse depending on
some other parameters that have to be chosen yet. But before focussing on these
parameters, we state another theorem, which, speaking informally, states that if
a view function is strong enough with respect to a certain class of statements,
then the associated kind of knowledge is the strongest possible kind of knowledge
with respect to that class of statements.
Theorem 3.5.4 Suppose for some view function v and a certain class of asser-
tions  with typical element ' we have that
v(p
i
; r; l) = v(p
i
; r
0
; l
0
) =) 8' 2 [(r; l) j= '() (r
0
; l
0
) j= ']:
Then K
v
i
is the strongest form of knowledge w.r.t. , or, more formally, for all
view functions v
0
and for all ' 2  j= K
v
0
i
' ,! K
v
i
'.
Proof Suppose on the contrary that there exist r; l; v
0
; ' 2  such that [(r; l) j=
K
v
0
i
' and (r; l) 6j= K
v
i
']. By the rst conjunct, (r; l) j= '. By the second conjunct,
there has to exist a point (r
0
; l
0
) such that (r
0
; l
0
) 6j= ' and v(p
i
; r; l) = v(p
i
; r
0
; l
0
).
But this contradicts the condition in theorem 3.5.4. 2
Next we will dene the parameters that have impact on the relative ordering of
knowledge types as shown above. First, we will look at the way the memory is
used in our set of runs R. We will distinguish two possibilities (cf. [AFdR80,
Hoa78, OG76]):
private variables: every processor p
i
has its own local variables X
i
which only
p
i
has write-access to, and
S
i
X
i
= X, where X is the set of all variables in
the program. This corresponds to the way memory is used in distributed
programming languages such as CSP.
shared variables: every processor has write-access to every variable in X. This
corresponds to the situation in a shared variables program.
Second, we will have to x what will be the object of our knowledge. Here, we
distinguish three possibilities:
all variables: a primitive proposition can only involve variables of the program
as a whole. Formally, this means it has to be of the following form:
x = ;
where x 2 X and  is a possible value of x, so  2 Val .
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local variables: a primitive proposition can only involve local variables of the
process the formula deals with, and has to be of the following form:
x
i
= ;
where x
i
2 X
i
and  2 Val . Of course, this kind of formula only makes
sense when considering a private variables model, for in a shared memory
environment there are no local variables, so this case collapses with the
all variables-case (we do not consider hybrid forms, in which some of the
variables are local and some are shared).
locations: a primitive proposition can only involve locations of processes, and
has to be of the following form:
p
j
@a
A
k
k
;
where p
j
is a processor and a
A
k
k
is an action label of p
j
. The meaning of
p
j
@a
A
k
k
is \processor j has arrived at the point immediately after the action
labeled with a
A
k
k
", and its formal denition is straightforward: (r; l) j=
p
j
@a
A
k
k
i a
A
k
k
2 l^ j 2 A
k
^8k
0
[a
A
k
0
k
0
2 l^ j 2 A
k
0
=) a
A
k
k
6<
r
a
A
k
0
k
0
]: Again
note that the formula p
j
@a
A
k
k
may be be true in one and the same point
for dierent values of k at the same time, in analogy to the fact that the
current location of a process may consist of more than one action label.
The distinctions above can be combined to provide the following ve possibilities,
taking into account the remark about the combination shared variables { local
variables:
private variables shared variables
all variables
p p
local variables
p
locations
p p
We will focus on each of these possibilities in turn below. It should be obvious
that the cases considered here are but a grasp from a vast number of possibilities,
and the interested reader is encouraged to work out cases of his own particular
interest.
In the following, we will use pictures to denote a point (r; l) in a run and the set
of runs R to which the run belongs. In these pictures, runs will be represented
by posets: an action is depicted by a dot, above which its label and actor(s) are
printed, and beneath which the according statement is given. In one particular
run, some of these dots may be encircled to indicate that they are elements of l.
In the case of a private variables program, every variable that is assigned a value
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by actor i is a private variable of p
i
. The valuation function  is straightforward
and not dened formally. So, for example,
8
<
:
1,21,2
s s s sl l
- -
a b c b
y:=2
x:=y
22
y:=1 x:=y
,
9
=
;
figure 3
denotes the point (r; l) from the set of runs R which contains two runs in total,
where r is the leftmost run, and l consists of all r-actionlabels. Assuming a private
variables program, x is a private variable of p
1
and y is a private variable of p
2
.
One could thus view this R as the semantics of the following simple CSP-like
program:
P :: P
1
kP
2
P
1
:: b
1
: P
2
?x
P
2
:: [a : y := 1[]c : y := 2]; b
2
: P
1
!y
Obviously, the program permits two possible runs. Note how the communication
involving the two labels b
1
and b
2
is depicted as an assignment to x which is
labeled by b.
Now we will give an account on the eect of the dierent choices with respect
to memory usage and the class of statements involved on the relation between
dierent kinds of knowledge. For each choice we will prove some negative results,
typically of the form K
v
0
i
' 6,! K
v
i
', which, together with the two theorems will
enable us to redraw the partial ordering between the knowledge types.
3.5.1 private vars-all vars
Now we are looking at a distributed environment, and our objective formulas are
such that they may contain all variables. Consider the following picture:
8
<
:
y:=1
skip
x:=1y:=2
dc 21
-s s s sl l- -
a b2 1
9
=
;
:
f igure 4
Here, the variable x is local to process 1 and the variable y is local to process
2. Then, we have K
loc
1
(y = 2) | actually, we should write (r; l) j= K
loc
1
(y = 2)
where (r; l) is the point denoted in g. 3, but we will use this notation for short
| since the current point is the only one possible given p
1
's location view, but
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not: K
lstat
1
(y = 2) since (r; l
0
) with l
0
= fa; b; c; dg gives the same local state view,
and (r; l
0
) 6j= (y = 2). So we infer:
6j= K
loc
i
' ,! K
lstat
i
'
Consider again gure 3. Then, we have K
lstat
1
(x = 1), since the current point
is the only point having local state \x = 1" but not: K
loc
1
(x = 1), because the
rightmost run with location set l
0
= fc; bg has the same location view,
so we infer:
6j= K
lstat
i
' ,! K
loc
i
'
Furthermore, if we consider global state knowledge (for example) we can easily
verify
v
gstat
(p
i
; r; l) = v
gstat
(p
i
; r
0
; l
0
) =) 8' 2 [(r; l) j= '() (r
0
; l
0
) j= ']:
Hence, by theorem 3.5.4 we may conclude that global state knowledge is the
strongest kind of knowledge; and we can apply this theorem to some other knowl-
edge kinds as well.
Altogether this leads to a new partial ordering as presented in appendix A.
3.5.2 private vars-local vars
Again using theorem 3.5.4, we can show that local state knowledge is the strongest
possible knowledge and hence coincides with all other kinds above it. Therefore,
the resulting partial order is quite simple (see appendix A).
3.5.3 private vars-locations
Consider the following picture:
8
<
:
y:=1
2
l
12 ba
-
ll sss
-
c
y:=2x:=1
9
=
;
:
f igure 5
Then, we have K
gstatloc
1
(p
2
@c) since the given point is the only point having this
global state-location view, but not: K
lhist
1
(p
2
@c) since p
1
cannot distinguish this
point from (r; l
0
) where l
0
= fa; bg. So we infer:
6j= K
gstatloc
i
' ,! K
lhist
i
':
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Now consider
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:
,
1cb 1,2
2
2
skipx:=z
z:=1
1c1,2a
2
2
skipx:=y
z:=1


3
H
H
Hj
sl
y:=1
sl
-
s sl l


3
H
H
Hj
s
y:=1
s
-s s
9
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
;
:
f igure 6
Then, we have K
lhist
1
(p
2
@a), since there is no other point in R with the same local
history, but not: K
gstatloc
1
(p
2
@a), since the point (r
0
; l
0
) where r
0
is the rightmost
run and l
0
= r
0
has the same global state (viz.x = y = z = 1) and location (c)
but (r
0
; l
0
) 6j= (p
2
@a), so we infer:
6j= K
lhist
i
' ,! K
gstatloc
i
':
From this it follows that
6j= K
lhist
i
' ,! K
gstat
i
':
for this would be contradictory to the above statement.
Take a look at g.4 again. Then, we have K
gstat
1
(p
2
@c) but not: K
lhist
1
(p
2
@c)
since the point (r; l
0
) with l
0
= fa; bg has the same local history but does not
satisfy (p
2
@c), so we infer:
6j= K
gstat
i
' ,! K
lhist
i
':
From this it follows again that
6j= K
gstat
i
' ,! K
lstatloc
i
':
Now consider
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:
d
x:=y
x:=1
1d
-
s
,
1b 1,2
2
2
skip
z:=2
1c1,2a
2
2
skipx:=z
z:=2


3
H
H
Hj
sl
y:=1
sl
-s sl l


3
H
H
Hj
s
y:=1
s
-s s
9
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
;
:
f igure 7
Then, we have K
loc
1
(p
2
@a) but not: K
gstat
1
(p
2
@a) so we infer:
6j= K
loc
i
' ,! K
gstat
i
':
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From this it follows that
6j= K
lstatloc
i
' ,! K
gstat
i
':
Again, look at g.4. Then, we have K
gstat
1
(p
2
@c) but not: K
loc
1
(p
2
@c) so we infer:
6j= K
gstat
i
' ,! K
loc
i
':
Now look at g.3 again. Then, we have K
loc
1
(p
2
@a) but not: K
lstate
1
(p
2
@a) so we
infer:
6j= K
loc
i
' ,! K
lstate
i
':
Finally, consider
8
<
:
-
skip
1d
sl
skip
1d
s
1,2
1,2
,
2
x:=yy:=1
ca
- ss-
x:=y+1y:=1
2 ba
- ll ss
9
=
;
:
f igure 8
Then, we have K
lstat
1
(p
2
@b) but not: K
loc
1
(p
2
@b) so we infer:
6j= K
lstat
i
' ,! K
loc
i
':
Combining all these facts and applying theorem 3.5.4 several times, we get the
partial order as depicted in appendix A.
3.5.4 shared vars-all vars
This case can be treated in an analogous way. However, in a shared variables
environment, there is no such thing as `local state' (or, depending on ones view,
local state and global state coincide), and therefore, the two kinds of knowledge
arising from combinations of local state knowledge disappear from the ordering.
3.5.5 shared vars-locations
The proofs of the relations here are again almost exact copies of the proofs we saw
before; as explained in the previous subsection, there are two kinds of knowledge
less to consider.
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3.6 Related Work and Future Research
The use of epistemic logic in analyzing distributed systems was introduced by
Halpern and Moses [HM90]. They and others (cf. Chandy and Misra [CM86])
use it to reason about protocols and to analyse under what circumstances certain
forms of knowledge can be obtained. Our interest is not so much in analyzing pro-
tocols but rather in programs executed in a distributed environment in general.
In our choice of the various types of knowledge we were inspired by the work of
Katz and Taubenfeld [KT86]. Our notion of point, which is commonly referred to
as possible world in the literature, makes it possible to reason about a processor's
knowledge on the basis of a partial order semantics of some protocol (program).
When we compare this to previous approaches it appears that Chandy and Misra
as well as Katz and Taubenfeld base their knowledge denition on an interleav-
ing semantics (streams) whereas Halpern and Moses use a sort of (rened) step
semantics: they characterize a run by giving for each processor its local history
at any time t; it is the absence of this global clock (see also [KP90]) that makes
reasoning based on partial order semantics possible.
Optional future research includes topics such as nested knowledge, timed knowl-
edge, group knowledge, and knowledge in an environment with process creation.
Furthermore we would like to look at a pomset semantics based notion of knowl-
edge, and applications of all these notions on existing languages such as Occam
and ParC.
Last but not least, we are interested in a sound and complete axiomatisation
of the knowledge kinds treated in this chapter. In the next chapter, such an
axiomatization is provided for (a compositional version of) local state / location
knowledge in the context of a CSP-like language, i.e. regarding valid partial
correctness formulas.
Because our interest lies in compositional verication methods, we cannot directly
use this notion of knowledge, as it is non-compositional by nature. Therefore, a
compositional counterpart of the notion has to be dened in the next chapter.
An interesting question is whether a proof-theoretical counterpart of the tax-
onomy can be provided. The proof system from the next chapter then could
represent one element of this taxonomy.
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Chapter 4
An Epistemic Approach to
Reasoning about Concurrent
Programs
We show how epistemic logic may be used to reason about concurrent programs.
Starting out from Halpern & Moses' interpretation of knowledge in the context
of distributed systems, where they use the interleaving model, we extend this to
a setting where also truly concurrent computations can be modeled, viz. posets
of action labels. Moreover, and more importantly, we present an epistemic proof
system for the the compositional verication of concurrent programs. As our pro-
gramming language, we x a variant of the well-known 1978-version of Hoare's
Concurrent Sequential Processes (CSP). Proofs of soundness and (relative) com-
pleteness of the proof system are provided.
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4.1 Introduction
In [HM85] Halpern and Moses presented a framework to reason about distributed
processes based on the notion of knowledge. They showed that a modal logic of
knowledge (epistemic logic) may be employed fruitfully to reason about the be-
haviour of networks of processors in which communication protocols take care of
the ow of messages between the processors. They were able to prove a number
of fundamental results regarding the kind of knowledge that is or is not reach-
able in such networks ([HM90]). Moreover, using epistemic logic it appeared to
be possible to prove the correctness of some well-known protocols such as the
alternating bit protocol ([HZ87]).
The question we address in this chapter is whether epistemic logic is useful as
well in the verication and specication of parallel or concurrent programs in a
compositional framework. To get a feel for the idea of using epistemic notions
(i.e., notions pertaining to knowledge) consider a command P
i
?x, expressing a
request for a value from process i to be stored in the variable x. Restricting
ourselves to synchronous communication, of course such a command will only be
executed successfully when it is used in a process j, if process i| that is executed
in parallel with j| is willing to send a value to process j, and execution of process
j will be suspended until this happens. Possibly it will never happen, and then
the process j will fail to be executed. But suppose that a successful transmission
of a value takes place from the process i to the process j. Then it is not known
a priori to the process j which value it will receive to store in x (possibly apart
from some information regarding the type of the variable x, e.g. integers), since
this depends entirely on process i. The process j must consider possible all values
that are allowed by the type of x.
In the `classical' (Hoare logic-based) proof system for CSP ( [AFdR80]) this local
uncertainty or rather ignorance is represented by an axiom fpgP
i
?xfqg, meaning
that if p holds before execution of the command P
i
?x, then q holds after execution
(provided that the execution is successful), for arbitrary p and q. In eect this
means that it is left completely open what happens after execution of P
i
?x ! The
approach of Apt et al. corrects this arbitrariness by enforcing a co-operation test
between the local proofs of the correctness of the (sequential) processes involved.
So, the idea amounts to give (guess) correctness proofs of the sequential processes,
after which these proofs are checked on global consistency by the co-operation
test.
In the approach we propose in this chapter we shall directly use notions of knowl-
edge to express the uncertainty in cases as above. More in particular, we employ
modal operators K
i
to express that something is known to process i. We believe
that in proceeding in this way we obtain a natural form of compositionality in
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the verication of concurrent programs, since thus the language is enriched with
pointers to the local processes, which may be used to speak only of the facts
that are known locally to some process in isolation. This knowledge may later
be combined to reason about a composite process, e.g. the request for receiv-
ing a message and the matching request for sending one in parallel. In fact, in
`standard' proof systems for the correctness of nondeterministic programs often
a notion of knowledge is left implicit. In our approach this is made explicit by
the employment of epistemic operators.
To get an idea of our approach, we focus again on the command P
i
?x occurring
in the process j. Although it is not known to j what is the value of x after
its execution, which we may now express by a formula 8v:K
j
(x = v), we do
know that if the execution has been successfully completed it is the case that
x has some value in the domain of the variable x and that this value has been
sent from process i to the process j. This may be expressed by the formula
K
j
(9v[x = v^sent(v; i; j)]). In fact, as we shall see we even know some more, viz.
concerning the locations of the commands of sending and receiving, respectively,
in the processes i and j. We shall postpone the discussion of this to the formal
treatment in the sequel.
The choices made in this paper represent but one from a vast number of possi-
bilities. In particular, our choice to consider CSP is a rst test how things work
out in a concrete and simple setting. We envisage to investigate extensions of our
framework in at least two directions: rstly, considering more complex program-
ming languages, such as e.g. (subsets of) POOL ([Ame89]) in order to see the
practical use of epistemic notions in the context of more advanced programming
languages, particularly object-oriented ones. These objects act as natural agents
to which epistemic operators may refer. Secondly, we could consider extensions
of the logic with more expressive power, such as the incorporation of temporal
operators. This may also be interesting in itself for devising a logic to reason
about truly concurrent processes.
Example 4.1.1 In order to illustrate the notion of view in the context of dis-
tributed programs, let us consider the notion of local state knowledge of Chapter
3. Two points r and s are i-accessible to each other if the contents of all the local
variables of process i are the same in r and s. (This does not guarantee that now
there `is' some knowledge about these variables in r: the language may be too
weak to express this.) In the framework of Chapter 2, we would simply dene
P
1
= fx
1
= v
1
; x
2
= v
2
j v
1
; v
2
2 ZZg. In the sequel, we will also use the term
`view' if we mean `lexical view'. Once we have dened our language of value- and
history expressions, we can give other interesting examples of views. Here we can
mention two extreme cases that were mentioned in Chapter 3. The rst is called
`Constant Knowledge' in Chapter 3 and we can obtain this by putting P
i
= ;.
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This has as an eect that R
i
= W W , so that only facts can be known that
are true `everywhere'. This is of course a very weak form of knowledge, which is
knowledge about truths in the domain given. The other extreme case is called
`Point Knowledge' in Chapter 3 and (under the assumption that the language is
suciently expressive) we obtain it by putting P
i
= At, the complete set of atoms.
It is easily seen that by choosing our view this way, we can model the (unrealistic)
situation in which knowledge (of agent i) and truth do collapse. Note that these
two kinds of knowledge are both based on a uniformly view-based model.
4.2 Syntax of Programming Language
We will now give the syntax of our programming language, which is a variant of
CSP ([Hoa78]). Assume a set CHAN of communication channels, and a set VAR
of variables, both nite. We will denote the variables of a statement (or program
for that matter) by and VAR(S) respectively.
Bexpression b ::= e = e
0
j e < e
0
j :b j b ^ b
0
Expression e ::= v j x j e+ e
0
j e, e
0
j e e
0
Basic command s ::= skip j x := e j c!e j c?x
Statement S ::= l : s j S;S
0
j []
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
] j
?[]
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
]
Program PR ::= [P
1
:: S
1
k    k P
n
:: S
n
]
Furthermore, we have the following syntactical restrictions:
 A label can occur only once in a program PR
 For S
i
; S
j
2 PR; i 6= j it holds that VAR(S) \ VAR(S
0
) = ;
 For S;S
0
: if S contains c!e(c?x) then S
0
does not contain c?x(c!e)
 For (?)[]
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
]: for all i; j 2 f1; :::; mg, S
j
does not contain
c
i
!e, and if S
i
contains c!e then S
j
does not contain c?x.
 For P
1
:: S
1
k    k P
n
:: S
n
2 PR: if c?x(c!e) 2 S
i
then not c?x
0
(c!e
0
) 2 S
j
,
where i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng; i 6= j
These syntactic restrictions guarantee that every variable occuring in a program is
local to some particular process; moreover, each channel in CHAN is unidirectional
and connected to at most 2 processes. Furthermore, we assume programs are
closed, which means that each channel is connected to exactly two processes.
In this syntax, v is a constant, skip is the null command, x := e denotes an
assignment, c!e denotes `output to process i the value of e on channel c', and
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c?x denotes `input a value from channel c and store it in x'. Typically, basic
commands will be denoted by s. As is the case in CSP, communication will be
modeled synchronously; a process willing to send some value over a channel has
to wait (becomes blocked) until the corresponding receiving process executes the
corresponding receive command, and vice versa.
Furthermore, a statement S is a labeled basic command, and the operation ; de-
notes sequential composition. The execution of a (guarded) statement []
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
:
c
i
?x
i
! S
i
] selects one of the alternatives for which the boolean guard is true
and the corresponding process is willing to send a value; the communication is
executed and control is passed to the statement S
i
from the selected branch. In
case none of the booleans evaluates to true the guarded statement terminates.
The execution of the recursive guarded statement ?[]
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
] consists
of executing the guarded statement until all booleans evaluate to false.
A program PR nally is the parallel composition of a number of processes, where
a process is a statement labeled with an |indexed| process label P .
4.3 Semantics of Programming Language
In this section, we prepare grounds for the use of rst order epistemic logic, of
which our assertion language |to be dened in Section 4.4| is an instance. As
indicated in the previous chapters, we use Kripke models to interpret our logic.
In order to do so, we rst dene the view semantics for individual processes, which
consists of a set semantics. Then, we proceed to dene the Kripke semantics of
programs, thereby using the view semantics of an individual process to dene
the reachability (possible worlds) relation of that process. We then are able to
interpret Hoare-triples containing (also) epistemic assertions, to be dened later
on.
The semantics to be dened below will be aimed at describing the changes in
the valuation of the program variables and recording the communicated values.
This is sucient for our present purpose, namely the denition of a proof sys-
tem for partial correctness. In order to prove more evolving properties such as
deadlock freedom and progress properties, the semantics would have to be en-
hanced to convey more information. Not to blur our presentation, which is aimed
at introducing epistemic logic in the assertion language, we decided to stick to
partial correctness. There seem to be no real obstacles for the abovementioned
enhancements, however.
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4.3.1 The Semantical Domain
In the following, let PR be a program. We dene S with typical element  to be
the set of valuations of VAR(PR)
S
LVAR, where LVAR with typical elements x
(hx) is the set of logical (history) variables.  maps elements of VAR and logical
variables onto the domain ZZ, with typical element v, booleans onto the domain
ftrue; falseg, and logical history variables hx onto H, to be dened shortly.
We will use the notation [v=x] to denote the valuation function which is equal
to  but for the valuation of x, which is v.
Next we dene the set of program labels:
 = fl; hv; c; ?; mi; hv; c; l; ?i; hv; c; l;mi j l; m appear in PRg
Thus, there are two possible formats for labels, with as intended meaning that a
`simple' label l reects some internal action, whereas a `quadruple' label describes
a communication, or an attempt at a communication. For instance, the label
hv; c; l;mi informally describes the sending of value v over channel c where the
sending statement is labeled l and the receiving statement is labeled m. The
appearance of the question marks in the quadruple labels is due to incomplete
information: they typically occur in the semantics of communication statements
in isolation. In the sequel, both simple and quadruple labels will be denoted by
; ,... when we are not interested in their inner structure. The set of i-labels,

i
, consists of the simple labels from  which appear syntactically in P
i
and the
quadruple labels from  which contain a simple label which appears syntactically
in P
i
. The set of global labels, 
0
, consists of the labels from  that do not contain
a question mark.
Finally, we dene the set of historiesH, with typical element h, as the set of posets
(H;<) over 
0
with the restriction that for any i, H \ 
i
is totally ordered by
<. As will be explained below, the notion of poset is adequate, as we (implicitly)
generate dierent labels when encountering the same label more than once in the
event of iteration.
The basic building blocks of our semantical domain, points, are pairs h; hi 2
S H, where the rst component of a pair is a state, and the second component
describes the history via which the state in the rst component was reached.
We sometimes abuse notation and write  2 h when we mean  2 H, where
h = (H;<). We will use the dot \" to denote the concatenation operation
between histories. Furthermore, when h is a poset with only one element (hence
H is a singleton), we may use that element as denotation for h, and  denotes
the empty history.
In the next section, individual processes will be provided with a semantics, which
we will call view semantics, because of the fact that it provides local processes
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with certain, limited information of the overall program behaviour. Therefore,
next to the full domain we will use a local domain for each process P
i
: S
i
H
i
,
where S
i
is dened analogously to S but for the fact that valuations are now
restricted to variables of process i and H
i
are linear posets (sequences) over 
i
.
Analogous to the global case, elements from S
i
H
i
will be called local poits.
4.3.2 View Semantics for Statements
In this section we will provide the semantic clauses giving meaning (assigning
views) to statements. Assume in the following that S is a statement of process
i. The semantical operator, which transforms sets of local points to sets of local
points, is typed as follows:
[[]] : S  }(S
i
H
i
)! }(S
i
H
i
)
It is dened pointwise, as in e.g. [FLP84], which means we only have to dene
[[S]](h; hi), for all pairs h; hi. Once this is done, we derive the semantics for sets
of points as follows: [[S]](V ) =
S
h;hi2V
([[S]](h; hi)). Note that we use h; hi also
to denote elements of S
i
H
i
.
For the skip-statement, the semantics is simple: the valuation function remains
the same, while the history is augmented with the label of the statement. Note
that h  l is a poset concatenation.
[[l : skip]](h; hi) = fh; h  lig
Dene e

(to be denoted by (e) also) as the value of e in .
[[l : x := e]](h; hi) = fh[e

=x]; h  lig
The semantics of the output-statement is obtained by augmenting the history
with a quadruple label which expresses that a corresponding communication has
taken place. The question mark within the quadruple label indicates that the
label of the receiving statement is not available locally.
[[l : c!e]](h; hi) = fh; h  he

; c; l; ?iig
Regarding the input-statement, all pairs of changed states and extended histories
describing possible communications are included:
[[l : c?x]](h; hi) = fh[v=x]; h  hv; c; ?; lii j v 2 ZZg
The semantic clause for sequential composition:
[[S
1
;S
2
]](h; hi) = [[S
2
]]([[S
1
]](h; hi))
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The semantic clause for the nondeterministic statement:
[[[]
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
]]](h; hi) = fh; hi j (b
i
) = false; all ig [ fh
0
; h
0
i j
there exists k  m such that (b
k
) = true and h
0
; h
0
i 2 [[l
k
: c
k
?x
k
;S
k
]](h; hi)g
Finally, the clause for the iterated guarded command:
[[?[]
m
i=1
[b
i
; l
i
: c
i
?x
i
! S
i
]]](h; hi) = fh
0
; h
0
i j there exists k; h
1
; h
1
i; :::; h
k
; h
k
i
such that 
0
= 
k
; h
0
= h
k
; 
k
(b
i
) = false for all i and for all 0  i < k: for some
j; 
i
(b
j
) = true and h
i+1
; h
i+1
i 2 [[l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
]](h
i
; h
i
i)g (where 
0
def
=  and
h
0
def
= h)
Although according to this last clause it is possible to obtain histories that contain
multiple occurences of the same label, it is not dicult to circumvent this by
means of a counting mechanism. Formally this can be accomplished by keeping
track in  for every label l the number of times it has been used, and for instance
pairing l with this number, thus obtaining unique labels. To avoid cumbersome
notation, we leave this semantical feature hidden.
4.3.3 Kripke-style Semantics of Programs
Now that we have dened the view semantics of statements, we are able to dene
the semantics of programs, possibly composed of several processes. Our domain
will be a pair consisting of a Kripke structureM = (S  H; ; R
1
; :::; R
n
) and a
pair h; hi 2 S H, where the relation R
i
represents the accessibility relation of
process i, giving the points that are \equivalent" as far as process i is concerned.
Recall from Chapter 2 that any formula in an epistemic logic is validated with
respect to both a model M and a world s. The pair h; hi fulls this role of
current world in the Kripke semantics of statements and assertions.
A few words are in order here to explain the emerging Kripke structure, in par-
ticular concerning the relations R
i
. Each equivalence relation R
i
, belonging to
process i, is derived from the semantics V
i
of the statement that process i con-
tains, in a simple fashion: V
i
divides the set S  H into two classes in a trivial
way. In a rst attempt, the resulting relation, which is written R
V
i
can be char-
acterized as follows (the formal denition of the restriction operator  follows;
note that this is a relation between global points):
h; hiR
V
i
h
0
; h
0
i () [h; hi  i 2 V
i
, h
0
; h
0
i  i 2 V
i
]
That is, two points are equivalent according to i i their projections onto process
i are either both in V
i
or both not in V
i
. The intuition behind this is the inability
of i to distinguish points that are \the same locally", i.e. with respect to i.
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It should be noted that our notion of local indistinguishability deviates from the
related notion in the approach of Halpern e.a., in a crucial way. Because in their
approach, a point is determined within a run, that is, using the information of
other processes which run in parallel, full information can be deduced from that
run with respect to the program variables of some isolated process. Limiting
the set of (global) runs to those that correspond with executions of the whole
program under consideration, this approach leads to a useful notion of knowledge
in their framework.
However, this method is not suited for a compositional approach, in which we
want to describe the a priori knowledge of a particular process regardless of its
context. Obviously, the price that has to be paid for this compositionality is that
now much more points are to be considered as locally equivalent, resulting in
bigger equivalence classes and hence weaker knowledge. Thus, it can now be the
case that a process does not know the values of its own variables, for example after
executing a nondeterministic statement, or an input statement. As a consequence
of this, the notion of view that we dene here is not a lexical view, because we
cannot x a set of atomic propositions that determines the view of a process;
in other words, the dynamic nature of the current view function prohibits the
selection of some xed set of basic propositions by which it is determined.
We now dene formally the operations of restriction and chaotic closure on global
pairs h; hi:
Denition 4.3.1 The restriction operator : (SH) IN! (S
i
H
i
) is dened
as follows:
h; hi  i = h 
s
i; h 
h
ii
where 
h
: H IN! H
i
and 
s
: S  IN! S
i
are dened by:
(H;<) 
h
i = (H
0
; <
0
)
where H
0
= fl 2 H j l is an i-labelg
S
f(v; c; ?; m) j 9l[(v; c; l;m) 2 H] ^ m is an i-labelg
S
f(v; c;m; ?) j 9l[(v; c;m; l) 2 H] ^ m is an i-labelg,
and|note that by the fact that channels are one-one, the missing element from
the quadruple label is uniquely determined by H; so that we can use the nota-
tion O(v; c; ?; m) to denote the H-element (original) from which (v; c; ?; m) was
derived|
<
0
= (<
T
H
0
H
0
)
S
f(; ) 2 H
0
H
0
j  < O() ^  is simple ;  is quadruple g
S
f(; ) 2 H
0
H
0
j O() <  ^  is quadruple ;  is simple g
S
f(; ) 2 H
0
H
0
j O() < O() ^ ;  are quadruple g
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 
s
i = 
0
where 
0
(hx) = (hx) 
h
i

0
(x) = (x); x 2 VAR(P
i
)
S
LVAR
= undened, otherwise
The restriction operator dened above is intended to cut out non-local informa-
tion. It therefore has to throw out (valuations of) non-local variables, and, with
regard to histories, it only keeps the local simple labels while adapting the local
quadruple labels so as to omit the non-local label which is contained in them.
Note that any quadruple label must contain two simple labels of dierent sort;
this follows from the syntactic restrictions (a process cannot send to or receive
from itself). The|somewhat awkward looking|denition of <
0
is needed to en-
sure that the ordering relation < is correctly inherited by the revised quadruple
labels.
Denition 4.3.2 The chaotic closure operators CC
0
: S
i
H
i
! P(S H) and
CC : P(S
i
H
i
)! P(S H) are dened as follows:
CC
0
(h; hi) = fh
0
; h
0
i j h
0
; h
0
i  i = h; hig
CC(H) =
[
h;hi2H
CC
0
(h; hi)
The chaotic closure operators are used to yield the set of all possible extensions
of (a set of) local points. The denition shows why this type of operator is also
referred to as \inverse projection".
Remark From these denitions, it follows that the R
fh;hig
-equivalence class of
a point h; hi in S
i
H
i
is equal to CC
0
(h; hi).
The set CC
0
(h; hi) as dened above, yields too many global points h; hi. This
is because the ordering on the elements of h is not fully determined by the pro-
jections only. An example may clarify this:
Example 4.3.3 Suppose a local point h; hi with h = h3; c; ?; l
1
i  l
2
. Then,
the following two global histories, together with an arbitrary extension of  to a
global state, determine two points that are within CC
0
(h; hi) (where we denote
the partial order by arrows):
h
1
= h3; c;m
1
; l
1
i ! m
2
! l
2
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and
l
2
m
2
@
R
 

h
2
= h3; c;m
1
; l
1
i
However, h
1
should be considered as an overspecication: it imposes an ordering
on the labels m
2
and l
2
which are both simple labels of dierent processes, and
thus need not be ordered.
In order to obtain the least restrictive points (i.e. those points that have the least
restrictive histories) we will leave out of consideration points that are `renements'
of other points.
We will therefore aim for the maximal parallel histories in CC
0
(h; hi), and dis-
miss all points that are not maximal. To do so, we need a renement relation
over histories:
Denition 4.3.4 The relation HH is dened as follows. Let h
1
= (H
1
; <
1
)
and h
2
= (H
2
; <
2
).
h
1
 h
2
i H
1
=H
2
^ <
1
<
2
We will pronounce h
1
 h
2
also as `h
2
renes h
1
'.
It can easily be seen that in example 4.3.3 above, h
2
 h
1
holds. Finally, we
dene the abstraction function maxpar:
Denition 4.3.5 The abstraction function maxpar : P(H) ! P(H) is dened
as follows:
maxpar(H) = fh 2 H j h is minimal w.r.t. g
We can now formally dene R
V
i
, taking care not to include points which are not
maximal:
Denition 4.3.6
h; hiR
V
i
h
0
; h
0
i () [h; hi 2 maxpar(CC(V
i
)), h
0
; h
0
i 2 maxpar(CC(V
i
))]
Now we can dene the function POSS which serves to describe the set of worlds
that are held possible by all the processes involved, starting from a common
global point h
0
; h
0
i.
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Denition 4.3.7 The function POSS, which, given a point, describes the|
global|possibilities according to the process(es) in [P
1
:: S
1
; :::; P
n
:: S
n
] is de-
ned as follows:
POSS(P
i
; h; hi) = maxpar(CC([[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi  i)))
POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h; hi) = maxpar(
\
i
CC([[S
i
]](h; hi  i)))
An other, more constructive denition (albeit in a slightly dierent context) can
be found in [HHM93]. However, the intersection used in the denition of POSS
above allows us to relate the semantics with the logic in a clearer way.
Corollary 4.3.8
POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h; hi) =
\
i
POSS(P
i
; h; hi)
Proof direct from denition 4.3.7, and the fact that maxpar distributes over
intersection. 2
Finally, we have done enough preparatory work in order to provide the denition
of the semantics for programs:
Denition 4.3.9 (semantics of programs) We dene K as the set of all Kripke
structures of the form (S H; ; R
1
; :::; R
n
), for n 2 IN. Now
[[]] : PR (S H)! K (S  H)
is dened by
[[[P
1
:: S
1
k    k P
n
:: S
n
]]](h
0
; h
0
i) = (M; h; hi), where
M = (S  H; ; R
V
1
; :::; R
V
n
),
V
i
= [[S
i
]](h
0
; h
0
i  i),
h; hi = f
c
(POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h
0
; h
0
i));
where f
c
is a choice function, picking an arbitrary pair h; hi from a given set in
}(S  H). The choice function is needed in order to obtain an arbitrary point
out of this set, which, together with the modelM, constitutes a world.
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In words, the kripke model [[[P
1
:: S
1
k    k P
n
:: S
n
]]](h
0
; h
0
i) is obtained by rst
determining the view semantics V
i
of the individual processes, and then lifting
these to relations R
V
i
. Furthermore the actual world h; hi has to be selected in
such a way that it complies with the views of all processes. The function  is
added for reasons of uniformity only, as the worlds themselves give all information
needed to determine truth values of assertions (see next section).
It should be noted that, in our two-leveled approach, it is only after execution
of a parallel program that we can say something sensible about the knowledge of
one or more processes. Therefore, Kripke models only appear in the range of our
semantical function. More comments on this can be found in section 4.10.
4.4 Syntax of Formulae
In this section, we dene our language of assertions. There will be three kinds of
assertions: local assertions Assn
i
, non-epistemic assertions Assn
 
and epistemic
assertions Assn. These will correspond to the dierent correctness formulae to
be dened further on. Moreover, we dene sets of (local) expressions and history
expressions:
Expr
i
e
i
:: v j x
i
(2 VAR
i
) j e
i
+ e
0
i
j e
i
, e
0
i
j e
i
 e
0
i
Expr e :: v j x(2 VAR) j e + e
0
j e, e
0
j e e
0
Hexpr
i
he
i
::  j l
i
j he
i
; c; l
i
; ?i j hx
i
; c; ?; l
i
i j he
i
 he
0
i
j hx  i j hist  i
Assn
i
'
i
:: e
i
= e
0
i
j he
i
= he
0
i
j :'
i
j '
i
^ '
0
i
j 9x['
i
] j 9hx['
i
]
Assn
 
'
 
:: e = e
0
j '
i
j '
 
^ '
0
 
Assn ' :: '
 
j K
i
' j K
G
'
The denition of expressions is as in the denition of the syntax of the language.
As to the history expressions, these consist of the empty history , or a (simple
or quadruple) label, to be understood as a poset, or two history expressions
composed sequentially, or the projection of a history variable hx, or the projection
of the current history hist. Note that there are no global history expressions,
forcing us to reason about history expressions on the local level only.
The local assertions consecutively denote equality of expressions, equality of his-
tory expressions, and the operations negation, conjunction and quantication.
The non-epistemic assertions include equality of non-local expressions, the set of
all local assertions and the operation of conjunction. The epistemic assertions
nally consist of the non-epistemic assertions, and two predicates expressing the
knowledge of a processor of some local assertion, and the knowledge of a group
of processors of some assertion.
In the sequel, we will use the expressions hx = hx
0
, hx = hist, etcetera to denote
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the assertions
V
i
hx  i = hx
0
 i and
V
i
hx  i = hist  i.
4.5 Semantics of Formulae
Firstly, we need two valuation functions that assign a meaning to expressions and
history expressions in a point.
Denition 4.5.1 The valuation function V : Expr (S H)! ZZ is dened as
follows:
V(x)(h; hi) = (x)
V(v)(h; hi) = v
V(e
1
+ e
2
)(h; hi) = V(e
1
)(h; hi) + V(e
2
)(h; hi)
V(e
1
, e
2
)(h; hi) = V(e
1
)(h; hi), V(e
2
)(h; hi)
V(e
1
 e
2
)(h; hi) = V(e
1
)(h; hi) V(e
2
)(h; hi)
Similarly, the local valuation function V
i
: Expr
i
 (S
i
 H
i
) ! ZZ is dened,
replacing x by x
i
in the rst clause.
The valuation function V
hi
: Hexpr
i
 (S
i
H
i
)!H
i
is dened as follows:
V
hi
()(h; hi) = 
V
hi
(l
i
)(h; hi) = l
i
V
hi
(he
i
; c; l; ?i)(h; hi) = hV
i
(e
i
)(h; hi); c; l; ?i
V
hi
(hv; c; ?; li)(h; hi) = hv; c; ?; li
V
hi
(he
i
 he
0
i
)(h; hi) = V
hi
(he
i
)(h; hi)  V
hi
(he
0
i
)(h; hi)
V
hi
(hx  i)(h; hi) = (hx)
V
hi
(hist  i)(h; hi) = h
One would expect the functions V and V
i
to yield the same results when given
a local expression, and two corresponding points (i.e. a local point and a global
point, where the local point is the projection of the global point with respect to
i). This is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.2 For all e
i
2 Expr
i
:
V(e
i
)(h; hi) = V
i
(e
i
)(h; hi  i)
Proof by a simple induction on e
i
resp. he
i
. 2
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Now we dene three interpretation functions on assertions. The rst function,
T
i
is used to interpret local assertions in local points from S
i
 H
i
, the second
function, T
 
interprets non-epistemic assertions in global points from S  H,
and the third function T interprets assertions in a world consisting of a Kripke
structure and a global point.
Denition 4.5.3 The function T
i
: Assn
i
 (S
i
H
i
)! ftrue; falseg is dened
as follows:
T
i
(e
i
= e
0
i
)(h; hi) = V
i
(e
i
)(h; hi) = V
i
(e
0
)(h; hi)
T
i
(he
i
= he
0
i
)(h; hi) = V
hi
(he
i
)(h; hi) = V
hi
(he
0
i
)(h; hi)
T
i
(:'
i
)(h; hi) = not T
i
('
i
)(h; hi)
T
i
('
i
^ '
0
i
)(h; hi) = T
i
('
i
)(h; hi)and T
i
('
0
i
)(h; hi)
T
i
(9x['
i
])(h; hi) = there exists v such that T
i
('
i
)(h[v=x]; hi)
T
i
(9hx['
i
])(h; hi) = there exists h
0
such that T
i
('
i
)(h[h
0
=hx]; hi)
Denition 4.5.4 The function T
 
: Assn
 
(SH)! ftrue; falseg is dened
as follows:
T
 
(e = e
0
)(h; hi) = V(e)(h; hi) = V(e
0
)(h; hi)
T
 
('
i
)(h; hi) = T
i
('
i
)(h; hi  i)
T
 
('
 
^ '
0
 
)(h; hi) = T
 
('
 
)(h; hi) and T
 
('
0
 
)(h; hi)
Denition 4.5.5 The function T : Assn  K  (S  H) ! ftrue; falseg is
dened as follows:
T ('
 
)(M; h; hi) = T
 
('
 
)(h; hi)
T (K
i
')(M; h; hi) = 8h
0
; h
0
i[h; hiR
V
i
h
0
; h
0
i ) T (')(M; h
0
; h
0
i)]
T (K
G
')(M; h; hi) = 8h
0
; h
0
i[h; hiR
G
h
0
; hi ) T (')(M; h; hi)]
where in the last clause, the relation R
G
is dened by:
h; hiR
G
h
0
; h
0
i () 8i 2 G[h; hiR
V
i
h
0
; h
0
i]
or, equivalently, R
G
=
T
i
R
V
i
.
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4.6 Reasoning about Programs
In order to dene our correctness formulas further on, we need the denitions of
validation as dened below. One should be aware of the limitations (with respect
to the assertions that can be evaluated) of the semantical domains involved. For
instance, in a local point, say from S
i
H
i
, only local assertions from Assn
i
can
be evaluated; and in a global point from S  H, only non-epistemic assertions
(i.e. from Assn
 
) can be evaluated. An epistemic assertion from Assn can only
be interpreted in a world.
Denition 4.6.1 For all '
i
, '
 
, and ' we dene
(S
i
H
i
3)h; hi j=
i
'
i
, T
i
('
i
)(h; hi)
(S
i
H
i
)V j=
i
'
i
, 8h; hi 2 V [h; hi j=
i
'
i
]
(S H 3)h; hi j= '
 
, T
 
('
 
)(h; hi)
(S  H )V j= '
 
, 8h; hi 2 V [h; hi j= '
 
]
(M; h; hi) j= ', T (')(M; h; hi)
We next proceed with what could be viewed as a generalization of lemma 4.5.2.
We want to express that evaluating a local i-assertion in a global point amounts
to evaluating the assertion in the local point which is the i-restriction of that
global point. Formally:
Lemma 4.6.2
8'
i
2 Assn
i
8h; hi 2 S  H[h; hi j= '
i
$ h; hi  i j=
i
'
i
]
Proof Direct from denition 4.5.4. 2
We now come to the denition of two kinds of correctness formulae, connecting
program semantics with semantics of assertions.
Denition 4.6.3
j=
i
f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g , 8h; hi 2 S
i
H
i
[h; hi j=
i
'
i
) [[S
i
]](h; hi) j=
i
 
i
]
j= f'
 
gPRf g , 8M 2 K8h; hi 2 SH[h; hi j= '
 
) [[PR]](M; h; hi) j=  ]
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4.7 Proof System
The proof system is divided into three parts: a general part, a local part and
a global part. The general part contains rules that hold in both the local and
the global system. In the section on completeness below, we will show that,
using our proof system, we can derive any valid formula (of a particular format),
provided that we can derive all valid assertions in rst-order arithmetic. This
type of completeness is called relative completeness. For this reason, we import
all rst-order validities in the system. The local part contains rules and axioms
to describe the individual program constructs of processes; the formulation of the
axioms and rules in this part presuppose that the statements in them occur inside
some process S
i
. The global part deals with parallel constructs, or programs, and
also covers knowledge-related issues. In the general part, the symbol S denotes
either a process S or a program PR.
4.7.1 General Part
Axiom 4.7.1 (tautologies)
All valid assertions in rst-order arithmetic
Axiom 4.7.2 (K-axiom)
(K
i
' ^K
i
('!  ))! K
i
 
Axiom 4.7.3 (veridicality)
K
i
'! '
Axiom 4.7.4 (positive introspection)
K
i
'! K
i
K
i
'
Axiom 4.7.5 (negative introspection)
:K
i
'! K
i
:K
i
'
Axiom 4.7.6 (Barcan)
8x[K
i
']! K
i
(8x['])
Axiom 2
0
{6
0
replace i by G in axioms 2{6
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Axiom 4.7.7 (group knowledge)
K
i
'! K
G
', where i 2 G
Rule 4.7.8 (modus ponens)
'; '!  
 
Rule 4.7.9 (necessitation)
'
K
i
'
Rule 4.7.10 (generalization)
'
8x[']
Rule 4.7.11 (consequence)
p! p
0
; fp
0
gSfq
0
g; q
0
! q
fpgSfqg
Rule 4.7.12 (conjunction)
fp
1
gSfq
1
g; fp
2
gSfq
2
g
fp
1
^ p
2
gSfq
1
^ q
2
g
4.7.2 Local Part
Axiom 4.7.13 (skip) f'
i
[hist  l=hist]gl : skipf'
i
g
Axiom 4.7.14 (assignment) f'
i
[hist  l=hist; e=x]gl : x := ef'
i
g
Axiom 4.7.15 (output) f'
i
[hist  (e; c; l; ?)=hist]gl : c!ef'
i
g
Axiom 4.7.16 (input) f8x
0
['
i
[hist  (x
0
; c; ?; l)=hist; x
0
=x]]gl : c?ef'
i
g
Rule 4.7.17 (sequential composition)
f'
i
gS
1
f'
00
i
g; f'
00
i
gS
2
f'
0
i
g
f'
i
gS
1
;S
2
f'
0
i
g
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Rule 4.7.18 (guarded statement)
f'
i
^ b
j
gl
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
f'
0
i
g for 1  j  m
f'
i
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]f('
i
^
V
m
j=i
:b
j
) _ '
0
i
g
Rule 4.7.19 (recursive guarded statement)
f'
i
^
W
j
b
j
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]f'
i
g
f'
i
g ? []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]f'
i
^
V
j
(:b
j
)g
4.7.3 Global Part
Rule 4.7.20 (K-introduction)
f'
i
gS
i
f'
0
i
g
f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
'
0
i
g
Rule 4.7.21 (K-persistence)
f'
 
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
'
i
g(for i = 1; :::; n)
f'
 
g[P
1
:: S
1
k ::: k P
n
:: S
n
]fK
i
'
i
g
Rule 4.7.22 (variable substitution) Let he = hist or he = hx
0
6= hx.
f'
 
gPRf g
f'
 
[e=x; he=hx]gPRf g
provided x; hx do not occur in PR or  .
It should be stated that for the notion of completeness that we consider, not all
of the above axioms are needed. This can be seen in the proof of completeness in
Section 4.9, in which the introspection axioms do not play any role. As explained
in Chapter 2 however they are sound in our setting, and we decided to include
them to stress the fact that we are dealing with an S5-logic. Similar remarks
hold for the Barcan axiom, which is a sound axiom in our semantical framework,
despite the fact that the syntax of our assertion language rules out expressions
like 8x[K
i
'].
4.7.4 Examples
1. Let PR = [P
1
:: l : c?x k P
2
:: m : c!5].
` fhist  1 = gl : c?xfhist  1 = hx; c; ?; lig (axiom 4.7.16)
` fhist  1 = gP
1
:: l : c?xfK
1
(hist  1 = hx; c; ?; li)g (K-introduction)
` fhist  1 = gPRfK
1
(hist  1 = hx; c; ?; li)g (K-persistence)
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` fhist  2 = gm : c!5fhist  2 = h5; c;m; ?ig (axiom 4.7.15)
` fhist  2 = gP
2
:: m : c!5fK
2
(hist  2 = h5; c;m; ?i)g (K-introduction)
` fhist  2 = gPRfK
2
(hist  2 = h5; c;m; ?i)g (K-persistence)
` fhist  1 =  ^ hist  2 = gPRfK
1
(hist  1 = hx; c; ?; li)^
K
2
(hist  2 = h5; c;m; ?i)g (Conjunction)
` fhist = gPRfK
G
(hist  1 = hx; c; ?; li) ^K
G
(hist  2 = h5; c;m; ?i)g
(Consequence, Group kn.; G = f1; 2g)
` fhist = gPRfK
G
(hist  1 = hx; c; ?; li ^ hist  2 = h5; c;m; ?i)g
(Consequence)
` fhist = gPRfK
G
(hist = h5; c;m; li ^ x = 5)g (Consequence)
2. Let PR = [P
1
:: S
1
k P
2
:: S
2
k P
3
:: S
3
], where
S
1
 l
11
: c!0; l
12
: c
0
!1,
S
2
 l
21
: c
0
?x; l
22
: c
00
!(x + 1), and
S
3
 (l
31
: c?z; l
32
: c
00
?y)[](l
33
: c
00
?y; l
34
: c?z).
Then we can derive in a similar way ftruegPRfK
f1;2;3g
x = 1^ y = 2^ z =
0g, and also ftruegPRfK
f1;3g
z = 0g but not ftruegPRfK
f2;3g
y = 2g. Note
that from this last fact it follows that the combined knowledge of processes
2 and 3 is not enough to derive the value of y. However, we can prove
the formula ftruegPRf K
f2;3g
y = x + 1g. This example shows how in
particular cases, we can derive useful knowledge within a subgroup of all
processes involved.
4.8 Soundness
The axioms 1{7 and rules 1{3 together constitute the a sound and complete
axiomatization of rst order S5 (see e.g. [HC84]). So in particular it follows
from our semantics that these axioms and rules are sound.
The program axioms together with the rules for sequential composition and non-
deterministic choice from the local part can be checked to be sound in a standard
way, as is the case for the rules of consequence and conjunction.
There remains the proof of the K-introduction rule, the K-persistence rule and
the variable substitution rule. As to the rst, we even have the following stronger
result.
Proposition 4.8.1
j=
i
f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g , j= f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
 
i
g
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Proof
\)" Suppose j=
i
f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g
, 8h; hi 2 S
i
H
i
[h; hi j=
i
'
i
) [[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi) j=
i
 
i
]
To prove: j= f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
 
i
g
, 8h; hi 2 S  H[h; hi j=
i
'
i
) [[P
i
:: S
i
]](h; hi) j=
i
K
i
 
i
]
So suppose h; hi j= '
i
.
Then also h; hi  i j=
i
'
i
, by Lemma 4.6.2
So, by assumption [[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi  i) j=
i
 
i
, V
i
j=
i
 
i
, where V
i
= [[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi  i)
, maxpar(CC(V
i
) j=  
i
(again Lemma 4.6.2)
, ((S H; ; R
V
i
); f
c
(POSS(P
i
; h; hi)) j= K
i
 
i
, [[P
i
:: S
i
]](h; hi) j= K
i
 
i
\(" Suppose j= f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
 
i
g.
To prove j=
i
f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g.
Suppose h; hi j=
i
'
i
, and dene V
i
= [[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi).
Let h
0
; h
0
i 2 maxpar(CC(h; hi)), and thus h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
.
By assumption [[P
i
:: S
i
]](h
0
; h
0
i) j= K
i
 
i
, ((S H; ; R
V
i
); f
c
(POSS(P
i
; h; hi))) j= K
i
 
i
, maxpar(CC(V
i
)) j=  
i
, V
i
j=
i
 
i
, by Lemma 4.6.2
So j=
i
f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g
2
The soundness of the K-persistence rule is proven as follows:
Proof Let in the following V
i
= [[S
i
]]
v
(h; hi  i), for all i.
Suppose j= f'
 
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
'
i
g
, 8h; hi[h; hi j= '
 
) [[P
i
:: S
i
]](h; hi) j= K
i
'
i
]
, 8h; hi[h; hi j= '
 
) (S H; ; R
V
i
); f
c
(POSS(P
i
; h; hi)) j= K
i
'
i
]
, 8h; hi[h; hi j= '
 
) maxpar(CC(V
i
)) j= '
i
]
, 8h; hi[h; hi j= '
 
) (S H; ; R
V
1
; :::; R
V
n
); f
c
(POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h; hi)) j= K
i
'
i
]
, 8h; hi[h; hi j= '
 
) [[P
1
:: S
1
k ::: k P
n
:: S
n
]](h; hi) j= K
i
'
i
]
,j= f'
 
g[[P
1
:: S
1
k ::: k P
n
:: S
n
]]fK
i
'
i
g
2
Finally, we prove the soundness of the variable substitution rule:
Proof Let he be a meta-variable denoting either hist or some history variable
in LHVAR which is dierent from hx.
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Suppose h; hi j= '
 
[e=x; he=hx].
Dene ~ = [V(e)(h; hi)=x; (he)=hx].
By lemma 4.9.4 below, h~; hi j= '
 
.
Let (M
0
; h
0
; h
0
i) = [[PR]](h; hi).
Dene
~

0
= 
0
[V(e)(h; hi)=x; (he)=hx].
Since x; hx do not occur in PR, we have, for some suitableM
00
:
(M
00
; h
~

0
; h
0
i) = [[PR]](h~; hi).
Then, by f'
 
gPRf g, we have (M
00
; h
~

0
; h
0
i) j=  .
Since x; hx do not occur in  , we arrive at (M
0
; h
0
; h
0
i) j=  .
(note thatM
00
andM
0
dier only with respect to the variables x; hx)
2
4.9 Completeness
In order to prove relative completeness of our system (in fact, a particular,
strongly related notion which we will call K-completeness), we extend Assn
i
by adding sp('
i
; S
i
) to it, the strongest postcondition with respect to a state-
ment and a local assertion. The semantics is given as follows, as an extension of
denition 4.6.1:
(S
i
H
i
3)h; hi j=
i
sp('
i
; S
i
), 9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j=
i
'
i
^h; hi 2 [[S
i
]]
v
(h
0
; h
0
i)]
The proof that this denition indeed provides a semantical characterization of
the strongest postcondition is standard and not given here (see e.g.[dB80]).
We now have the following lemma stating that the strongest postcondition can
be expressed in Assn
i
, for any '
i
2 Assn
i
and statement S
i
(for the recursive
guarded statement, the situation is somewhat dierent, in that we need the ex-
istence of an invariant; see the proof of Theorem 4.9.6 below).
Lemma 4.9.1  j=
i
sp('
i
; l : skip)$ 9hx : '
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  l
 j=
i
sp('
i
; l : x := e)$ 9x
0
; hx : '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist  i =
hx  i  l
 j=
i
sp('
i
; l : c!e)$ (9hx : '
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  (e; c; l; ?))
 j=
i
sp('
i
; l : c?x)$ (9x
0
; hx : '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist]^hist  i = hx  i(x; c; ?; l))
 j=
i
sp('
i
; S
1
;S
2
)$ sp(sp('
i
; S
1
); S
2
)
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 j=
i
sp('
i
; []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]) $ ('
i
^
V
m
j=1
:b
j
) ^
W
m
j=1
sp('
i
^ b
j
; l
j
:
c
j
?x
j
;S
j
)
In order to prove this lemma, we rst state some lemmas concerning substitution
in expressions and assertions.
Assume the usual denition of substitution of variables in expressions and asser-
tions; let '[x
0
=x] denote the formula ' where (logical) variable x is replaced by
x
0
.
Lemma 4.9.2 V
i
(e
0
i
[e
i
=x])(h; hi) = V
i
(e
0
i
)(h[V
i
(e
i
)(h; hi)=x]; hi)
Lemma 4.9.3  h; hi j=
i
'
i
[e
i
=x], h[V
i
(e
i
)(h; hi)=x]; hi j=
i
'
i
 h; hi j=
i
'
i
[he
i
=hx], h[V
hi
(he
i
)(h; hi)=hx]; hi j=
i
'
i
 h; hi j=
i
'
i
[he
i
=hist], h;V
hi
(he
i
)(h; hi)i j=
i
'
i
Lemma 4.9.4 Let again he denote hist or some hx
0
6= hx.
 h; hi j= '
 
[e=x], h[V(e)(h; hi)=x]; hi j= '
 
 h; hi j= '
 
[he=hx], h[(he)=hx]; hi j= '
 
Proof (of lemma 4.9.1)
 h; hi j= sp('
i
; l : skip) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi 2 [[l : skip]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi = h
0
; h
0
 li)] i
9h
0
[h; h
0
i j= '
i
and h = h
0
 l] i
9h
0
[h[h
0
=hx]; h
0
i j= '
i
and h = h
0
 l] (hx fresh) i
9h
0
[h[h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[hx=hist] and h[h
0
=hx]; hi j= hist  i = hx  i  l] i
9h
0
[h[h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  l] i
h; hi j= 9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  l]
 h; hi j= sp('
i
; l : x := e) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi 2 [[l : x := e]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and  = 
0
[
0
(e)=x]; h = h
0
 l] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
[
0
(x)=x
0
; h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] and
h
0
[
0
(x)=x
0
; h
0
=hx]; hi j= x = e[x
0
=x] and  = 
0
[
0
(e)=x]; h = h
0
 l] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h[
0
(x)=x
0
; h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x]^
hist  i = hx  i  l] i
h; hi j= 9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist  i = hx  i  l]
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 h; hi j= sp('
i
; l : c!e) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi 2 [[l : c!e]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi = h
0
; h
0
 he

; c; l; ?ii)] i
9h
0
[h; h
0
i j= '
i
and h = h
0
 he

; c; l; ?i] i
9h
0
[h[h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  he

; c; l; ?i] i
h; hi j= 9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  he

; c; l; ?i]
 h; hi j= sp('
i
; l : c?x) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and h; hi 2 [[l : c?x]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i; v[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
and  = 
0
[v=x]; h = h
0
 hv; c; ?; li] i
9h
0
; h
0
i; v[h
0
[
0
(x)=x
0
; h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist]
and  = 
0
[v=x]; h = h
0
 hx

; c; ?; li] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h[
0
(x)=x
0
; h
0
=hx]; hi j= '
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist]^
hist  i = hx  i  hx; c; ?; li] i
h; hi j= 9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist  i = hx  i  hx; c; ?; li]
 h; hi j= sp('
i
; S
1
;S
2
) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h; hi 2 [[S
1
;S
2
]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h; hi 2 [[S
2
]]([[S
1
]](h
0
; h
0
i))] i
9h
0
; h
0
i; h
1
; h
1
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h
1
; h
1
i 2 [[S
1
]](h
0
; h
0
i)^
h; hi 2 [[S
2
]](h
1
; h
1
i)] i
9h
1
; h
1
i[9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h
1
; h
1
i 2 [[S
1
]](h
0
; h
0
i)]^
h; hi 2 [[S
2
]](h
1
; h
1
i)] i
9h
1
; h
1
i[h
1
; h
1
i j= sp('
i
; S
1
) ^ h; hi 2 [[S
2
]](h
1
; h
1
i)] i
h; hi j= sp(sp('
i
; S
1
); S
2
)
 h; hi j= sp('
i
; []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]) i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h; hi 2 [[[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]]](h
0
; h
0
i)] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ (h
0
; h
0
i = h; hi ^ (
V
j
:b
j
)_
9k  m[
0
(b
k
) ^ h; hi 2 [[l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
]](h
0
; h
0
i))] i
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ h
0
; h
0
i = h; hi ^ (
V
j
:b
j
) or
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= '
i
^ 9k  m[
0
(b
k
)^
h; hi 2 [[l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
]](h
0
; h
0
i))] i
h; hi j= '
i
^
V
j
b
j
or 9k  m[h; hi j= sp('
i
^ b
k
; l
k
: c
k
?x
k
;S
k
)] i
h; hi j= '
i
^
V
j
b
j
_
W
m
j=i
sp('
i
^ b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
)
2
The following lemma justies the previously introduced syntactical abbreviation
hx = hist meaning
V
i
hx  i = hist  i. Although in our assertion language
there is no means of reasoning directly about global history expressions such as
hist, it follows from this lemma that we can make global statements using the
abbreviations.
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Lemma 4.9.5 A history h 2 H is completely determined by all its projections
h 
h
i, where i ranges over all processes.
Proof (sketch) We show, for all h; h
0
2 H:
h 6= h
0
) 9i[h 
h
i 6= h
0

h
i] ()
Let h = (H;<) and h
0
= (H
0
; <
0
), and suppose h 6= h
0
. We will use the following
notation: h 
h
i = (H
i
; <
i
); h
0

h
i = (H
0
i
; <
0
i
). As both h and h
0
are posets, there
are the following possibilities:
 H 6= H
0
: without loss of generality, assume there is some i-label 
i
in HnH
0
.
There are the following possibilities:
1. 
i
is a simple i-label: then also 
i
2 H
i
nH
0
i
, so H
i
6= H
0
i
, so h 
h
i 6=
h
0

h
i.
2. 
i
is a quadruple label, say hv; c; l;mi, where l is an i-label and m is
a j-label. Now hv; c; l; ?i 2 H
i
and hv; c; ?; mi 2 H
j
, and it cannot be
the case that hv; c; l; ?i 2 H
0
i
and hv; c; ?; mi 2 H
0
j
as will be shown in
the rest of the proof. Suppose on the contrary that hv; c; l; ?i 2 H
0
i
and hv; c; ?; mi 2 H
0
j
. Then hv; c; l;m
0
i 2 H
0
and hv; c; l
0
; mi 2 H
0
for some l
0
; m
0
and by unidirectedness of c, l
0
is an i-label and m
0
is
a j-label. Furthermore, by the fact that hv; c; l;mi 2 HnH
0
, we have
l 6= l
0
; m 6= m
0
. SoH
0
i
contains at least the elements hv; c; l; ?i 2 H
i
and
hv; c; l
0
; ?i, and H
0
j
contains at least the elements hv; c; ?; mi 2 H
i
and
hv; c; ?; m
0
i. Now if either hv; c; l
0
; ?i 62 H
i
or hv; c; ?; m
0
i 62 H
j
then the
consequence of () holds so we are done. So suppose hv; c; l
0
; ?i 2 H
i
and hv; c; ?; m
0
i 2 H
j
. This implies hv; c; l
0
; m
00
i 2 H and hv; c; l
00
; m
0
i 2
H for some l
00
; m
00
. Now suppose m
00
= m
0
(and so also l
00
= l
0
, again
by unidirectedness of c). Then there is an order conict either between
h 
h
i and h
0

h
i or between h 
h
j and h
0

h
j: this is because the
elements hv; c; l;mi and hv; c; l
0
; m
0
i 2 H must be ordered and also the
elements hv; c; l
0
; mi and hv; c; l;m
0
i 2 H
0
must be ordered, and both
orderings imply necessarily dierent orderings either on h 
h
i and
h
0

h
i or on h 
h
j and h
0

h
j. So we conclude: m
00
6= m
0
(otherwise we
are done). Similarly we derive l
00
6= l
0
, so that we conclude: hv; c; l
00
; m
0
i
and hv; c; l
0
; m
00
i 2 H, and thus hv; c; l
00
; ?i 2 H
i
and hv; c; ?; m
00
i 2 H
j
.
Once again, if either hv; c; l
00
; ?i 62 H
0
i
or hv; c; ?; m
00
i 62 H
0
j
then we are
done as the consequence of () holds. Analogously we conclude that
there must be fresh m
000
; l
000
etc., etc. So we can blow up both h 
h
i and
h
0

h
i ad innitum which contradicts the niteness of our programs.
So we conclude either hv; c; l; ?i 62 H
0
i
or hv; c; ?; mi 62 H
0
j
, which leads
to h 
h
i 6= h
0

h
i or h 
h
j 6= h
0

h
j.
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 <6=<
0
(while H = H
0
). Suppose  <  and  6<
0
. Dene <
n
(<
0
n
), the
next-relation derived from < (<
0
), by  <
n
 ,  <  ^ :9[ <  < ].
Then there exists k 2 IN :  <
n

1
<
n

2
<
n
::: <
n

k
<
n
. It follows
that for some m, 
m
<
n

m+1
but not 
m
<
n

m+1
. Now rst note that all
adjacent labels are labels of the same (process) type (this does not imply
that all labels are of one and the same type, because quadruple labels have
two types). We consider the case that 
m
is simple, say of type i, and 
m+1
is quadruple, say 
m+1
= hv; c; l;mi with l of type i (the other three cases
are similar). Then it follows that 
m
<
i
hv; c; l; ?i and not 
m
<
0
i
hv; c; l; ?i,
so h 
h
i 6= h
0

h
j.
2
Finally, we are ready for the main theorem of this Section. Let PR = [P
1
:: S
1
k
::: k P
n
:: S
n
].
Theorem 4.9.6 The proof system presented in this paper is complete resp. K-
complete, i.e.
1. if j= f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g then ` f'
i
gS
i
f 
i
g
2. if j= f'gPRfK
G
 g then ` f'gPRfK
G
 g (G  f1; :::; ng)
The second clause of this theorem asserts that any correctness formula involving
a postcondition referring to the knowledge of (groups of) processes can be derived
in our axiom system, provided it is valid.
Proof 1. to prove ` f'
i
gS
i
f 
sp
g with  
sp
$ sp('
i
; S
i
) (we will not always write
 
sp
explicitly). Induction on S
i
:
 skip:
` f(9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  l])[hist  l=hist]gl : skip
f9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  l]g (axiom 6.4.1)
` f(9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  l = hx  l])gl : skip
f9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  l]g
` f'
i
gl : skipf9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  l]g (rule of conseq.)
 assignment:
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` f(9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist = hx  l])[hist  l=hist; e=x]g
l : x := e
f9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist = hx  l]g (axiom 6.4.2)
` f(9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ e = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist  l = hx  l])gl : x := e
f9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist = hx  l]g
` f'
i
gl : x := ef9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ x = e[x
0
=x] ^ hist = hx  l]g (cons.)
 output:
` f(9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  he; c; l; ?i])[hist  he; c; l; ?i=hist]gl : c!e
f9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  he; c; l; ?i]g (axiom 6.4.3)
` f(9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist  he; c; l; ?i = hx  he; c; l; ?i])gl : c!e
f9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  he; c; l; ?i]g
` f'
i
gl : c!ef9hx['
i
[hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  he; c; l; ?i]g (rule of conseq.)
 input:
` f8v[(9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  hx; c; ?; li])[v=x;
hist  hv; c; ?; li=hist]]gl : c?x
f9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  hx; c; ?; li]g (axiom 6.4.4)
` f8v[(9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist  hv; c; ?; li = hx  hv; c; ?; li])]g
l : c?xf9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  hx; c; ?; li]g
` f'
i
gl : c?xf9x
0
; hx['
i
[x
0
=x; hx=hist] ^ hist = hx  hx; c; ?; li]g (conseq.)
 sequential composition:
By induction hypothesis, ` f'
i
gS
1
fsp('
i
; S
1
)g and ` fsp('
i
; S
1
)gS
2
fsp(sp('
i
; S
1
); S
2
)g. Then, by rule 3: ` f'
i
gS
1
;S
2
fsp(sp('
i
; S
1
); S
2
)g, or,
equivalently, ` f'
i
gS
1
;S
2
fsp('
i
; S
1
;S
2
)g.
 guarded statement:
By induction hypothesis, for 1  j  m we have ` f'
i
^ b
j
gl
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
fsp('
i
^ b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
)g. Applying the consequence rule, we get for
1  j  m ` f'
i
^ b
j
gl
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
f
W
m
j=1
sp('
i
^ b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
)g Hence,
using rule 4.7.18 we obtain ` f'
i
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]f('^
V
m
j=1
:b
j
) _
sp('
i
^ b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
;S
j
)g, or, equivalently, ` f'
i
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
!
S
j
]fsp('
i
; []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
])g.
 iterated guarded statement:
Let ?[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
] be given. In a standard way (see e.g. [Hoo93])
we can show the existence of an invariant I for which the following hold:
1. I 2 Assn
i
2. j= sp('
i
; ?[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
])$ (I ^
V
m
j=1
:b
j
)
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3. j= '
i
! I
4. j= fI ^
W
m
j=1
b
j
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]fIg
Essentially, I expresses the strongest invariant for the statement considered.
Now using induction hypothesis and (d) we obtain ` fI^
W
m
j=1
b
j
g[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
:
c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]fIg. Using rule 4.7.19 we get ` fIg ? []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
!
S
j
]fI ^
V
m
j=1
:b
j
g. Using (b),(c) and the consequence rule we arrive at
` f'
i
g ? []
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
]fsp('
i
; ?[]
m
j=1
[b
j
; l
j
: c
j
?x
j
! S
j
])g.
2. Let G = f1; :::; ng.
Suppose j= f'gPRfK
G
 g. Let, for all i, x
i
denote the list of i-local variables
in VAR. Dene ' = '[v
1
=x
1
; :::v
n
=x
n
; hx=hist] ^ x
1
= v
1
^ ::: ^ x
n
= v
n
^ hist
= hx (hx; v
i
fresh for all i).
Clearly, '! ', so j= f'gPRfK
G
 g holds.
Now let '
i
= loc
i
('), where loc
i
is dened below.
Then '$
V
i
'
i
. Now by denition of sp('
i
; S
i
), we have j= f'
i
gS
i
fsp('
i
; S
i
)g.
Thus, by 1. it follows ` f'
i
gS
i
fsp('
i
; S
i
)g.
By rule 8 it follows that ` f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))g, all i
By K-persistence, ` f'
i
gPRfK
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))g, all i
Then, by conjunction, ` f
V
i
'
i
gPRf
V
i
K
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))g
Group knowledge: ` f
V
i
'
i
gPRf
V
i
K
G
(sp('
i
; S
i
))g
Distrib. of K
G
over ^: ` f
V
i
'
i
gPRfK
G
V
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))g
K-axiom, and
V
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))!  (see below): ` f
V
i
'
i
gPRfK
G
 g
Consequence: ` f'gPRfK
G
 g
Variable substitution rule: ` f'gPRfK
G
 g
There remain the denition of loc
i
and the proof of j=
V
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))!  .
For any i, the function loc
i
: Assn
 
! Assn
i
is dened as follows:
 loc
i
('
i
) = '
i
 loc
i
('
j
) =
p
(i 6= j)
 loc
i
(e
1
= e
2
) = e
1
= e
2
if VAR(e
1
; e
2
)
T
VAR
j
= ;
=
p
otherwise
 loc
i
('
 
^ '
0
 
) = loc
i
('
 
) ^
0
loc
i
('
0
 
)
where ^
0
is dened as ^ except for
p
^
0
' = ' ^
0
p
= '.
In this denition, the symbol
p
expresses the projection of a non-i-formula, i.e.
a part of the source formula which is of no importance to the formula '
i
. This
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also explains its role with respect to the operator ^
0
: this operator just forgets
operands of type
p
, rendering the output of loc
i
into the domain Assn
i
. Note
that by construction of ', there always is at least one subformula of ' that is
left unprocessed by loc
i
(namely hx  i = hist  i), so that we need not dene
p
^
0
p
; we can eliminate the
p
's by associating in the right way.
Lastly, suppose h; hi j=
V
i
sp('
i
; S
i
). Then, by lemma 4.6.2 it follows that, for
all i, h; hi  i j=
i
sp('
i
; S
i
). So, by denition of sp('
i
; S
i
), for all i:
9h
i
0
; h
i
0
i[h
i
0
; h
i
0
i j=
i
'
i
^ h; hi  i 2 [[S
i
]](h
i
0
; h
i
0
i)].
Now because execution of S
i
does not inuence the values of logical variables,
we have   i(x) = 
i
0
(x) for all x 2 LVAR, and   i(hx) = 
i
0
(hx) for all
hx 2 LHVAR. Hence we can construct 
0
such that 
0
 i = 
i
0
for all i (take

0
(x
i
) = 
i
0
(x
i
) and 
0
(hx) = (hx)).
Furthermore, because we have h
i
0
; h
i
0
i j= hx  i = hist  i (all i) it follows that

i
0
(hx) = h
i
0
, hence   i(hx) = h
i
0
(all i) and hence, by lemma 4.9.5, there is
some h
0
uniquely determined by (hx) = h
0
, such that h
0
 i = h
i
0
for all i.
Therefore we can 'melt' together all h
i
0
; h
i
0
i to obtain a global point h
0
; h
0
i such
that for all i: h
0
; h
0
i  i = h
i
0
; h
i
0
i.
It follows that h
0
; h
0
i j=
V
i
'
i
, hence h
0
; h
0
i j= '.
So, we have
9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= ' ^ 8i[h; hi  i 2 [[S
i
]](h
0
; h
0
i  i)]]
, 9h
0
; h
0
i[h
0
; h
0
i j= ' ^ h; hi 2 POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h
0
; h
0
i)]
It then follows from j= f'gPRfK
G
 g that POSS(P
1
; :::; P
n
; h
0
; h
0
i) j=  , hence
h; hi j=  , which proves j=
V
i
(sp('
i
; S
i
))!  .
2
4.10 Some Remarks on the Semantics
The semantics of programs as dened in Section 4.3 is limited in a certain way.
This is because only after execution of some process, something about its knowl-
edge can be stated. As a result, group knowledge of any group of processors only
exists a posteriori.
Therefore, it would be nice to be able to describe the evolution of knowledge
during computation of a process. Of course, our Hoare logic would have to be
extended in order to be able to reason about these intermediate states, but this
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can be done for instance by adding an invariant to our triples, in a similar way
as used in Pandya's I-logic [Pan88].
In the following however, we will show that it is not at all straightforward to
dene such a semantics.
First of all, note that an equivalence relation R
i
on S  H denes a partition
of S  H and vice versa (for the moment, we are not interested in maximal
parallellism; therefore we simplify the framework of this chapter somewhat):
S  H=
R
i
= f[h; hi]
R
i
j h; hi 2 S  Hg
Let us denote the elements of this partition by V
R
i
; V
0
R
i
etc..
The global idea is now to dene the local semantics in terms of transitions of the
relation R
i
; in other words, when executing some statement S, the new relation
R
0
i
is obtained from the current R
i
by determining the semantical image of each
class of the partition:
M(S)(S H=
R
i
) = f[[S]](V
R
i
) j V
R
i
2 S H=
R
i
g
As we will explain below, the right hand side of this \denition" does not repre-
sent a partition of S H.
Assume a process with only one local variable, x. In the pictures below, each
equivalence class is denoted by stating the value of x and the value of the local
history, denoted by h. Such a class then consists of all global extensions (with
respect to the full program under consideration) of these values.
x=0
x=0
h=ml
h=l
h=
x=0
x=0
h=
x=1
h=
x=2
h=
x=0
h=m
x=0
h=n
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Pq
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
In the rst picture, it is shown how the execution of a local command l : x := 0
aects the partition. In particular, it is clear that the resulting set of image-
classes does not cover the whole of S H, i.e. is not a partition (for instance, all
classes that have h =  do not have an original). Luckily, this is not too serious
a bug: we can x it by dening a \rest" class V
rest
, as follows:
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V
rest
= S  Hnf[[S]](V
R
i
) j V
R
i
2 S H=
R
i
g
This way, by adding V
rest
to the image, we again get a partition. Initially we
set V
rest
= ;; note that in the construction of the new partition, V
rest
does not
play any role; it is determined by the images of the \proper" classes.
A second, more serious problem concerns the fact that the set of classes resulting
from the execution of a particular statement need not be disjoint. An example
of this type of event is represented in the second picture below.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
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h=m
x=1
h=m
x=2
h=l
x=1
#
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'
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$
%
x=0
h=
x=1
h=
The picture shows the transition of two classes under the semantics of the state-
ment [[l : x := 1[]m : x := x + 1]]. Obviously, both resulting equivalence classes
are not disjoint, but they do not coincide, either. This type of \clash" occurs
because of the use of a nondeterministic choice in combination with smartly cho-
sen assignments. It shows that there exist circumstances in which the resulting
partition is such that one would like to consider two points both R
i
-equivalent
and not R
i
-equivalent at the same time.
For this second aw we do not have a satisfying solution as yet; for instance
taking as a resulting class the union of the two classes above leads to classes that
are too big, unnecessarily diminishing what can be known by the process.
It would be worthwhile investigating this issue further, because there seems not
to be an obvious solution to the problem of dening an \update" semantics.
For instance, it may be possible to dene such a semantics in the case of some
not-so-distinguishing view functions.
4.11 Asynchronous Communication
In this section, we study the modication of the proof system presented in this
chapter to asynchronous communication. This communication will be modeled
by innite FIFO (rst-in-rst-out) buers. Hence, the sending of a value can
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always take place, while receiving a message requires that the associated buer
be non-empty.
As the second part of this thesis is entirely devoted to asynchronous communica-
tion, we will not dwell too long on the informalities here; the reader might want
to come back to this section after reading the second part.
Basically, when shifting from synchronous communication (handshake) to asyn-
chronous communication, the description of the communication interface between
processes by means of communication histories becomes more complex in the
sense that we now have to represent a succesful communication between two pro-
cesses by two records|one representing the sending action and one representing
the receiving action|and, moreover, the sending of a message has to be done
rst.
An example may clarify things: consider the program
[c??x; d!!3 k c!!5; d??y]
in which two processes communicate asynchronously over the channels c and d.
The communication behaviour of the processes can then be described by the fol-
lowing two sequences of records: hc??; vi  hd!!; 3i and hc!!; 5i  hd??; v
0
i. On the
communication history of the combined process, we have to impose the restric-
tion that the projection on each individual process respects its (local) behaviour,
as is the case with synchronous communication. However, this is not enough, as
it would allow for the history hc!!; 5i  hc??; vi  hd??; v
0
i  hd!!; 3i which is clearly
not a valid one, because the value over channel d is earlier received than it is
sent. (Synchronously speaking, there would be no problem whatsoever, because
communication is now considered as handshake, leaving as single possibility the
global history hc; 5i  hd; 3i). Thus, in dening the semantics of the parallel com-
position, apart from the projection property, we have to add a constraint with
respect to the order in which messages are sent and received.
In the proof system we propose in this section, we localize this constraint by
dening `local' merge predicates M
i
(which are in fact global predicates as we
shall see) stating that on all ingoing channels from process i, at all times enough
values have been produced by its environment to enable i's execution. Conjoining
these local merge predicates can then easily be seen to coincide with Pandya's
NETINV predicate [Pa].
We proceed with discussing the successive adaptations of the framework.
The Language: we replace the communication commands c?x and c!e by c??x
resp. c!!e to denote the asynchronous nature of the communication.
Semantics: with respect to the domain, the set of local labels is now dened as
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
i
= fl; hv; c??; li; hv; c!!; li j l appears syntactically in S
i
g:
Here hv; c??; li will denote the event of an input of value v from channel c, where
the executed action is labeled with l, and hv; c!!; li likewise for output. By the
fact that communication actions are now autonomous, the label does not contain
unknown sender/receiver labels as in the the synchronous case.
We dene H
i
(3 h) to be the set of posets (sequences) over 
i
.
Global semantics: We dene S, with typical element  as the set of global states.
Let  =
S
i

i
, and dene H to be the set of posets over .
We assume a restriction operator , which can be used in two ways. Firstly it
yields a local point when provided with a global point and a process index:
: S H  IN! S
i
H
i
by the intuitively obvious restriction/projection operation. Secondly, when given
a directed input/output channel as second argument, it yields a subtrace of a
global history consisting of those labels that involve the specied channel, e.g.
h3; c!!; li m  h3; c??; ni  c?? = h3; c??; ni
In the denitions below, we will have need for a prex operator  on posets.
Intuitively, h
1
 h
2
means that h
1
is a prex of h
2
. This notion of prex is not
so easily dened as in the case of linear structures such as streams. The reason
for this is that a poset can be extended in more directions.
Denition 4.11.1 Let h
1
= (H
1
; <
1
); h
2
= (H
2
; <
2
), and let ;  range over
H
1
[H
2
. Then we dene
h
1
 h
2
, H
1
 H
2
^ <
1
= <
2
\ H
1
H
1
^ 8 2 H
2
nH
1
:9 2 H
1
[ <
2
]
The rst two conjuncts express that h
1
is a subposet of h
2
. The third conjunct
states that h
2
is a proper `right-extension' of h
1
. In other words: if some label 
is in H
2
nH
1
, then also  is in H
2
nH
1
, for all  with  <
2
.
Now, we will dene the chaotic closure operator CC, which yields all global
points that are possible extensions of a given set of local points. Unlike in the
synchronous case, this denition will not be just the inverse projection, but an
additional conjunct is required in order to guarantee that every receive action is
preceded by a corresponding send action. We dene this predicate as follows.
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Denition 4.11.2 The predicate Merge
i
is dened by
(S  H 3)h; hi j=Merge
i
()
^
c2IN(S
i
)
8h
0
 h[h
0
 c??  h
0
 c!!]
Denition 4.11.3 The chaotic closure operators CC
0
: S
i
 H
i
! P(S  H)
and CC : P(S
i
H
i
)! P(S  H) are dened as follows:
CC
0
(h; hi) = fh
0
; h
0
i j h
0
; h
0
i  i = h; hi ^ h
0
; h
0
i j=Merge
i
g
CC(H) =
[
h;hi2H
CC
0
(h; hi)
Given these denitions, we can now x the relation R
V
i
for any set of local points
V
i
:
h; hiR
V
i
h
0
; h
0
i () [h; hi 2 maxpar(CC(V
i
)), h
0
; h
0
i 2 maxpar(CC(V
i
))]
So again, as in the synchronous case, the set S H is divided into precisely two
classes for each process.
Syntax of Formulae The syntax of our assertion language is the same as in
the synchronous case, except for the addition of the special predicate Merge
i
,
reecting the semantical Merge
i
:
Assn
 
'
 
:: e = e
0
j '
i
j '
 
^ '
0
 
j Merge
i
Thus, it now becomes possible to infer non-trivial knowledge about non-local
information, as we will see in the proof system below. Note that this was not
possible in the synchronous case.
Semantics of Formulae The function T
 
is extended by the following clause:
T
 
(Merge
i
)(h; hi) =
V
c2IN(S
i
)
8h
0
 h[h
0
 c??  h  c!!]
Proof System The only dierent rule is that of knowledge introduction. Because
the chaotic closure operator is more selective than in the synchronous case, we
can infer more knowledge of the process involved.
Rule 4.11.4 (K-introduction)
f'
i
gS
i
f'
0
i
g
f'
i
gP
i
:: S
i
fK
i
('
0
i
^Merge
i
)g
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Completeness
The key lemma is now the following, stating that a global history is completely de-
termined by all its projections, if theMerge
i
predicate holds for each i-projection.
This lemma enables us to use the abbreviation also in the new situation.
Lemma 4.11.5 Let h; h
0
2 H. Suppose there are h
i
2 H
i
such that for all i
with 1  i  n it holds that h  i = h
0
 i = h
i
. Suppose furthermore that
h j=
V
i
Merge
i
and h
0
j=
V
i
Merge
i
, and that both h and h
0
are maximal parallel
under these conditions. Then it follows that h = h
0
.
4.12 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a proof system for the correctness of a simple
parallel programming language using a logic in which epistemic operators are
included to be able to speak about the knowledge of the sub-processes involved
in the execution of parallel programs in this language. As we have seen this
proof system comprises of a local and a global part. The former is classical
dealing with the correctness of local processes, whereas the latter part concerns
the parallel composition of processes and eventually the whole process of parallel
computation.
It is in this latter part where the use of epistemic operators comes into the
picture. These operators enable us to (still) refer to assertions along with the
agents (processes) that know them. Combining this knowledge to knowledge of
larger groups of processes eventually gives us the desired assertions known by
the process as a whole but again we still can refer to the knowledge of every
subgroup of processes when we want to. So combining knowledge into group
knowledge does not destroy the information about what is known by subgroups.
This illustrates the modularity of our approach. So, summarizing, one could state
that in our proof system, the constructs on the local level are handeled in a more
or less standard way, whereas the parallel (top) construct is treated by means of
epistemic operators.
This two-leveledness in our approach is not strictly needed. With suitable adapta-
tions of the semantics it should be possible to allow an arbitrary depth of nesting
of the parallel construct.
The section on asynchronous communication shows that the essential factor in
devising a proof system as dened in this chapter entails the determination of
the right view function; this suggests that the view function is a parameter in
the proof system that can be tuned so as to match particular cases of interest.
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We believe that the epistemic approach to the correctness of parallel programs
may be used fruitfully for a range of programming languages. In particular, since
our approach is agent-oriented we believe that the approach is amenable to object-
oriented parallel programming languages since the objects in these languages are
exactly the agents/processes involved in the execution of a program. This will
be investigated in future research.
We would nally like to mention that we do not need a merging lemma ([Apt83]),
due to compositionality of the semantics (cf. also [AdB94]).
Part II
Abstract Assertional Languages
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Chapter 5
Introduction
In this second part, we will focus on a somewhat dierent view towards program
correctness. Whereas in the rst part, we were interested in proof systems pro-
viding assertion languages with added features such as knowledge assertions, the
central concern in this second part will be minimizing the assertion languages
involved.
We will only be concerned with asynchronous communication. It can be shown
that synchronous communication does not admit similar techniques, because of
the fact that the abstractions that we exploit cannot be made in the synchronous
case.
In Chapter 6 we provide a proof system for asynchronously communicating deter-
ministic processes, featuring an assertion language that is strictly more abstract
than than those in the rst part of this thesis with respect to describing the com-
munication histories of the processes. The price we pay for this is the fact that
we cannot handle full nondeterminism; to compensate for this, the programming
language is enhanced with special constructs which partially make up for this
loss.
Chapter 7 is concerned with applying automated verication techniques in using
the proof system from Chapter 6 for proving the correctness of a distributed
algorithm for computing the topology of a network. It is shown how the theorem
prover PVS can be successfully applied in the specication and verication of a
concrete example.
The proof system from Chapter 6 is not generic complete. Roughly speaking, this
amounts to the fact that it is not possible to derive a priori for a given process and
precondition its strongest postcondition, which can be used in any environment.
The reason for this is that this postcondition also depends on an invariant which
describes the communication interface, and is common to all processes that run in
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parallel. For more information concerning this, the reader is referred to Chapter
8, which treats these topics at some more detail.
Chapter 8 extends the approach to full nondeterminism, and introduces a generic
complete system. As can be expected, the assertion language in a proof system
that covers full nondeterminism is strictly more expressive with respect to histo-
ries. But even in this case, we still refrain from using full histories (in the sense
of part I) and use another, strictly more abstract approach to describe histories,
using multisets.
In particular, this chapter features:
 a decidable logic for multisets (over some abstract data type), along with
its axiomatization
 an assertion language which closely corresponds to a fully abstract seman-
tics
 separation of control information and transmitted values
Chapter 6
A Proof System for
Asynchronously Communicating
Deterministic Processes
We introduce in this chapter new communication and synchronization constructs
which allow deterministic processes, intercommunicating asynchronously via un-
bounded FIFO buers, to cope with an indeterminate environment. We develop
for the resulting parallel programming language, which subsumes deterministic
dataow, a simple compositional proof system. Reasoning about communication
and synchronization is formalized in terms of input/output variables which record
for each buer the sequence of values sent and received. These input/output vari-
ables provide an abstraction of the usual notion of history variables which denote
sequences of communication events. History variables are in general necessary for
compositional reasoning about the correctness of distributed systems composed
of non-deterministic processes.
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6.1 Introduction
Hoare logics have been used successfully for reasoning about correctness of a
variety of distributed systems [OG76, AFdR80, ZdRvEB85, Pan88, HdR86]. In
general, proof systems for distributed systems based on some kind of Hoare logic
formalize reasoning about communication and synchronization in terms of se-
quences of communication events called histories.
Distributed systems based on synchronous communication allow an elegant com-
positional proof theory [Zwi88] essentially because there exists a simple criterion
for deciding when the local histories of the processes of a system are compatible,
that is, can be combined into a global history of the entire system. This criterion
consists of checking whether the local histories can be obtained as some kind of
projection of some global history.
On the other hand distributed systems based on asynchronous communication
do not allow such a simple criterion: to check the compatibility of the local
histories one has in general to consider all possible interleavings [Pan88]. As
such its logical formulation will involve quantication over histories, and this will
obviously complicate the reasoning process.
The recent book on program correctness by Francez [Fra92] contains a section
on non-deterministic processes which communicate asynchronously via FIFO
buers, featuring a proof system that uses a logic based on input/output variables
instead of histories. A buer is logically represented by an input variable which
records the sequence of values read from the buer and by an output variable
which records the sequence of values sent to the buer. The dierence between
input/output variables and histories is that in the former information of the rel-
ative ordering of communication events on dierent buers is lost. However, it
can be shown that this logic is incomplete for non-deterministic processes; the
information expressible by input/output variables only is insucient to obtain a
complete specication of an entire system by composing the local specications
of its constituent processes.
The purpose of this chapter consists of showing that distributed systems com-
posed of deterministic processes which communicate asynchronously via (un-
bounded) FIFO buers however do allow a simple complete compositional proof
theory based on input/output variables. In order to endow a deterministic process
with the capability of responding to an indeterminate environment we introduce
communication and synchronization constructs which allow a process to test the
contents of a buer and to synchronize on a set of input buers simultaneously.
The resulting programming language subsumes deterministic dataow. Thus
despite the restriction to deterministic processes we obtain a powerful parallel
programming language which still allows a simple compositional proof theory
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based on input/output variables.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in section 2, the programming
language is dened. Then, in section 3, an operational semantics and a denition
of correctness formulas and their semantics is given. In section 4, the proof system
is presented, followed by the proofs of soundness (section 5) and completeness
(section 6). Section 7 discusses an extension of the language which provides a
process with the full means to cope with an indeterminate environment. Finally,
section 8 contains some concluding remarks and observations.
6.2 The programming language
In this section, we dene the syntax of the programming language. The language
describes the behaviour of asynchronously communicating deterministic sequen-
tial processes. Processes interact only via communication channels which are
implemented by (unbounded) FIFO-buers. A process can send a value along a
channel or it can input a value from a channel. The value sent will be appended
to the buer, whereas reading a value from a buer consists of retrieving its
rst element. Thus the values will be read in the order in which they have been
sent. A process will be suspended when it tries to read a value from an empty
buer. Since buers are assumed to be unbounded, sending values can always
take place. Additionally we introduce constructs which allow testing whether a
buer is empty or not.
We assume given a set of program variables V ar, with typical elements x; y; : : :.
Channels are denoted by c; d; : : :.
Denition 6.2.1 The syntax of a statement S which describes the behaviour of
a (deterministic) sequential process, is dened by
S ::= skip
j x := e
j c??x j c!!e
j S
1
;S
2
j if b then S
1
else S
2

j while b do S od
j if c??x then S
1
else S
2

j while c??x do S od
j repeat S until c??x
In the above denition skip denotes the `empty' statement. In the assignment
statement x := e we restrict for technical convenience to arithmetical expressions
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e. Sending a value of an (arithmetical) expression e along channel c is described
by c!!e, whereas storing a value read from a channel c in a variable x is described
by c??x. The execution of c??x is suspended in case the corresponding buer is
empty. Furthermore we have the usual sequential control structures of sequential
composition, choice and iteration (b denotes a boolean expression). Additionally
we allow an input statement c??x as test in the choice and while construct.
The execution of a statement if c??x then S
1
else S
2
 consists of reading a value
from channel c, in case its corresponding buer is non-empty, storing it in x and
proceeding subsequently with S
1
. In case the buer is empty control moves on
to S
2
. The execution of a statement while c??x do S od consists of alternatingly
reading a value from channel c and executing S until the corresponding buer
is empty. Finally repeat S until c??x models a form of busy waiting: repeat
S for as long as no value can be read from channel c. Note that, intuitively
speaking, c??x is equivalent to repeat skip until c??x; this corresponds to the `idle
waiting' inherent in c??x (however semantically speaking, there is a dierence|
see later). To resolve possible ambiguities in the grammar we assign to sequential
composition the lowest binding priority.
Denition 6.2.2 A parallel program P is of the form [S
1
k ::: k S
n
], where
we assume the following restrictions: the statements S
i
do not share program
variables, channels are unidirectional and connect exactly one sender and one
receiver (hence programs are closed).
6.3 Semantics
In this section we dene the operational semantics of the programming language
and an appropriate notion of program correctness.
First we need to dene the notion of state which assigns values to program vari-
ables and associates a FIFO buer to each channel. For the formal justication
of the compositional proof system it will appear to be convenient to introduce
for each channel c variables c?? and c!! which record the sequence of values read
from channel c and the sequence of values sent along c. The values read from a
channel will also include a special value ? which results from testing an empty
buer. For example a sequence h1; 2; 3;?; 4; 5i representing the values read from
a channel indicates that after 1; 2 and 3 have been read the process tested the
contents of the buer when it was empty. Subsequent read operations on the
channel resulted in the values 4 and 5. A variable c?? (c!!) is also called an input
(output) variable. We denote the set of variables c?? and c!! by IO .
Denition 6.3.1 Restricting ourselves to the domain of values consisting of in-
tegers only, denoted by ZZ, the set of states , with typical element , is dened
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as  = hVar ! ZZ; IO ! ZZ
?
?
i
In the above denition ZZ
?
?
denotes all nite sequences of elements of the set
ZZ
?
= ZZ[ f?g. We introduce the following operations on sequences. The empty
sequence is denoted by . Given a sequence s 2 ZZ
?
?
, its f irst element will be
denoted by f(s), and the subsequence of s consisting of elements of ZZ only|
s with all appearances of ? removed|we denote by r
?
(s). Here the result of
appending an element d to a sequence s is denoted by s  d. We dene s  s
0
i s
is a prex of s
0
. By s
0
, s we denote the sux of s
0
determined by its prex given
by s (so it is dened only if s  s
0
). The buer corresponding to a channel c in
a state , that is, the sequence of values sent along c but not yet read, which we
denote by (c), is given by (c!!), r
?
((c??)). For example, if (c!!) = h1; 2; 3i
and (c??) = h1;?; 2i then (c) = h3i.
The value of a variable v, which might be either a program variable x or an
input/output variable c??, c!! in a state  will be simply denoted by (v). Given
a state , a variable v and a value d (of corresponding type), we dene the state
fd=vg as follows:
fd=vg(v
0
) =

(v
0
) if v 6= v
0
d otherwise
The value of an arithmetical expression e (boolean expression b) we denote by
(e) ((b)).
Denition 6.3.2 A conguration is a pair h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i, where S
i
is either
a statement or equals E which denotes termination.
We now dene a transition relation ! between congurations. For convenience,
we identify the statements S and S;E for any statement S.
Denition 6.3.3 The relation! between congurations is the smallest relation
satisfying:
1. h[::: k skip;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; i
2. h[::: k x := e;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(e)=xgi
3. h[::: k c!!e;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(c!!)  (e)=c!!gi
4. h[::: k c??x;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(c??)  d=c??; d=xgi,
provided (c) 6=  and d = f((c)).
5. h[::: k if b then S
1
else S
2
;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
1
;S k :::]; i,
provided (b) = true .
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6. h[::: k if b then S
1
else S
2
;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
2
;S k :::]; i,
provided (b) = false.
7. h[::: k if c??x then S
1
else S
2
;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
1
;S k :::]; f(c??) 
d=c??; d=xgi,
provided (c) 6=  and d = f((c))).
8. h[::: k if c??x then S
1
else S
2
;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
2
;S k :::]; f(c??) 
?=c??gi,
provided (c) = .
9. h[::: k while b do S od;S
0
k :::]; i ! h[::: k S;while b do S od;S
0
k :::]; i,
provided (b) = true .
10. h[::: k while b do S od;S
0
k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
0
k :::]; i,
provided (b) = false.
11. h[::: k while c??x do S od;S
0
k :::]; i ! h[::: k S;while c??x do S od;S
0
k
:::]; f(c??)  d=c??; d=xgi,
provided (c) 6=  and d = f((c)).
12. h[::: k while c??x do S od;S
0
k :::]; i ! h[::: k S
0
k :::]; f(c??)  ?=c??gi,
provided (c) = .
13. h[::: k repeat S until c??x;S
0
k :::]; i ! h[::: k S; if c??x then skip else
repeat S until c??x ;S
0
k :::]; gi
In the fourth clause above, channel c is required to be non-empty. There is no
transition in case c is empty, which corresponds with the suspending of a receiving
process on an empty channel. Due to the fact that the transition system is global,
the required information regarding channels can always be determined.
It is worthwhile noticing that, although not strictly necessary for the denition of
the operational semantics, recording tests on an empty buer allows one to deter-
mine the local behaviour of a process. Consider the following two statements: S =
if c??x then d!!0;R
1
else d!!0; c??x;R
2
 and S
0
= if d??y then c!!0;R
0
1
else c!!0;
d??y;R
0
2
. In case one does not record tests on an empty buer we cannot deter-
mine on the basis of the values of the input/output variables whether R
1
or R
2
(and, symmetrically, R
0
1
or R
0
2
) is reached in a computation of [S k S
0
], which
starts with empty buers c and d. This is because any possible execution \reach-
ing two R's" will result in a state in which x = y = 0 and c?? = d?? = h0i (either
of the tests has to fail, or even both).
This observation will play an important role in the completeness proof of the
proof system.
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Denition 6.3.4 A computation sequence of a program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
] is a
nite or innite sequence C
0
! C
1
! ::: of congurations such that C
0
= h[S
1
k
: : : k S
n
]; i for some state .
We are now ready to dene the semantics of a program:
Denition 6.3.5 The semantics [[P ]]() of program P in some state  is dened
as fCS j CS is a computation sequence of P , and the state-component of the
rst conguration of CS equals g.
Denition 6.3.6 A computation sequence of program P is terminating i it is
nite and its last conguration is h[E k ::: k E]; i, for some state .
To reason about the correctness of a program we assume given some rst-order
logic (so we allow only quantication over Var , not over IO) to describe properties
of states. Thus the vocabulary of the logic includes the standard arithmetical
operations and relations. Additionally we assume the logic to include operations
and relations on sequences like append, prexing, length, etc. Sequence terms of
the logic are then constructed from the basic sequence terms c?? and c!! using
the included repertoire of sequence operations. The sequence term c representing
the buer associated with channel c is introduced as an abbreviation of the term
c!!, r
?
(c??). The truth of an assertion  in a state  is denoted by  j= . For
example,  j= c??  c!! i (c??)  (c!!).
The correctness of a program P will be specied in terms of formulas of the form
I : fgPf g, where I,  and  are assertions (of the given rst-order logic).
The assertions  and  are called the precondition and postcondition, respec-
tively. The assertion I is called the (global) invariant, it expresses some invariant
properties of the communication structure of a computation. As such a global
invariant in general refers to sequence terms, no references to variables occur-
ring in the program are allowed. Moreover, in I,  and  no quantication over
the program variables of P may occur. Intuitively the meaning of a correctness
formula I : fgPf g can be rendered as follows:
Every state of a computation of P starting in a state which satises
both I and , satises I, and upon termination  is guaranteed to
hold.
Thus the formalism used here is a variant of I-logic, as used in [ZdRvEB85] and
[Pan88]. The following denition gives a more formal account of the semantics
of correctness formulas:
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Denition 6.3.7 Given a correctness formula I : fgPf g, we dene j= I :
fgPf g i for any , if  j= I ^ then for all nite CS 2 [[P ]](), 
0
j= I holds,
where 
0
is the second component of the last conguration of CS; moreover if
CS is terminating, then 
0
j= I ^  holds.
6.4 The proof system
In this section we present the proof system for deriving correctness formulas.
In order to reason about the correctness of a program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
]
compositionally, that is, in terms of the correctness of its parallel components
S
i
, we introduce local correctness formulas of the form I : fpgSfqg, where S is
a substatement of one of the S
i
, I is a global invariant which does not contain
occurrences of program variables of S
i
, and p and q are assertions which are
allowed only to refer to variables occurring in S
i
. The set of variables of a
statement S
i
consists of its program variables and those input/output variables
c?? (c!!) for which c is an input channel of S
i
(c is an output channel of S
i
). We
dene the semantics of local correctness formulas axiomatically in terms of the
following axioms and rules:
Axiom 6.4.1 (skip) I : fpgskipfpg
Axiom 6.4.2 (assignment) I : fp[e=x]gx := efpg
Rule 6.4.3 (output)
(I ^ p)! (I ^ q)[c!!  e=c!!]
I : fpgc!!efqg
Rule 6.4.4 (input)
(I ^ p ^ c 6= )! (I ^ q)[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]
I : fpgc??xfqg
Rule 6.4.5 (sequential composition)
I : fpgS
1
frg; I : frgS
2
fqg
I : fpgS
1
;S
2
fqg
Rule 6.4.6 (conditional)
I : fp ^ bgS
1
fqg; I : fp ^ :bgS
2
fqg
I : fpgif b then S
1
else S
2
fqg
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Rule 6.4.7 (while loop)
I : fp ^ bgS
1
fpg
I : fpgwhile b do S
1
odfp ^ :bg
Rule 6.4.8 (input conditional)
I : fpgc??x;S
1
fqg; (I ^ p ^ c = )! (I ^ r)[c??  ?=c??]; I : frgS
2
fqg
I : fpgif c??x then S
1
else S
2
fqg
Rule 6.4.9 (input while loop)
I : fpgc??x;Sfpg; (I ^ p ^ c = )! (I ^ q)[c??  ?=c??]
I : fpgwhile c??x do S
1
odfqg
Rule 6.4.10 (repeat)
I : fpgSfrg, (I ^ r ^ c = )! (I ^ p)[c??  ?=c??], I : frgc??xfqg
I : fpgrepeat S until c??xfqg
Rule 6.4.11 (local consequence)
j= I ^ p! p
0
; I : fp
0
gSfq
0
g; j= I ^ q
0
! q
I : fpgSfqg
Note that we have assertions occurring as premises, that is, we assume as addi-
tional axioms all valid rst-order assertions (thus we achieve relative complete-
ness; cf. Chapter 4). In the axiom for the assignment statement we only need
to substitute the expression e for x in the postcondition p since I is not allowed
to refer to program variables. Thus I is on purely syntactical grounds invariant
over assignments. The output statement c!!e is modeled as an assignment to the
corresponding output variable c!! which consists of appending the value sent to
the sequence c!!. Since the global invariant may refer to the variable c!! we have
to apply the corresponding substitution also to I itself. In a similar manner an
input statement c??x is modeled as a (multiple) assignment to the variable x and
the input variable c??. To obtain a complete rule the enabledness condition of
the input action, namely that the buer c is non-empty, is included. (Note that
the term c is actually an abbreviation of the term c!! , r
?
(c??).) The following
rules for the conditional and while statement are straightforward extensions of
the usual rules. The rules for the conditional, while and repeat statement with
an input statement as a test combine naturally the standard rules and the rule
for input statements. The main additional feature is the recording of a test on
an empty buer. Finally, the local consequence rule extends in an obvious way
the classical rule.
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Local correctness formulas can be combined into correctness formulas of an entire
program as follows:
Rule 6.4.12 (parallel composition)
I : fp
i
gS
i
fq
i
g(i = 1; :::; n)
I : f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g
For completeness we need the following rules:
Rule 6.4.13 (consequence)
j= I ^ ! I
0
^ 
0
; I
0
: f
0
gPf 
0
g; j= I
0
^  
0
!  ; j= I
0
! I
I : fgPf g
Rule 6.4.14 (substitution) Let v be a variable not occurring in P or q, and t
be a sequence term if v is an input/output variable, and an arithmetical term,
otherwise.
I : fpgPfqg
I : fp[t=v]gPfqg
The following simple example illustrates the use of the proof system.
Example 6.4.15 Consider the program [c!!5 k c??x]. Let I

= c??  c!!. By
I

^ c!! = ! (I

^ c!! = h5i)[c!!  5=c!!] we have, using the output rule:
I

: fc!! = gc!!5fc!! = h5ig:
Similarly, by I

^ c?? =  ^ c 6=  ! (I

^ 9v[x = v ^ c?? = hvi])[f(c)=x; c?? 
f(c)=c??] we have, using the input rule:
I

: fc?? = gc??xf9v[x = v ^ c?? = hvi]g:
Using the rule for parallel composition we arrive at
I

: fc!! =  ^ c?? = gc!!5 k c??xfc!! = h5i ^ 9v[x = v ^ c?? = hvi]g:
Finally, because I

^ c!! = h5i ^ 9v[x = v ^ c?? = hvi]! x = 5 we get, using the
consequence rule
I

: fc!! =  ^ c?? = gc??xfx = 5g:
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6.5 Soundness
In this section we will prove the soundness of the proof system, that is, we will
argue that every derivable correctness formula I : fgPf g is valid. We will
consider only the soundness of the parallel composition rule, the soundness of
the consequence rule and the substitution rule being straightforward. Since the
meaning of a local correctness formula is dened only axiomatically we introduce
the notion of a local proof outline, and prove the soundness of the parallel com-
position rule by induction on the length of the computation of the program using
information about the components as given by the local proof outlines.
In the following, we will have need for the syntactical continuations after(R; S)
and before(R; S)|pronounce: after/before statement R in context S|where R
is an occurrence of a substatement of S; in the sequel we will just say that R is
a substatement of S. Informally, they denote the part of S that remains to be
executed after (before) R has been executed.
Denition 6.5.1 Let S be some statement, and R some substatement of S.
Dene the syntactical continuations after(R; S) and before(R; S) as follows:
 If R = S then after(R; S) = E
 If S = if b then S
1
else S
2
 or S = if c??x then S
1
else S
2
 and R is a
substatement of S
i
(i 2 f1; 2g) then after(R; S) = after(R; S
i
)
 If S = while b do S
1
od or S = while c??x do S
1
od and R is a substatement
of S
1
then after(R; S) = after(R; S
1
);S
 If S = repeat S
1
until c??x and R is a substatement of S
1
then after(R; S) =
after(R; S
1
); if c??x then skip else S 
 If S = S
1
;S
2
and R is a substatement of S
1
then after(R; S) = after(R; S
1
);
S
2
; if R is a substatement of S
2
then after(R; S) = after(R; S
2
)
 before(R; S) = R; after(R; S)
Note: We do not consider input commands and booleans occurring as tests in
statement S to be substatements of S. This choice is not vital, but allows us to
reduce the complexity of some of the clauses in the denition below.
Denition 6.5.2 Given a statement S which is a substatement of S
i
, an invari-
ant I and pre- and postcondition p and q, where p and q only contain variables
occurring in S
i
, a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q) consists of the program text of S
together with an annotation of precondition pre(R) and postcondition post(R)
to all substatements R of S such that the following assertions are valid:
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1. (I ^ p)! pre(S) and (I ^ post(S))! q
2. (I ^ pre(R))! post(R), for R = skip
3. (I ^ pre(R))! post(R)[e=x], for R = x := e
4. (I ^ pre(R))! (I ^ post(R))[c!!  e=c!!], for R = c!!e
5. (I ^ pre(R) ^ c 6= )! (I ^ post(R))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??] for R = c??x
6. (I ^ pre(R)) ! pre(R
1
), (I ^ post(R
1
)) ! pre(R
2
) and (I ^ post(R
2
)) !
post(R), for R = R
1
;R
2
7. (I ^ pre(R) ^ b)! pre(R
1
),
(I ^ pre(R) ^ :b)! pre(R
2
) and I ^ post(R
i
)! post(R)(i = 1; 2),
for R = if b then R
1
else R
2

8. (I ^ pre(R) ^ c 6= )! (I ^ pre(R
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??],
(I ^ pre(R) ^ c = )! (I ^ pre(R
2
))[c??  ?=c??], and
I ^ post(R
i
)! post(R)(i = 1; 2), for R = if c??x then R
1
else R
2

9. (I^pre(R)^b)! pre(R
1
), (I^post(R
1
))! pre(R), and (I^pre(R)^:b)!
post(R) for R = while b do R
1
od
10. (I ^ pre(R) ^ c 6= )! (I ^ pre(R
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??],
(I ^ post(R
1
)) ! pre(R), and (I ^ pre(R) ^ c = ) ! (I ^ post(R))[c?? 
?=c??],
for R = while c??x do R
1
od
11. (I ^ pre(R))! pre(R
1
);
(I ^ post(R
1
) ^ c = )! (I ^ pre(R))[c??  ?=c??], and
(I ^ post(R
1
) ^ c 6= )! (I ^ post(R))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??];
for R = repeat R
1
until c??x
The following lemma relates a proof of a local correctness formula with the exis-
tence of a local proof outline.
Lemma 6.5.3 A local correctness formula I : fpgSfqg is derivable i there exists
a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q).
Proof Only if: induction on the length of the derivation of I : fpgSfqg. The
base cases (skip, assignment, input and output) are immediate. We consider
some rules:
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 sequential composition. Consider a proof ending with an application of
the sequential composition rule, yielding I : fpgS
1
;S
2
fqg. Then we also
have proofs of I : fpgS
1
frg and I : frgS
2
fqg, for some r. By induction
hypothesis there exist proofoutlines pfo(I; p; S
1
; r) and pfo(I; r; S
2
; q). In
particular, we have (I ^ post(S
1
)) ! r and (I ^ r) ! pre(S
2
). From this
we deduce (I ^ post(S
1
)) ! pre(S
2
). Choosing pre(S
1
;S
2
) = pre(S
1
) and
post(S
1
;S
2
) = post(S
2
) then gives us a proofoutline pfo(I; p; S
1
;S
2
; q).
 while rule. Consider a proof ending with an application of the while rule,
yielding I : fpgwhile b do S
1
odfp ^ :bg. Then we also have a proof of I :
fp^ bgS
1
fpg. By induction hypothesis there exists a proofoutline pfo(I; p^
b; S
1
; p). Choosing pre(while b do S
1
od) = p and post(while b do S
1
od) =
p ^ :b then gives us a proofoutline pfo(I; p;while b do S
1
od; q), because
(I ^ p ^ b)! pre(S
1
), (I ^ post(S
1
))! p and (I ^ p ^ :b)! (p ^ :b).
 input conditional. Consider a proof ending with an application of the
input conditional rule, yielding I : fpgif c??x then S
1
else S
2
fp ^ :bg.
Then there exists r such that we have a proof of I : fpgc??x;S
1
fqg and
of I : frgS
2
fqg, and (I ^ p ^ c = ) ! (I ^ r)[c??  ?=c??] is valid.
By induction hypothesis there exist proofoutlines pfo(I; p; c??x;S
1
; q) and
pfo(I; r; S
2
; q). Thus, there are pre(c??x;S
1
), post(c??x;S
1
), pre(c??x),
post(c??x), pre(S
1
), post(S
1
), pre(S
2
), and post(S
2
) such that (I ^ p) !
pre(c??x;S
1
), (I ^ post(c??x;S
1
)) ! q, (I ^ pre(c??x;S
1
)) ! pre(c??x),
(I^post(c??x))! pre(S
1
), (I^post(S
1
))! post(c??x;S
1
), (I^pre(c??x)^
c 6= ) ! (I ^ post(c??x))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??], (I ^ r) ! pre(S
2
) and
(I ^ post(S
2
))! q.
Choosing pre(if c??x then S
1
else S
2
) = p and post(if c??x then S
1
else S
2
) = q then gives us a proofoutline pfo(I; p;while b do S
1
od; q), as can be
seen by verifying (I ^ p ^ c 6= ) ! (I ^ pre(S
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??],
(I ^ p^ c = )! (I ^ pre(S
2
))[c??  ?=c??] and (I ^ post(S
i
)! q (i = 1,2)
from the above.
The if-part is proven with induction on the structure of S (the input and output
cases are omitted, being very similar to the assignment case):
 S  skip Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q). According to
the denition of a proofoutline we then have assertions pre(S) and post(S)
such that the following hold: (I ^ p) ! pre(S), (I ^ post(S)) ! q, and
(I ^ pre(S))! post(S). We next show a derivation of I : fpgSfqg:
(1) I : fpgSfpg, by Axiom 1
(2) I : fpgSfpre(S)g, by Rule 6.4.11, (1) and (I ^ p)! pre(S)
(3) I : fpgSfpost(S)g, by Rule 6.4.11, (2) and (I ^ pre(S))! post(S)
(4) I : fpgSfqg, by Rule 6.4.11, (3) and (I ^ post(S))! q
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 S  x := e Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q). We now have
assertions pre(S) and post(S) such that the following hold: (I ^ p) !
pre(S), (I ^ post(S))! q, and (I ^ pre(S))! post(S)[e=x]. We next show
a derivation of I : fpgSfqg:
(1) I : fq[e=x]gSfqg, by Axiom 2
(2) I : fpost(S)[e=x]gSfqg, by Rule 6.4.11, (1) and (I ^ post(S))! q,
hence also (I ^ post(S)[e=x])! q[e=x]
(3) I : fpre(S)gSfqg, by Rule 6.4.11, (2) and
(I ^ pre(S))! post(S)[e=x]
(4) I : fpgSfqg, by Rule 6.4.11, (3) and (I ^ p)! pre(S)
 S  S
1
;S
2
Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q). We now have
assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), post(S
1
), pre(S
2
), and post(S
2
) such
that the following hold: (I^p)! pre(S), (I^post(S))! q, (I^pre(S))!
pre(S
1
), (I ^ post(S
1
))! pre(S
2
), and (I ^ post(S
2
))! post(S).
From these facts we can easily derive (I^p)! pre(S
1
) and (I^post(S
1
))!
pre(S
2
), and also (I ^ pre(S
2
)) ! pre(S
2
) and (I ^ post(S
2
)) ! q. This
means we have proofoutlines pfo(I; p; S
1
; pre(S
2
)) and pfo(I; pre(S
2
); S
2
; q).
Using the induction hypothesis twice and the rule for sequential composition
we arrive at ` I : fpgSfqg.
 S  if b then S
1
else S
2
 Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q).
We now have assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), post(S
1
), pre(S
2
), and
post(S
2
) such that the following hold: (I ^ p)! pre(S), (I ^ post(S))! q,
(I ^ pre(S) ^ b)! pre(S
1
), (I ^ pre(S) ^ :b)! pre(S
2
), (I ^ post(S
1
))!
post(S), and (I ^ post(S
2
))! post(S).
From these facts we derive (I ^ p ^ b) ! pre(S
1
) and (I ^ post(S
1
)) ! q,
and also (I ^ p^ b)! pre(S
2
) and (I ^ post(S
2
))! q. This means we have
proofoutlines pfo(I; p^b; S
1
; q) and pfo(I; p^:b; S
2
; q). Using the induction
hypothesis twice and the rule for conditionals we arrive at ` I : fpgSfqg.
 S  while b do S
1
od Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q). We
now have assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), and post(S
1
) such that the
following hold: (I ^ p) ! pre(S), (I ^ post(S)) ! q, (I ^ pre(S) ^ b) !
pre(S
1
), (I ^ post(S
1
))! pre(S), and (I ^ pre(S) ^ :b)! post(S).
From these facts we immediately derive the existence of a proofoutline
pfo(I; pre(S) ^ b; S
1
; pre(S)). Using the induction hypothesis we obtain
` I : fpre(S) ^ bgS
1
fpre(S)g, and hence, by application of the while rule,
` I : fpre(S)gSfpre(S) ^ :bg. Finally, we apply the consequence rule,
using the facts (I ^ pre(S) ^ :b) ! q and (I ^ p) ! pre(S), which follow
from the above, to obtain ` I : fpgSfqg.
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 S  if c??x thenS
1
elseS
2
 Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q).
We now have assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), post(S
1
), pre(S
2
), and
post(S
2
) such that the following hold: (I ^ p)! pre(S), (I ^ post(S))! q,
(I ^ pre(S) ^ c 6= ) ! (I ^ pre(S
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??], (I ^ pre(S) ^
c = ) ! (I ^ pre(S
2
))[c??  ?=c??], (I ^ post(S
1
)) ! post(S), and (I ^
post(S
2
))! post(S).
From these facts we derive (I ^ p) ! pre(S), (I ^ post(S)) ! q, (I ^
pre(S))! pre(S), (I ^ pre(S
1
))! pre(S
1
), (I ^ post(S)) ! post(S), and
(I ^ pre(S) ^ c 6= ) ! (I ^ pre(S
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]. This means
we have a proofoutline pfo(I; p; c??x;S
1
; q). (Somewhat more precisely: if
we choose assertions pre(c??x) = pre(c??x;S) = pre(S), post(c??x;S
1
) =
post
0
(S
1
) = post(S) and post(c??x) = pre
0
(S
1
) = pre(S
1
), all require-
ments of the proofoutline are met. Here, we use pre
0
(S
1
) and post
0
(S
1
)
to distinguish from the assertions pre(S
1
) and post(S
1
) from the proofout-
line pfo(I; p; S; q).) Similarly, we derive (I ^ pre(S
2
)) ! pre(S
2
) and
(I ^ post(S
2
)) ! q, giving us pfo(I; pre(S
2
); S
2
; q). Using the induction
hypothesis twice and (I ^ p ^ c = ) ! (I ^ pre(S
2
))[c??  ?=c??] the rule
for input conditionals gives us ` I : fpgSfqg.
 S  while c??x do S
1
od Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q).
We now have assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), and post(S
1
) such that
the following hold: (I ^ p)! pre(S), (I ^ post(S))! q, (I ^ pre(S) ^ c 6=
) ! (I ^ pre(S
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??], (I ^ pre(S) ^ c = ) ! (I ^
post(S))[c??  ?=c??], and (I ^ post(S
1
))! pre(S).
From the facts (I ^ pre(S)) ! pre(S), (I ^ pre(S
1
)) ! pre(S
1
) and (I ^
pre(S)^ c 6= )! (I ^ pre(S
1
))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??] we derive a proofout-
line pfo(I; pre(S); c??x;S
1
; pre(S)) (Somewhat more precisely: if we choose
assertions pre(c??x) = pre(c??x;S) = post(c??x;S) = post
0
(S
1
) = pre(S),
and post(c??x) = pre
0
(S
1
) = pre(S
1
), all requirements of the proofoutline
are met. As above, we use pre
0
(S
1
) and post
0
(S
1
) to distinguish from the
assertions pre(S
1
) and post(S
1
) from the proofoutline pfo(I; p; S; q).) By
induction hypothesis, we have a proof of I : fpre(S)gc??x;S
1
fpre(S)g.
Now we can apply the input while loop rule, using (I ^ pre(S) ^ c =
) ! (I ^ post(S))[c??  ?=c??], to obtain ` I : fpre(S)gSfpost(S)g,
which after application of the consequence rule (using (I ^ p) ! pre(S)
and (I ^ post(S))! q) gives ` I : fpgSfqg.
 S  repeat S
1
until c??x Suppose we have a proof outline pfo(I; p; S; q). We
now have assertions pre(S), post(S), pre(S
1
), and post(S
1
) such that the
following hold: (I^p)! pre(S), (I^post(S))! q, (I^pre(S))! pre(S
1
),
(I ^ post(S
1
) ^ c = )! (I ^ pre(S))[c??  ?=c??], and (I ^ post(S
1
) ^ c 6=
)! (I ^ post(S))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??].
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From (I^pre(S))! pre(S
1
) we directly obtain a proofoutline pfo(I; pre(S);
S
1
; post(S
1
)), and from (I ^ post(S)) ! q and (I ^ post(S
1
) ^ c 6= ) !
(I^post(S))[f(c)=x; c?? f(c)=c??] we obtain a proofoutline pfo(I; post(S
1
);
c??x; q) (take pre(c??x) = post(S
1
) and post(c??x) = post(S)). Thus, using
the induction hypothesis we have proofs of I : fpre(S)gS
1
fpost(S
1
)g and
I : fpost(S
1
)gc??xfqg. Now we apply the repeat rule using (I ^ post(S
1
) ^
c = ) ! (I ^ pre(S))[c??  ?=c??] to obtain a proof of I : fpre(S)gSfqg.
Finally, applying the consequence rule using (I ^ p) ! pre(S) gives the
desired result. 2
Given lemma 6.5.3 it is not dicult to derive as a corollary from theorem 6.5.4
below the soundness of the parallel composition rule.
Theorem 6.5.4 Given local proof outlines pfo(I; p
i
; S
i
; q
i
) (1  i  n), a state
 such that  j= I ^
V
i
p
i
, and a computation h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k
R
n
]; 
0
i (!

denotes the reexive, transitive closure of the transition relation!),
we have
1. 
0
j= I
2. if R
i
= before(R; S
i
) then 
0
j= pre(R)
3. if R
i
= after(R; S
i
) then 
0
j= post(R)
Proof The proof proceeds with induction on the length of the computation.
The base case derives immediately from the validity of (I ^ p
i
)! pre(S
i
) which
follows from the local proof outlines pfo(I; p
i
; S
i
; q
i
). Note that in this case, the
length of the computation equals zero, 
0
=  and R
i
= S
i
(for all i). Hence,
R
i
= before(S
i
; S
i
), so according to clause 2 we have to show 
0
j= pre(S
i
), or,
equivalently,  j= pre(S
i
) which is obvious from the assumptions.
With respect to the induction step, we treat some representative cases:
 h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k c??x;R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i ! h[R
1
k ::: k
R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
0
i.
From the induction hypothesis we derive that 
00
j= I, 
00
j= pre(R), if
R
i
= before(R; S
i
) or 
00
j= post(R), if R
i
= after(R; S
i
) (i 6= j), and 
00
j=
pre(c??x). Now, since the local assertion pre(R) (post(R)) refers only to the
variables of S
i
, it follows that 
0
j= pre(R) (
0
j= post(R)), for i 6= j. Fur-
thermore, it is not dicult to derive from the proof outline pfo(I; p
j
; S
j
; q
j
)
the validity of (I^pre(c??x)^c 6= )! (I^p)[f(c)=x; c?? f(c)=c??], where
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p = pre(R) in case R
j
= before(R; S
j
), for some substatement R of S
j
, and
p = post(R) in case R
j
= after(R; S
j
), for some substatement R of S
j
.) We
have that 
00
j= I^pre(c??x)^c 6= , (
00
j= c 6=  follows from the existence
of the last transition) and thus 
00
j= (I ^ p)[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]. Since

0
= 
00
ff(
00
(c))=x; 
00
(c??)  f(
00
(c))=c??g we conclude that 
0
j= (I ^ p).
 h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k if b then S
1
else S
2
;R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i !
h[R
1
k ::: k S
1
;R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
0
i.
From the induction hypothesis we again derive 
0
j= pre(R)(post(R)) for i 6=
j. Also by induction hypothesis we have 
00
j= I^pre(if b then S
1
else S
2
).
Furthermore, by the last step we know 
00
j= b, so by j
0
s proof outline we
derive 
00
j= pre(S
1
), and hence, because 
00
= 
0
also 
0
j= pre(S
1
) (the
other choice possibility is completely analogous).
 h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k repeat S
1
until c??x;R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i !
h[R
1
k ::: k S
1
; if c??x then skip else repeat S
1
until c??x ;R
j
k ::: k R
n
]; 
0
i.
From the induction hypothesis we again derive 
0
j= pre(R)(post(R)) for i 6=
j. Also by induction hypothesis we have 
00
j= I ^pre(repeat S
1
until c??x).
By j
0
s proof outline we derive 
00
j= pre(S
1
), and hence, because 
00
= 
0
also 
0
j= pre(S
1
).
2
Corollary 6.5.5 The parallel composition rule is sound.
Proof We show that any derivation ending in an application of the parallel com-
position rule leads to a valid formula. Suppose we have a derived I : f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k
::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g, using the parallel composition rule in the last step. Then, for all
i, we have a derivation of I : fp
i
gS
i
fq
i
g. By lemma 6.5.3 we have proofoutlines
pfo(I; p
i
; S
i
; q
i
) for all i.
Now consider a state  such that  j= I ^
V
i
p
i
. Let CS be a nite terminating
computation sequence of [S
1
k ::: k S
n
], of which 
0
is the second component of the
last conguration. According to theorem 6.5.4, we have that 
0
j= I^
V
i
post(S
i
),
and hence, using (I^post(S
i
))! q
i
from the proofoutline of S
i
also 
0
j= I^
V
i
q
i
.
We therefore conclude j= I : f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g. 2
6.6 Completeness
We prove relative completeness in the sense that every valid global correctness
formula is derivable. Let I : fgPf g be a valid correctness formula, with
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P = [S
1
k ::: k S
n
]. We will sketch a proof of the derivability of I : fgPf g.
Let v be the variables of P (both the program variables and those input/output
variables c??; c!!, for which c is a channel of P ). By v
i
we denote the variables of
S
i
. To be more precise, v
i
consists of all the program variables of S
i
and the input
(output) variables c?? (c!!) with c an input (output) channel of S
i
. Finally, the
set of input/output variables of P we denote by c (so c consists of the variables
c??, c!!, with c a channel of P ).
We rst construct local proof outlines of the components S
i
by introducing local
assertions pre(R) and post(R), for all substatements R of S
i
. Roughly speaking,
an assertion pre(R) characterizes all those intermediate states of a computation
of the program P such that process i is about to execute R (or has just nished
executing R, in case of post(R)). Let 
0
=  ^ v = z, where z are new variables
which are introduced to `freeze' the initial values of v.
Denition 6.6.1 For R a substatement of S
i
we dene:
 j= pre(R) i 9
0
; 
00
; R
1
; :::; R
n
such that

0
j= I ^ 
0
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
1
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i
(v
i
) = 
00
(v
i
) and (z) = 
00
(z)
R
i
= before(R; S
i
)
and
 j= post(R) i 9
0
; 
00
; R
1
; :::; R
n
such that

0
j= I ^ 
0
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
1
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i
(v
i
) = 
00
(v
i
) and (z) = 
00
(z)
R
i
= after(R; S
i
)
In words, if pre(R) holds in some (global) state, then the local aspect of that
state, i.e. a possibly dierent global state, which is equal as far as the local|
with respect to the process of which R is a substatement|variables are concerned,
can be obtained as the second component of the last conguration a computation
starting from an initial state satisfying I ^ 
0
; moreover the rst component of
this conguration equals before(R; S
i
). A similar remark holds for post(R).
Next we dene the following global invariant I
0
:
Denition 6.6.2 Let I
0
be an assertion such that:
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 j= I
0
i 9
0
; 
00
; R
1
; :::; R
n
such that 
0
j= I ^ 
0
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
1
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i
(c) = 
00
(c) and (z) = 
00
(z)
In words, I
0
asserts that 's valuation of the input/output variables of P can
actually be obtained by some computation of [S
1
k ::: k S
n
] starting from a state
satisfying I ^ 
0
. Thus, I
0
provides a link between dierent runs with respect
to their communication behaviour. As such it will be used in the main lemma
below.
By standard techniques [TZ88], I
0
, pre(R) and post(R) can be shown to be ex-
pressible in our assertion language such that the variables of pre(R) and post(R)
(R a substatement of S
i
) are among the variables v
i
and z, and the variables of
I
0
are among the variables c and the variables z.
In order to prove that the assertions pre(R), post(R) and I
0
as above, with R a
substatement of S
i
, dene a proof outline of S
i
we need the following lemma:
Lemma 6.6.3 (merging lemma) Let, for i = 1; : : : ; n, be given the computa-
tions
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[::: k R
i
k :::]; 
i
i
Then for any computation
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
n
]; 
0
i
such that 
0
and 
i
agree with respect to the input/output variables of S
i
, there
exists a computation
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k R
n
]; 
00
i
with 
00
(v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
) (i = 1; : : : ; n).
The lemma states that any collection of runs CS
1
; :::; CS
n
for which there exists
a combining run, i.e. a run which agrees with any of the CS
i
as far as the i, IO
variables are concerned, can be combined into a single run CS which agrees with
any of the CS
i
with respect to the local variables of i (and the continuation
reached). In other words: the existence of a combining (w.r.t. IO-vars) run
guarantees the `mergability' of the various runs.
The merging lemma follows in a straightforward manner from the fact that the
input/output behaviour of a statement S
i
as given by its input/output variables
completely determines its local behaviour up to internal, i.e. non-communication
actions (S
i
being deterministic). A formal proof is given below. Meanwhile, it is
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worthwhile to point out that the above lemma holds because of the recording of
tests on an empty buer. Consider the following two statements:
S = if c??x then d!!0;R
1
else d!!0; c??x;R
2

and
S
0
= if d??y then c!!0;R
0
1
else c!!0; d??y;R
0
2

Given an initial state with empty buers c and d, there exists a computation of
[S k S
0
] which reaches R
1
and there exists a computation of [S k S
0
] which reaches
R
0
1
. But there does not exist a computation which reaches both R
1
and R
0
1
. This
does not invalidate the merging lemma, because there is no computation ending in
a state which agrees with the two computations with respect to the input/output
variables; for the rst computation reaches a state  with (c??) = (c!!) =
(d!!) = h0i, (d??) = h?; 0i and the second computation reaches a state 
0
with

0
(c??) = h?; 0i, 
0
(d??) = 
0
(d!!) = 
0
(c!!) = h0i. If we would not record tests on
empty buers there is a computation ending in a state which agrees with the two
computations (take one of them), which would invalidate the merging lemma.
Proof (of merging lemma) Let j(c??)j (j(c!!)j) denote the length of the se-
quence that is assigned by  to channel variable c?? (c!!). Note that we also take
into account the special symbol ?. We prove the merging lemma with induc-
tion on 
c2IO
(j
0
(c??)j + j
0
(c!!)j), that is to say the total number of all input
and output actions that have taken place in the computation CS
def
= h[S
1
k ::: k
S
n
]; i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
n
]; 
0
i from the lemma.
 
c2IO
(j
0
(c??)j + j
0
(c!!)j) = 0: then for all i, 
0
(c??) = 
0
(c!!) = . Hence,

i
(c??) = 
i
(d!!) = , where c??; d!! 2 IO
i
. So, for every i, CS
i
def
= h[S
1
k
::: k S
n
]; i !

h[::: k R
i
k :::]; 
i
i contains 0 i, IO transitions. Therefore,
we can leave out all non-i transitions from CS
i
(updating the intermediate
global states in order to obtain a correct global computation) for all i,
obtaining CS
0
i
, and then \glue" all CS
0
i
together, executing them one after
another, again revising the global states accordingly. Evidently, this gives
the desired computation.
 
c2IO
(j
0
(c??)j + j
0
(c!!)j) > 0: Suppose that the last IO-transition in CS
was due to execution of an input c??x in process i (replacing c??x by d!!e
is completely analogous). Thus, CS has the following form:
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[
^
R
0
1
k ::: k c??x;
^
R
0
i
k ::: k
^
R
0
n
]; ^i ! h[
^
R
0
1
k ::: k
^
R
0
n
];
^

0
i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
n
]; 
0
i. Dene CS
0
as the prex of CS up to and
including the conguration h[
^
R
0
1
k ::: k c??x;
^
R
0
i
k ::: k
^
R
0
n
]; ^i, i.e. up to
the point where c??x is about to be executed. By lemma 6.6.4 we know
that there exists CS
0
i
= h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[::: k c??x;
^
R
0
i
k :::]; 
00
i
i !
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h[::: k
^
R
0
i
k :::]; 
000
i
i !

h[::: k R
i
k :::]; 
0
i
i where 
0
i
( v
j
) = 
i
( v
j
), and all
transitions after the input c??x are internal i-transitions. Dene CS
00
i
as the
prex of CS
0
i
up to and including the conguration h[::: k c??x;
^
R
0
i
k :::]; 
00
i
i.
Then, we can use the induction hypothesis, using the existence of CS
j
, for
j 6= i, CS
00
i
and CS
0
, yielding a computation sequence CS: h[S
1
k ::: k
S
n
]; i !

h[R
1
k ::: k c??x;
^
R
0
i
k ::: k R
n
]; i with ( v
j
) = 
j
( v
j
), j 6= i and
(v
i
) = 
00
i
(v
i
).
Now we can extend CS with the transition sequence CS
i
- CS
00
i
, again
adjusting the global states accordingly, to get the desired run.
2
Note that not recording tests on an empty bufer leads to problems e.g. in case
the last input performed was part of a conditional input command: then the
expression 
c2IO
(j
0
(c??)j+ j
0
(c!!)j) may not change in value when undoing this
transition, so that we cannot apply the induction hypothesis in this case.
Lemma 6.6.4 Suppose there exists a computation sequence h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i!

h[::: k R
i
k :::]; 
i
i. Suppose furthermore there exists a c.s. h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[::: k c??x;R
0
i
k :::]; 
00
i ! h[::: k R
0
i
k :::]; 
000
i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
i
k ::: k
R
0
n
]; 
0
i such that 
0
agrees with 
i
on the input/output variables of process i,
and furthermore c??x is the last input/output command that is executed. Then,
there exists a c.s. h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i !

h[::: k c??x;R
0
i
k :::]; 
00
i
i ! h[::: k R
0
i
k
:::]; 
000
i
i !

h[::: k R
i
k :::]; 
0
i
i where 
0
i
(v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
), c??x is the last input/output
command that is executed and after c??x only i-transitions occur. (Again, this
lemma also holds in the case that c??x is replaced by d!!e.)
Proof By the fact that 
i
agrees with 
0
with respect to the input/output vari-
ables of process i, we know that the last i-IO-transition in the rst transition
sequence is due to execution of c??x in S
i
. This is because the ordering of in-
put and output actions is uniquely determined by the value of the input/output
variables of a (deterministic!) process. In order to obtain from this computa-
tion sequence the desired computation sequence, all we have to do is dismiss all
subsequent non-i transitions from it, adjusting the states accordingly. Note that
this is possible because none of the subsequent i-transitions depends on any non-i
transition that is being removed. 2
Now we are ready for the following key lemma of the completeness proof:
Lemma 6.6.5 The annotation of any substatement R of S
i
with local assertions
pre(R) and post(R) denes a proof outline pfo(I
0
; pre(S
i
); S
i
; post(S
i
)).
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Proof We only illustrate the following case from denition 6.5.2. Consider con-
dition 5: (I
0
^ pre(R) ^ c 6= ) ! (I
0
^ post(c??x))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??], with
c??x occurring in S
i
. Suppose for some  we have  j= I
0
^ pre(R) ^ c 6= . By
denition of pre(c??x) and I
0
there exist computations
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
1
k ::: k c??x;R k :::R
n
]; 
i
i
and
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
n
]; 
00
i
such that 
0
j= I ^ 
0
, (v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
), (z) = 
i
(z), (c) = 
00
(c), and (z) =

00
(z). Note that the introduction of the freeze variables z and the additional
conjunct v = z of 
0
allows us to assume without loss of generality that the above
computations start indeed with the same initial state.
Now, since the states 
i
and 
00
agree with respect to the input/output variables
of S
i
, we have by lemma 6.6.3 that there exists a computation
h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k c??x;R k :::R
0
n
]; 
000
i
such that 
i
(v
i
) = 
000
(v
i
). Furthermore, since  and 
000
agree with respect to
the input/output variables (this is because (v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
) = 
000
(v
i
) and 
000
( v
j
) =

00
( v
j
) for i 6= j and 
00
agrees with  with respect to c) and (c) 6= , it also follows
that 
000
(c) 6= , so that the input action c??x indeed is enabled in 
000
. Thus we
have by denition of I
0
and post(c??x) that 
000
ff(c)=x; 
000
(c??)  f(c)=c??g j=
I
0
^ post(c??x), that is, 
000
j= (I
0
^ post(c??x))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]. From this
we conclude that  j= (I
0
^ post(c??x))[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??] (note that  and

000
agree with respect to the variables c and v
i
). 2
By the above lemma and lemma 6.5.3, we thus infer ` I
0
: fpre(S
i
)gS
i
fpost(S
i
)g,
for all i. Hence, using the parallel composition rule, we can derive ` I
0
:
f
V
i
pre(S
i
)gPf
V
i
post(S
i
)g.
To proceed we need the following propositions:
Proposition 6.6.6 We have j= (I ^ 
0
)! (I
0
^
V
i
pre(S
i
)).
The above proposition follows immediately from the denitions of I
0
and pre(S
i
).
Proposition 6.6.7 We have j= (I
0
^
V
i
post(S
i
))!  .
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Proof Suppose  j= (I
0
^
V
i
post(S
i
)), then by denition of I
0
and post(S
i
) we
have a computation h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[R
0
1
k ::: k R
0
n
]; 
00
i and, for all i,
a computation h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[::: k E k :::]; 
i
i such that 
0
j= I ^ 
0
,
(v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
) and (c) = 
00
(c) (again we may assume a common initial state).
Hence, by lemma 6.6.3 we have a computation h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; 
0
i !

h[E k
::: k E]; 
000
i such that 
000
(v
i
) = 
i
(v
i
). So we have a terminating computation
sequence of [S
1
k ::: k S
n
], starting in a state 
0
that satises 
0
j= I ^  (even

0
j= I ^ 
0
), and ending in 
000
, hence by j= I : fgPf g we derive 
000
j=  and
hence  j=  . 2
Proposition 6.6.8 We have j= I
0
! I.
This proposition follows immediately from the denition of I
0
and the validity of
I : fgPf g.
We conclude with the following corollary:
Corollary 6.6.9 We have ` I : fgPf g.
Proof By an application of the consequence rule, using the above propositions
we obtain the derivability of I : f
0
gPf g. An application of the substitution
rule (substituting v for z) then gives ` I : fgPf g. 2
6.7 Extending towards Nondeterminism
In the programming language discussed so far synchronization is modeled by the
input statement c??x (note that input commands as tests in choice and while
constructs model only communication and do not incorporate synchronization).
However since an input command c??x only checks for the channel c (and sus-
pends in case its corresponding buer is empty) its proper execution implicitly
requires a more or less predictable environment which is guaranteed to send even-
tually along channel c.
In order to increase the capability of a deterministic process to respond to an
indeterminate environment we introduce a natural generalization of the input
command: the input command C??x, with C a non-empty nite set of chan-
nels, which allows a process to scan the channels of C simultaneously. More
precisely, the execution of an input command C??x consists of selecting non-
deterministically a non-empty channel c 2 C, and reading a value from c (which
is then stored in x). The execution of C??x suspends when all the channels of C
are empty. Formally, we have the following new syntax of a sequential process:
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S ::= skip
j x := e
j C??x j c!!e
j S
1
;S
2
j if b then S
1
else S
2

j while b do S od
j if c??x then S
1
else S
2

j while c??x do S od
j repeat S until c??x
where C denotes a (non-empty) nite set of channels. The (simple) input com-
mand c??x will be interpreted as an abbreviation of fcg??x. For technical conve-
nience we only allow simple input commands to occur as tests in the choice and
while construct, although the proof theory to be presented below can easily be
extended to the general case.
It is not so dicult to see that recording for each channel the values sent and
received, respectively, is not sucient anymore to determine the local behaviour
of a process completely. Consider for example the process
fc; dg??x; if x = 0 then fc; dg??x;R
1
else fc; dg??x; x := x+ 1;R
2

Suppose that the value 0 has been sent rst along channel c and that the value
1 has been sent rst along d. Recording only for the channels c and d the values
sent and received, respectively, we would not be able to determine whether the
above process is about to execute R
1
or R
2
: namely, either the process could have
read rst from c and then from d or vica versa.
In order to be able to determine the local behaviour of a process we introduce
for each process S
i
(of a program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
]) a local channel variable h
i
which records the sequence of channels that have been selected in a generalized
input command. Axiomatically, this is formalized as follows. Let P = [S
1
k
: : : k S
n
]. A local correctness formula is of the form I : fpgRfqg, with R a
substatement of S
i
(i = 1; : : : ; n), and I is an assertion which is not allowed
to refer to the program variables of P (so it is allowed to refer to the channel
variables), p and q are assertions which are allowed to refer only to the set of
variables of S
i
, which now additionally contains, besides its program variables
and its input/output variables, the channel variable h
i
(the input variables of a
statement S consist of all those variables c? for which there exists a substatement
C??x of S such that c 2 C). We have the following proof rule for an input
command C??x:
(I ^ p ^ c 6= )! (I ^ q)[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??; h
i
 c=h
i
]
I : fpgC??xfqg
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Here c 2 C, and C??x is understood to occur in S
i
of the program P = [S
1
k
: : : k S
n
]. Since we allow a channel variable h
i
to occur in the global invariant I
we have to include I in the scope of the newly added substitution [h
i
c=h
i
], which
models appending the channel c to the sequence of channels h
i
. We assume in
the above rule that C is not a singleton set. For fcg??x, that is c??x, we have
the same proof rule as before:
(I ^ p ^ c 6= )! (I ^ q)[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]
I : fpgc??xfqg
For the formal justication of the resulting proof system we have to include in
a state a valuation of the new channel variables h
i
. The semantics of an input
command C??x is then described in terms of the input/output variables and the
corresponding channel variable. ForC??x in S
i
of the program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
]
we have the following semantic description corresponding to the above proof rule:
h[::: k C??x;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(c??)  d=c??; d=x; (h
i
)  c=h
i
gi
provided (c) 6=  and d = f((c)), for some c 2 C. Again, here C is assumed
to be dierent from a singleton set. Input commands of the form fcg??x, that
is c??x, are treated as before: they do not require an additional update to the
channel variable h
i
.
It should be noted that the additional information recorded by the channel vari-
ables still provides an abstraction from histories as sequences of communication
events, where a communication event is of the form c??d or c!!d, indicating that
the value d has been read from channel c, or that d has been sent along c.
Soundness and completeness can be proved in essentially the same way as before.
In the completeness proof both the local assertions pre(R), post(R) and the global
invariant I additionally specify the valuation of the new channel variables. Note
that the set of local variables of S
i
(belonging to the program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
])
now include the channel variable h
i
. The global invariant now species the values
of the variables c which, besides the usual input/output variables, include the
channel variables h
i
. The main point of the completeness proof consists of the
observation that also in this new case the merging lemma holds, which follows
easily from the observation that the input/output variables of a process together
with its channel variable completely determine its local behaviour.
Example 6.7.1 Consider the following process, which implements a `merge': it
receives on channels c and d and outputs some interleaving of its input on channel
e.
while true do fc; dg??x; e!!x od
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Such a process seems to be impossible without the generalized input command.
6.8 Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to obtain a compositional proof theory for
distributed systems composed of asynchronously communicating processes, us-
ing input/output variables only to reason about communication, provided the
programming language considered is in essence deterministic. In spite of this de-
terminism, by providing constructs which allow a process to test the contents of
a buer we obtain a quite powerful language in which one can describe processes
with the ability to respond to an indeterminate environment.
Nevertheless, it seems possible to extend the degree of nondeterminism available,
as is indicated in section 6.7. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the ex-
pressivity of the language thus obtained, in particular as compared to common
nondeterministic languages, such as CSP.
First of all, the nondeterminism introduced by the generalized input command
can be seen to be of a limited nature. This is because a process is not able to
choose between subsequent actions (following the generalized input command)
depending on which of the channels was read. In other words, the generalized
input command could be viewed as a CSP guarded command with boolean guard
parts set to true and empty bodies.
In the following we will indicate how, via coding messages by tagging them with
the channel name of the channel over which they are sent, it is possible to express
the CSP guarded command [c
1
??x
1
! S
1
[]:::[]c
n
??x
n
! S
n
] in our |extended|
language, provided that all channels are distinct.
Suppose that, instead of the normal values v, now messages of type v
c
are trans-
mitted, where c refers to the channel over which v is sent. Also assume the
operations tag and val which yield the channel and value of a message. Then we
can write the above statement as follows:
fc
1
; :::; c
n
g??x;if tag(x) = c
1
then x
1
:= val(x);S
1
else
.
.
.
if tag(x) = c
n
then x
n
:= val(x);S
n
else skip 
Of course, the introduction of this new type of message along with the operations
tag and val has its price: we are no longer able to reason on the same abstract-
ness level as that of the (original, i.e. CSP) program, because we now have to
hack around unravelling messages. This provides an interesting trade-o between
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aiming for compositionality using as little history information as possible on one
hand, and staying as close to the abstractness level of the programming language
on the other hand.
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Chapter 7
Automated Verication of
Asynchronously Communicating
Deterministic Processes in PVS
In this chapter we investigate automated verication of distributed systems com-
posed of deterministic processes which interact asynchronously via unbounded
FIFO buers. We use the theorem prover PVS ([SOS92]) in the process of proving
in a compositional manner the correctness of a heartbeat algorithm for computing
the topology of a network. The programming logic is based on the compositional
proof system introduced in Chapter 6.
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7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 we have shown that distributed systems composed of deterministic
processes, which communicate asynchronously via (unbounded) FIFO buers,
can be proved correct using a simple compositional proof system based on Hoare-
logic. In this logic a buer is represented by an input variable which records
the sequence of values read from the buer and by an output variable which
records the sequence of values sent to the buer. Communication is modeled by
assignments to these input/output variables.
A compositional proof system allows to derive a specication of the correctness of
a complete system in terms of the specications of its components, without using
any information about the internal (syntactical) structure of these components.
Such a compositional reasoning is of vital importance in mastering the complexity
of real-life programs. Because the local specications, i.e. the specications of
the components can be derived in a simple fashion using Hoare-logic, the main
part of a typical correctness proof consists of an application of the consequence
rule.
In this chapter we show how to exploit the compositional reasoning pattern using
automated verication. We prove the correctness of a heartbeat algorithm for
computing the network topology using the theorem prover PVS.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in section 7.2, the programming
language is xed (this is a subset of the language from Chapter 6. Then, section
7.3 explains the algorithm for computing the topology of a network. Section 7.4
describes how the general proof system from Chapter 6 can be simplied in the
present case. The theorem prover PVS and the specication of the correctness of
the algorithm in PVS are discussed in section 7.5. Finally, section 7.6 contains
some concluding remarks and observations.
7.2 The programming language
In this section, we dene the syntax of the programming language. For our
present purpose, namely the proof of correctness of one particular algorithm, we
need only a subset of the programming language of Chapter 6; we do not have
any need for the special constructs introduced there.
Denition 7.2.1 The syntax of a statement S which describes the behaviour of
a (deterministic) sequential process, is dened by
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S ::= skip
j x := e
j c??x j c!!e
j S
1
;S
2
j if b then S
1
else S
2

j while b do S od
The meaning of these constructs is explained in Chapter 6.
Denition 7.2.2 A parallel program P is of the form [S
1
k ::: k S
n
], where
we assume the following restrictions: the statements S
i
do not share program
variables, channels are unidirectional and connect exactly one sender and one
receiver.
7.3 Computing the network topology
We consider a symmetric and distributive algorithm for computing a network
topology, which is described in [And91]. We are given a network of processes
which are connected by bi-directional communication links, and each link is rep-
resented by two (unidirectional) channels, i.e. between any two processes S
i
and
S
j
there is a channel from S
i
to S
j
i there is a channel from S
j
to S
i
. Each
process can communicate only with its neighbors and knows only about the links
to its neighbors. We assume that the network is connected, hence every two
processes are connected (possibly by several links via other processes). A sym-
metric distributed solution to the network topology problem can be obtained as
follows: Each process rst sends to its neighbors the information about its own
links and then each of its neighbors is asked for its links. After having obtained
this information each process will know its links and those of its neighbors. This
it will know about the topology within two links of itself. Assuming that we know
the diameter D of the network, that is, the largest distance between two nodes,
iterating the above D times will solve the problem.
To formalize the above algorithm we represent the network topology by a matrix
top[1 : n; 1 : n] of BOOL, where n is the number of processes. top[i; j] indicates
whether there exists a link from process i to process j. Since we have bi-directional
links we have for all processes i and j top[i; j] = top[j; i]. For each pair of linked
processes i and j we have channels c
ij
and c
ji
. With respect to channel c
ij
process
i is the sender and j the receiver. Remember from Chapter 6 taht the contents
of each channel c is described by two variables c?? and c!!. The rst variable
c?? is local to the receiver and records all values that have been read; the second
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variable c!! is local to the sender and records the sequence of values that were sent.
Thus the input/output variables of process i are c
ji
?? and c
ij
!!, for all processes
j such that i and j are linked. Processes communicate by sending and receiving
their local views of the global topology. Each process has a local variable lview
i
,
which represents its (local) knowledge of the global topology top. Initially, lview
i
is intialized to the neighbors of process i, that is lview
i
[k; l] = true if and only
if k = i and top[i; l] = true. A local view received by a process i from one of
its neighbors is stored in a local variable nview
i
. These local views are combined
by an or-operation on matrices, denoted by _, which is an obvious extension
of the corresponding boolean operation on the truth values. The diameter of
the network is given by D. The behaviour of process i is then described by the
following statement:
S
i
 r := 0;
while r < D
do j := 1;
while j  n
do if top[i; j]
then c
ij
!!lview
i
;
j:=j+1
od;
j := 1;
while j  n
do if top[i; j]
then c
ji
??nview
i
;
lview
i
:= lview
i
_ nview
i
;
j:=j+1
od;
r:=r+1
od
For a network of n processes the program for computing the network topology,
i.e. the matrix top, is dened by [S
1
k ::: k S
n
].
7.4 The proof system
We `import' the proof system from Chapter 6 as far as it is relevant. In particular,
let us recall the rules for communication and parallel composition.
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Rule 7.4.1 (output)
(I ^ p)! (I ^ q)[c!!  e=c!!]
I : fpgc!!efqg
Rule 7.4.2 (input)
(I ^ p ^ c 6= )! (I ^ q)[f(c)=x; c??  f(c)=c??]
I : fpgc??xfqg
Local correctness formulas can be combined into correctness formulas of an entire
program as follows:
Rule 7.4.3 (parallel composition)
I : fp
i
gS
i
fq
i
g(i = 1; :::; n)
I : f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g
Our proof of the correctness of the algorithm for computing a network topology,
as described in the previous section, uses a very simple global invariant I, namely
the conjunction of the assertions c
ij
??  c
ij
!!, which expresses that the sequence
of values read from channel c
ij
is a prex of the sequence of values sent to it. It
is interesting to observe that with respect to the invariant I 
V
i;j
c
ij
??  c
ij
!!
the input rule 7.4.2 reduces to the following axiom:
Axiom 7.4.4 I : f8v:q[v=x; c
ij
??  v=c
ij
??gc
ij
??xfqg
This can be argued as follows: according to rule 7.4.2 we have to show the
implication (I ^ p ^ c
ij
6= ) ! (I ^ q)[f(c
ij
)=x; c
ij
??  f(c
ij
)=c
ij
??]. Remember
that c
ij
is an abbreviation of c
ij
!!, c
ij
??, and f(c
ij
) delivers the rst element of
c
ij
. It is easy to see that (I ^ c
ij
6= ) ! I[c
ij
??  f(c
ij
)=c
ij
??] holds. Moreover,
since I does not say anything about the actual values sent or read and c
ij
!! is not
allowed to occur in p, the assertion I ^p^ c
ij
6=  does not put any constraints on
f(c
ij
). Summarizing, the input rule in this case amounts to requiring the truth
of p! 8v:q[v=x; c
ij
??  v=c
ij
??], where v is a fresh variable, which represents the
unknown value read.
Now, we can give a formal specication of the problem, where I denotes the
global invariant as given in axiom 7.4.4 above:
I : f
V
i
(lview
i
[i; l] = top[i; l] ^ (j 6= i! lview
i
[j; l] = false))g
[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]
f
V
i
lview
i
= topg
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7.5 Automated verication in PVS
In this section, we will show how the network topology determination algorithm
can be specied and veried in PVS.
Specications in PVS are organized in theories, which may depend on other
theories via an importing mechanism. In particular, any theory may import from
the set of built-in theories. As an example of this, in the theory processes below
the type nat is (silently) imported. Theories may be parameterized, as in our
case: the parameter n denotes the number of processes that participate in the
algorithm. The rst axiom below takes care that we are dealing with at least
2 processes. The type process is dened as a subtype of the natural numbers,
i.e. the primitive type nat. The type pairset will be used further on in the
denition of type links; it xes the type of sets of 2-tuples of processes.
processes [ n: nat ] : THEORY
BEGIN
minimal : AXIOM n >= 2
process : TYPE = fm: nat | 1 <= m AND m <= ng
pairset : TYPE = setof[[process,process]]
The variable declarations which follow below should be self-explanatory. The
constraints on the type links express the properties that any network topology
should possess: no channel should connect a process with itself (nonrefl), links
are bidirectional (more accurately: the existence of a channel implies the existence
of the reverse channel) (symmetric) and any two processes should be connected,
possibly via more links (connected). The projection functions proj 1 and proj 2
are built-in accessor functions on tuples.
m,m1,k : VAR nat
i,j,i1,j1,i2,j2 : VAR process
z, z1 : VAR [process,process]
p : VAR pairset
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nonrefl : pred[pairset] =
LAMBDA (p):
(FORALL(z):
(member(z, p)) IMPLIES proj_1(z) /= proj_2(z) )
symmetric : pred[pairset] =
LAMBDA (p):
(FORALL(z):
(member(z, p)) IMPLIES
(EXISTS (z1): proj_1(z) = proj_2(z1) AND
proj_2(z) = proj_1(z1) AND
(member(z1, p))) )
%
% neighbors(p,i) yields the set of neighbors of process i in
% pairset p
%
neighbors: [pairset,process -> setof[process]] =
LAMBDA (p,i): j | EXISTS (z): member (z,p) AND
proj_1(z) = i AND proj_2(z) = j
neighsym : LEMMA
member(j,neighbors(p,i))
IMPLIES
member(i,neighbors(p,j))
%
% path(p,i,j,m) = TRUE iff there exists a path of length m
% between i and j in pairset p
%
path : pred[[pairset,process,process,nat]] =
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LAMBDA (p,i,j,m):
(EXISTS(sp: sequence[process]):
i = sp(0) AND j = sp(m) AND
(FORALL (m0: nat): m0 < m IMPLIES
(member( sp(m0 + 1), neighbors(p,sp(m0)))) ))
connected : pred[pairset] =
LAMBDA (p):
(FORALL(i):
(FORALL(j):
(EXISTS (m): path(p,i,j,m) )))
links : TYPE = f p: pairset | nonrefl(p) AND
symmetric(p) AND
connected(p) g
l : VAR links
The next two lemmas are useful in proving the larger lemmas below. Their proof
in PVS requires minimal eort, while they provide more clarity in bigger proofs.
chain states that if there exists a path from i to j of length m + 1 then there
exists a neighbor of i which has distance m to j.
chain : LEMMA
FORALL (m:nat):
(path(l,i,j,m+1)
IMPLIES
(EXISTS (j1:process): member(j1, neighbors(l,i))
AND path(l,j1,j,m) ))
zeropath : LEMMA
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path(l,i,j,0)
IMPLIES
i = j
The type matrix is used as representation for the data objects in our domain,
viz. lview
i
and nview
i
in the algorithm. Each channel c
ij
is described by the
channel variables inchan(i,j) for c
ij
?? and outchan(i,j) for c
ij
!!.
matrix : TYPE = [process,process -> bool]
index : TYPE = fm:nat | m < n-1g
ix,ix2 : VAR index
chan : TYPE = [[process,process],index -> matrix]
inchan : chan
outchan : chan
The synchronization constraint c
ij
??  c
ij
!! can be expressed directly in PVS.
However we decided to strengthen this constraint with the information about the
bounds of the channels which follows from the local postconditions, namely that
these bounds are all equal (to the diameter). We will disregard the (trivial) use
of the proof system to derive these local facts. The strengthened synchronization
constraint, c
ij
?? = c
ij
!!, is expressed as follows:
sync : THEOREM
FORALL(ix): inchan((i,j),ix) = outchan((i,j),ix)
topold(l,i) yields the matrix with only the i-th row lled in according to the
neighbor set of i with respect to l. Thus it corresponds to the value of lview
i
at
the beginning of the algorithm.
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topold : [links,process -> matrix] =
LAMBDA(l,i): (LAMBDA(i1,j1):
IF i = i1 THEN member(j1, neighbors(l,i))
ELSE FALSE
ENDIF )
Using the rules of the proof system for local correctness formulas it is straightfor-
ward to derive the following postcondition, for each i (note that any free variable
is implicitly universally quantied over, so that postcond below expresses the
conjunction over all i). Note that, because the postcondition directly relates
the values of indexed channel variables (which are matrices), there is no need to
introduce local variables. The postcondition is plainly expressed by
c
ij
!![ix] = (topold(l,i) _
_
i22neighbors(l,i)
0ix2<ix
c
i2;j
??[ix2])
In words, the matrix that is sent out to any j in the ix-th (outer) loop equals
the original topology of the sender, or-ed with all inputs from its neighbors so
far (note that _ denotes the logical or lifted to matrices). Wrapping together all
postconditions, this amounts to the following PVS expression:
postcond : COROLLARY
member(j,neighbors(l,i)) IMPLIES
outchan((i,j),ix) =
(LAMBDA(i1,j1):(topold(l,i)(i1,j1) OR
(EXISTS(i2:process):
(EXISTS(ix2:index):
(member(i2,neighbors(l,i)) AND
ix2 < ix AND
inchan((i2,i),ix2)(i1,j1)))) ))
The next lemma chansplit which is used in the proof of main below was proven
with induction on k. It expresses the following relation:
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c
ij
!![k + 1] = (c
ij
!![k] _
_
j22neighbors(l,i)
c
j2 i
??[k])
It reduces the matrix that has been sent over c
ij
in the k + 1-th (outer) loop to
an expression consisting of matrices that were sent and received by i in the k-th
loop.
chansplit: LEMMA
forall(k):
(k < n-2 AND member(j,neighbors(l,i)))
IMPLIES
outchan((i,j),k+1)(i1,j1) =
(outchan((i,j),k)(i1,j1) OR
(EXISTS(j2): member(j2,neighbors(l,i))
AND inchan((j2,i),k)(i1,j1) ))
Before coming to the main theorem, we show a few other helpful lemmas. next-
neigh asserts that for any two distinct processes i and j between which there
exists a path of length m+1 or smaller, there has to exist a neighbor i2 of i such
that there is a path between i2 and j of length m or smaller. ldist1 states the
straightforward fact that the existence of a path of length m or smaller between
any two processes guarantees the existence of a path of length m + 1 or smaller
between those processes; and ldist2 states that if i and j have a path distance
of at least m+2, then all neighbours j1 of i have a path distance of at least m+1
to j.
%
% lessdist is true iff there is a path between i and j with length
% smaller than or equal to k
%
lessdist : [links,process,process,nat -> bool] =
LAMBDA(l,i,j,m):
EXISTS(m1):(m1 <= m AND path(l,i,j,m1))
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nextneigh : LEMMA
(lessdist(l,i,j,m+1) AND i /= j )
IMPLIES
(EXISTS(i2):(member(i2,neighbors(l,i))
AND lessdist(l,i2,j,m)))
ldist1 : LEMMA
lessdist(l,i,j,m) IMPLIES lessdist(l,i,j,m+1)
ldist2 : LEMMA
(NOT lessdist(l,i,j,m+1))
IMPLIES
FORALL(j1): (member(j1,neighbors(l,i))
IMPLIES
(NOT lessdist(l,j1,j,m)))
We now come to the main theorem which states that the k-th output over channel
c
ij
is a matrix that equals topold(l,i1) with respect to row i1 if the distance in
the network between i and i1 is less than or equal to k, and otherwise it yields
FALSE on that row. In particular, it follows from this theorem (again using local
reasoning) that after D executions of the loop, the value of lview
i
corresponds
with the network topology top. The second conjunct may not seem too exciting,
but is needed to keep the induction going.
main : THEOREM
k < n-1 IMPLIES
((lessdist(l,i,i1,k)
IMPLIES
FORALL (j): member(j, neighbors(l,i))
IMPLIES
(outchan((i,j),k)(i1,j1) = topold(l,i1)(i1,j1)))
AND
((NOT lessdist(l,i,i1,k))
IMPLIES
FORALL (j): member(j, neighbors(l,i))
IMPLIES
(outchan((i,j),k)(i1,j1) = FALSE)) )
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END processes
The proof of main is currently about 15 pages. Possibly this can be improved
by dening some clever strategies (in fact macros of proof steps). Perhaps more
interesting is to construct as general as possible a proof, so that it can be re-used
in the light of small changes in the algorithm. In appendix B, part of this proof
is provided.
7.6 Conclusion
We have given a proof of the correctness of a symmetric and distributive algo-
rithm for computing a network topology using the theorem prover PVS. This
proof follows the compositional reasoning pattern as formalized by the compo-
sitional proof system for asynchronously communicating deterministic processes,
as described in Chapter 6. An advantage of such compositional reasoning is that
the local specications can be derived in a straightforward manner using a sim-
ple Hoare-logic for purely sequential programs. The main part of the correctness
proof then consists of an application of the consequence rule for deriving the cor-
rectness of the complete system from the conjunction of the local specications
of its components. This latter derivation thus involves only predicate logic, and
it is here where we have used PVS. Moreover, since we were dealing with a nite
domain of values, namely boolean matrices with a xed size determined by the
number of processes, this predicate logic is decidable. So this verication problem
is fully mechanizable.
With respect to future work in this direction we are planning to investigate also
the automated verication of non-deterministic processes, using the composi-
tional proof system of Chapter 8. There it is shown that the interface of a non-
deterministic process can be described in terms of the input/output variables and
in terms of what we call an abstract history, which species the control part. The
logic of the control part of the interface is shown to be decidable (see appendix E).
This result makes automated verication of non-deterministic processes feasible.
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Chapter 8
A Compositional Proof System
for Asynchronously
Communicating Processes
We provide a proof system for asynchronously communicating processes, featur-
ing an assertion language which allows to express program properties only to the
extent of their distinguishability in a fully abstract semantics. Our formalism,
based on multisets of channels therefore is an abstraction of the usual approach
based on communication histories, and thus it serves as a basis for renement and
top-down program development, allowing for reasoning on the right abstraction
level.
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8.1 Introduction
In chapter 6 we have shown that, despite the fact that in general, the information
expressible by input/output variables only is insucient in order to obtain a com-
plete specication of an entire system by composing the local specications of its
constituent processes, it is possible to base a compositional proof system on these
input/output variables, provided that the programming language is restricted to
deterministic processes.
The scope of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, we investigate what is the minimal
information we need to add to the input/output variables to obtain a compo-
sitional proof system for asynchronously communicating non-deterministic pro-
cesses. Here the notion of minimal information is dened with respect to the
semantic interpretation of a program as a state-transformation, a state being an
assignment of values to the program variables.
Secondly, we obtain a generic complete proof system for asynchronous nondeter-
ministic processes. What does this mean?
Recall the parallel composition rule from chapter 6:
I : fp
i
gS
i
fq
i
g(i = 1; :::; n)
I : f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g
Clearly this is a compositional proof rule, because in order to derive ` I :
f
V
i
p
i
g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
g we only have to inspect the specications concerning
the S
i
, without having further knowledge of their internal structure. Therefore,
the proof system in chapter 6 supports top-down program verication; given some
global specication of a parallel program, we can break up this specication in
specications for the parts, and try to verify these in turn.
However, the rule also exhibits a certain rigor: the invariant I from the global
specication, which describes the communication interface of the processes, is
inherited by all local specications. Hence there is no reduction possible with
respect to the complexity of the invariant. Thus, all proofs of local formulas for
a particular S
i
are relative to some global invariant which depends on the whole
of [S
1
k ::: k S
n
].
On the other hand, it would be nice to be able to create a library of local proofs
which are generally applicable, that is in every possible context. Obviously, the
derivability of the strongest postcondition and invariant for any process S
i
(from
its specication) and given precondition guarantees that this is possible.
A proof system possessing this property we call generic complete, referring to the
fact that for any component, a generic proof can be provided. Obviously, a generic
proof system supports bottom-up style program verication. More formally, a
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proof system is called generic complete i for all statements S there exists a spec-
ication Spec(S) which is derivable in the proof system (` Spec(S)) such that for
all P = [S k S
1
k ::: k S
n
]: if j= Spec(P ) then there exist specications Spec(S
i
),
i = 1; :::; n such that Spec(P ) is derivable from Spec(S); Spec(S
1
); :::; Spec(S
n
).
Inspecting the completeness proof for the proof system in Chapter 6, one ob-
serves that such generic specications for the S
i
are not obtained; it seems that
for generic completeness, a compositional semantics is required. Stated other-
wise, generic completeness is the prooftheoretical counterpart to a compositional
semantics (see also [dB94]).
From a semantical point of view the determination of the minimal information
needed to characterize a notion of observables compositionally gives rise to a fully
abstract semantics. For asynchronously communicating processes it is well-known
that histories are not fully abstract ([Jon94]); for example, the order between
inputs (outputs) on dierent channels are irrelevant with respect to observing
the nal values of the program variables. Thus the abstraction level of a proof
system for asynchronously communicating processes based on histories does not
coincide with the appropriate abstraction level of the programming language.
With respect to program renement and top-down program development however
it is crucial to be able to specify a program at the right level of abstraction, such
that the specication itself does not give rise to irrelevant design choices.
In this chapter we introduce a proof system based on an assertion language which
allows the specication of the communication interface of asynchronously commu-
nicating processes at the right level of abstraction as given by the fully abstract
semantics.
This chapter is organized as follows: In the following section we introduce the
programming language. The proof system is discussed in section 3, and its formal
justication is given in section 4. Section 5 contains the axiomatization of a
sublogic of our assertion language, dealing with multisets only. Section 6 redenes
the proof rules as a rst step towards mechanization, and nally Section 7 shows
some perspectives. Three appendices contain proofs that are omitted in the
chapter.
8.2 The programming language
In this section, we dene the syntax of the programming language. The language
describes the behaviour of asynchronously communicating processes. Processes
interact only via communication channels which are implemented by (unbounded)
FIFO-buers. A process can send a value along a channel or it can input a value
from a channel. The value sent will be appended to the buer, whereas reading
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a value from a buer consists of retrieving its rst element. Thus the values will
be read in the order in which they have been sent. A process will be suspended
when it tries to read a value from an empty buer. Since buers are assumed to
be unbounded sending values can always take place.
We assume given a set of program variables Var , with typical elements x; y; : : :.
Channels are denoted by c; c
1
; c
2
; : : :; the set of channels is denoted C.
Denition 8.2.1 The syntax of a statement S which describes the behaviour of
a sequential process, is dened by
S ::= x := e
j c!!e
j S
1
;S
2
j []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]
j ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]
In the assignment statement x := e we restrict for technical convenience to arith-
metical expressions e. Sending a value of an (arithmetical) expression e along
channel c is described by c!!e , whereas storing a value read from a channel c in
a variable x is described by c??x. Sequential composition is denoted by ;. The
execution of a guarded command []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
] consists of the selection of a
non-empty buer c
i
for which the corresponding boolean guard b
i
is true, sub-
sequently a value is read from the buer and stored in x
i
, and control is passed
on to the statement S
i
. If there exists no non-empty buer c
i
for which the cor-
responding boolean b
i
is true the execution of the guarded command suspends;
in case all the boolean guards are false the execution fails. The iterative con-
struct ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
] consists of repeatedly executing the guarded command
[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
] until all the boolean guards b
i
are false. In the following some
examples will be given using boolean guards b ! S; it is easy to extend the
syntax and the semantics of the programming language to include such boolean
guards.
Denition 8.2.2 A parallel program P is of the form [S
1
k ::: k S
n
], where
we assume the following restrictions: The statements S
i
do not share program
variables, channels are unidirectional and connect exactly one sender and one
receiver.
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8.3 The proof system
This section introduces the assertion language and the proof system. Instead
of directly presenting our assertion language, we consider some alternative ap-
proaches rst.
8.3.1 Assertion Language
A compositional proof system for asynchronously communicating processes can
be obtained by specifying the interface of a process in terms of a local history
which consists of a sequence of communication records. A communication record
< c!!v > indicates that the value v has been sent along channel c, and < c??v >,
on the other hand, indicates that the value v has been read from channel c. The
local history of a process itself can be described as the projection of a global
history which satises the requirement that at any point the number of inputs on
a channel does not exceed the number of preceding outputs on the same channel
and that the values are read in the order in which they are sent. In the following,
s; s
1
; ::: will be used to denote local histories of processes.
Let us illustrate the informally described proof methodology above, where we use
the notation < c??v; d!!v
0
> to denote the sequence consisting of the communi-
cation records < c??v > and < d!!v
0
> etc..
Example 8.3.1 Consider the sequential processes
S
1
= [c??x! c??y[]true ! c??y]; d!!0
and
S
2
= c!!0; [d??z ! c!!1]
After termination of [S
1
k S
2
] we have that y = 0. This can be proved by deriving
locally the postcondition p
1
= 8u; v(s
1
= hc??u; c??v; d!!0i ! y = v) _ 8u(s
1
=
hc??u; d!!0i ! y = u) for S
1
and the postcondition p
2
= 9u(s
2
= hc!!0; d??u; c!!1i)
for S
2
. Let compat(s
1
; s
2
) be a compatibility predicate which expresses that there
exists an interleaving of s
1
and s
2
such that at any point the number of inputs on
a channel does not exceed the number of preceding outputs on the same channel
and that the values are read in the order in which they are sent. Then we have
that p
1
^ p
2
^ compat(s
1
; s
2
) implies y = 0.
Note that a history as dened above records the order of the communications on
dierent channels. Since we are primarily interested in observing the nal val-
ues of the program variables, it can be shown that history variables encode too
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detailed information about the ow of control of a process. For example, with
respect to the nal values of the program variables, the order between outputs
on dierent channels is irrelevant. This can be formalized by a fully abstract
semantics, which introduces certain abstractions from the order of communica-
tions (see also [Jon94, Jos92]): inputs and outputs on dierent channels can be
swapped, and the order between an output followed by an input can be reversed.
The reason for these abstractions is the fact that the environment of a process is
unable to determine which of the swapped histories originally took place; due to
the buering they all might have happened.
A necessary requirement of top-down program development is a specication lan-
guage which allows the description of a program at the right level of abstraction,
such that the specication itself does not give rise to irrelevant design choices.
Therefore the above proof methodology, since it is based on the description of
the communication interface in terms of sequences of communication records, is
not appropriate as a basis for program renement.
As an example of this, consider the process of deriving an implementation for
S
1
satisfying fs
1
= gS
1
fs
1
= hc!!5; d!!3ig. Clearly, S  c!!5; d!!3 is a correct
implementation of the specication. However S
0
 d!!3; c!!5 is an implementation
which is semantically speaking indiscernible from S, but it is not an implemen-
tation of the specication; the specication makes too much distinctions with
respect to the behavioural properties of programs. In a further rened model (for
instance including timing aspects) this would prohibit an ecient implementa-
tion in the case of an environmental process S
2
which is given by S
2
 d??x; c??y.
Note that S
2
needs input from channel d rst; therefore there is no point for S
1
in sending over channel c rst.
To obtain the appropriate level of abstraction one could introduce in the assertion
language a binary predicate on histories R(s
1
; s
2
) which expresses that s
2
is a
permutation (allowed by the fully abstract semantics) of s
1
. Thus we would
have, for example, the following axiom for an output c!!e:
f9s
0
(p[s
0
 c!!e=s] ^ R(s
0
; s))gc!!efpg
where s
0
is a new history variable and s
0
 c!!e denotes the result of appending the
record c!!e to the sequence denoted by s
0
. However the obvious disadvantage of
this approach is that to express the predicate R(s
1
; s
2
) one needs either quanti-
cation over (nite) sequences of histories or the introduction of recursively dened
predicates, since it involves the transitive closure of a relation s
1
! s
2
, which
expresses that s
2
can be obtained from s
1
by swapping two elements (as allowed
by the fully abstract semantics). As such it highly complicates the reasoning
process.
A more manageable description of the interface of a local process can be based
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on the following observation. Let s be a sequence of communication records, and
[s] denote the set of permutations of s resulting from input and output swaps
(on dierent channels). In the following, let I,O denote functions from C to IN

.
Let IO
s
be a function which transforms input streams into output streams, such
that IO
s
(I) = O i there exists a prex s
0
of s ending in an output which is
not immediately followed in s by another output, such that I records for each
channel the stream of values read in s
0
and O records for each channel the stream
of values sent in s
0
. (In case s does not contain outputs we dene IO
s
(I) = O i
I records for each input channel of s the sequence of values read and O assigns
to each output channel the empty stream.) Furthermore, we put IO
s
(;) = ;,
for arbitrary s, where the second ; denotes the function that assigns the empty
sequence to every c 2 C. We then have that s
0
2 [s] i IO
s
0
= IO
s
and moreover,
the projection of s and s
0
onto any channel gives the same result (a proof of
this can be found in appendix C). Thus the function IO
s
(with some additional
information) is a canonical representative of the equivalence class [s].
Example 8.3.2 Consider the history s = hc??0; c??1; d!!0; e!!0; f??0; e!!1i. Then
with the prex of s ending in output e!!0 of s there corresponds a pair hI
1
; O
1
i
such that I
1
(c) = h0; 1i, I
1
(f) = , and O
1
(d) = h0i, O
1
(e) = h0i (here  denotes
the empty stream). With the prex of s ending in the last output e!!1, i.e. with
s itself there corresponds a pair hI
2
; O
2
i such that I
2
(c) = h0; 1i, I
2
(f) = h0i, and
O
2
(d) = h0i, O(e) = h1i. So, in this case, IO
s
amounts to the following set of
pairs: fh;; ;i; hI
1
; O
1
i; hI
2
; O
2
ig
Our proof theory is based on the following representation of the above dened
canonical representative of the equivalence class [s] of a sequence of communica-
tion records s. We introduce input/output variables c?? and c!! which record the
values read from the input channel c and the values sent to the output channel c,
respectively. Note that these input/output variables abstract from the order of
the communications on dierent channels. We denote the set of variables c?? and
c!! by I resp. O; their union is denoted IO. Moreover, the set of variables c??
where c is an input channel of process i, and the set of variables c!! where c is an
output channel of process i, will be denoted by I
i
and O
i
, respectively. The union
of I
i
and O
i
we denote by IO
i
; it follows that the union of all IO
i
equals IO.
The additional information about the relevant ordering between communications
on dierent channels can be described as a function h which transforms multisets
of channel names, i.e. h 2 P
m
(C)! P
m
(C), where P
m
(C) denotes the set of all
nite multisets of elements of C. Typical multisets will be represented by I; O.
The idea is that the argument I in h(I) = O contains all those inputs which are
necessary for the outputs of O to take place. Multiple occurrences of a channel c
in I (O) correspond to a corresponding number of input (output) actions on c. It
is not dicult to see that indeed we can thus represent IO
s
as a pair of functions:
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a function in function P
m
(C) ! P
m
(C) and a function which assigns to each
input/output variable a stream of values. An element of P
m
(C) ! P
m
(C) we
call an abstract history.
Example 8.3.3 Consider the process c??x; d!!0; c??y; e!!1. Its abstract history
consists of the pairs h;; ;i, hfcg; fdgi, hfc; cg; fd; egi. Thus the pair hfc; cg; fd; egi
for example indicates that the process needs two inputs on c to output once on
d and e. The pair h;; ;i indicates that the process is not able to output when no
inputs are given. Assuming that rst 0 and then 1 has been read from c we have
that the input variable c?? denotes the sequence h0; 1i, and the output variables
d!! and e!! denote the sequences h0i, h1i, respectively.
Together with the information of its input variables and its output variables the
abstract history determines the communication interface of a local process.
The local proof system formalizes reasoning about the correctness of a process in
terms of its communication interface as specied by its abstract history and its in-
put/output variables as dened above. Therefore we assume given a many-sorted
assertion language which, besides the usual vocabulary for describing properties
of integers, includes an abstract history variable h, input/output variables, along
with sequence operations like appending, prexing etc, and variables which range
over multisets of channel names, together with multiset operations like union etc.
Quantication is only allowed over integer variables, and variables ranging over
multisets of channel names.
Denition 8.3.4 Formally, we have the following sorts: Int, the sort of integers,
Bool, the sort of booleans, Int

, the sort of (nite) sequences of integers, mset, the
sort of (nite) multisets of channel names, and nally, Hist, the sort of abstract
histories. For any sort s we assume given a set Var
s
of variables of sort s. We
will use the notation n to denote a constant which corresponds to the element
n 2 ZZ. Furthermore, the binary operator [ is used to denote multiset union.
The syntax of an expression e
s
of sort s is dened by
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e
s
::= x x 2 Var
s
j h s = Hist
j n n 2 ZZ; s = Int
j true; false s = Bool
j ;; fcg; I; O s = mset; c 2 C
j c??; c!! c 2 C; s = Int

j e
s
0
[e
0
s
] s = mset; s
0
= Hist
j e
s
+ e
0
s
s = Int
j [e
s
]
i
s = Hist
j (e
s
[e
0
s
0
] := e
00
s
0
) s = Hist; s
0
= mset
j e
s
[ e
0
s
s = mset
j e
s
 e
0
s
0
s = Int

; s
0
= Int
j e
s
0
= e
0
s
0
s = Bool
j e
s
0
 e
0
s
0
s = Bool; s
0
= Int

The meaning of most of the above expressions should be evident. The expression
[h]
i
denotes the projection of the abstract history h on process i (the subscript
i is implicitly understood to denote a process identier). Formally. the meaning
of [h]
i
, denoted byM([h]
i
), is given by
M([h]
i
) = fhI
i
; O
i
i j hI; Oi 2 M(h)g;
where I
i
denotes the restriction of I to I
i
(or, equivalently, I \ I
i
). Note
that for the notion of projection to be well-dened we have to require that if
hI; Oi; hI
0
; O
0
i 2 h and I
i
= I
0
i
then O
i
= O
0
i
, so that indeed [h]
i
is a function.
The expression (h[e
0
] := e
00
) denotes the result of assigning to the multiset e
0
the multiset e
00
in the abstract history denoted by h. Formally, the meaning of
(h[e
0
s
0
] := e
00
s
0
), is given by
M((h[e
0
s
0
] := e
00
s
0
))(I) =M(h)(I) if I 6=M(e
0
s
0
)
=M(e
00
s
0
) otherwise
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This notation for describing an update to the abstract history is derived from
the axiomatization of assignments to arrays (see [Gri87]). The expression e
s
 e
0
s
0
denotes the result of appending the value of e
0
s
0
to the sequence denoted by e
s
.
The boolean expression e
s
0
 e
0
s
0
evaluates to true if the sequence denoted by e
s
0
is a prex of e
0
s
0
.
The syntax of assertions, denoted by p is dened by
p ::= e
s
s = Bool
j p ^ p
0
;:p
j 9xp x 2 Var
s
; s = Int;mset
Denition 8.3.5 For any S
i
, local correctness formulas are of the form
fpgSfqg
where it is implicitly assumed that S is a substatement of S
i
, the free integer
variables of p and q are included in the program variables of S
i
, and p and q only
refer to the input/output variables of S
i
.
Global correctness formulas are of the form
fpgPfqg
Both type of correctness formulas are provided with a partial correctness inter-
pretation: for example, fpgSfqg is valid if every terminating computation of S
starting in a state satisfying precondition p results in a state satisfying postcon-
dition q.
It should be noted that it is possible to allow nested parallellism in our language
(cf. the remark in Chapter 4). At the cost of introducing (more) syntactic re-
quirements on the axioms and rules, the distinction local/global then disappears.
8.3.2 Axioms and Rules
Next we discuss the axioms and rules of the proof system. We have the following
well-known axiom for the assignment:
Axiom 8.3.6 (assignment) fp[e=x]gx := efpg
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Here p[e=x] denotes the result of substituting occurrences of x in p by e. Simul-
taneous substitution of e
1
; : : : e
n
for the variables x
1
; : : : ; x
n
in p will be denoted
by p[e
1
=x
1
; : : : ; e
n
=x
n
].
An input statement c??x is axiomatized by a multiple assignment to the input
variable c??, the variable x, and a distinguished multiset variable I, which indi-
cates the number of inputs on dierent local channels.
Axiom 8.3.7 (input) f8v(p[v=x; c??  v=c??; I [ fcg=I])gc??xfpg
Here v denotes a new integer variable which is universally quantied since its
value is not known locally.
An output statement c!!e then is axiomatized by a multiple assignment to the
output variable c!!, the abstract history variable h, and a distinguished multiset
variable O, which indicates the number of outputs on dierent channels.
Axiom 8.3.8 (output)
f8I
0
(I  I
0
! p[c!!  e=c!!; (h[I
0
] := O [ fcg)=h;O [ fcg=O])gc!!efpg
Note that  denotes multiset inclusion. Here I
0
denotes a new (logical) multiset
variable. Note that we update the abstract history for an arbitrary I
0
which con-
tains I, where I is assumed to record the number of inputs on dierent channels.
This corresponds with the monotonicity property that if a multiset I of inputs
enables a multiset O of outputs then any I
0
 I enables O. The monotonicity
property allows abstraction from the order between an output followed by an
input as illustrated in example 8.3.14.
The following rules for sequential composition, the guarded statement and the
guarded iteration are the usual ones.
Rule 8.3.9 (sequential composition)
fpgS
1
frg; frgS
2
fqg
fpgS
1
;S
2
fqg
Rule 8.3.10 (guarded statement)
fp ^ b
i
gc
i
??x
i
;S
i
fqg
fpg[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]f(p ^
V
i
:b
i
) _ qg
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Rule 8.3.11 (guarded iteration)
fp ^
W
i
b
i
g[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]fpg
fpg ? []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]fp ^
V
i
:b
i
g
Moreover we have the following consequence rule.
Rule 8.3.12 (local consequence rule)
j= p! p
0
, fp
0
gSfq
0
g, j= q
0
! q
fpgSfqg
We have the following rule for parallel composition.
Rule 8.3.13 (parallel composition)
fp
i
^ Init
i
gS
i
fq
0
i
g, (q
0
i
^ 8I
0
(h(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 I))! q
i
f
V
i
p
i
[[h]
i
=h]g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
[[h]
i
=h]g
Here Init
i
denotes the assertion h = ; ^ I = ; ^ O = ; ^
V
c??2I
i
(c?? = ) ^
V
c!!2O
i
(c!! = ). (In h = ; the function which assigns to each multiset the empty
multiset is denoted by ;, whereas in I = ; (O = ;) ; denotes the empty multiset.
The empty sequence is denoted by .) The additional information expressed by
8I
0
(h(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 I) ensures that the choices for the input set in the output
axiom are consistent with the nal set of inputs, i.e. that the abstract history h is
in accordance with the inputs actually consumed by S
i
. It is implicitly assumed
that p
i
and q
i
do not contain the logical variables I and O (these variables are
only used locally to generate the abstract history, globally they are irrelevant). In
the pre- and postcondition of the conclusion of the rule the variable h is replaced
by its corresponding projection.
We now arrive at a suitable point to illustrate the use of the output axiom. In
this and in the following examples, expressions like h = fhfdg; fcgig, which are
formally not in the assertion language, are shorthand for h(fdg) = fcg ^ 8I[I 6=
fdg ! h(I) = ;].
Example 8.3.14 Let S
1
= c!!0; d??x and S
2
= [true ! c!!0; d??x[]d??x ! c!!0].
Bearing in mind the discussion in section 8.3, it is not dicult to see that S
1
and S
2
are observationally equivalent. Using the above output axiom we derive
the postcondition 9I
0
(;  I
0
^ h = fhI
0
; fcgig) ^ I = fdg for S
1
. Thus using the
additional information 8I
0
(h(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 I) we can derive the postcondition
h = fh;; fcgig _ h = fhfdg; fcgig, which is also satised by S
2
.
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The following rule allows to strengthen the postcondition of a program with the
information that the sequence of values read from a channel is a prex of the
sequence of values sent.
Rule 8.3.15 (FIFO rule)
fpgPfqg
fpgPfq ^ c??  c!!g
Note that when using sequences of communication records to characterize the
interface of a process, these sequences encode all information necessary for their
composition. In our case, we split this information in the values of the in-
put/output variables on the one hand, and the necessary ordering information via
abstract histories on the other hand. This will in practice simplify the correctness
proofs.
Next we introduce a rule which allows to strengthen the postcondition of a pro-
gram with additional information about the global history.
Rule 8.3.16 (Compatibility predicate)
fpgPfqg
fpgPfq ^ compat(h)g
Here the compatibility predicate compat(h) is dened as follows:
8I(I 6= ; ^ h(I) 6= ; ! 9I
0
 I(I  h(I
0
)))
It basically expresses that h is causally well-founded. Stated otherwise, it says
that for any I, the input needed to produce h(I) is generated by some I
0
 I
This is best explained by a simple example.
Example 8.3.17 Consider again the sequential processes
S
1
= [c??x! c??y[]true ! c??y]; d!!0
and
S
2
= c!!0; [d??z ! c!!1]
After termination of [S
1
k S
2
] we have that y = 0. This can be proved by deriving
locally the postcondition
p
1
= (h = fhfc; cg; fdgig ^ 8u; v[c?? = hu; vi ! y = v])_
(h = fhfcg; fdgig ^ 8u[c?? = hui ! y = u])
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for S
1
and the postcondition
p
2
= (h = fh;; fcgi; hfdg; fc; cgig ^ c!! = h0; 1i)
for S
2
. Then we have that (p
1
^ p
2
^ compat(h) ^ c??  c!!) ! y = 0. This can
be seen as follows: we consider the following two cases. Let [h]
1
denote the local
history of S
1
and [h]
2
the local history of S
2
:
1. [h]
1
= fhfc; cg; fdgig: there are a number of possible global histories that
obey the projection restriction, i.e. are such that their respective projec-
tions yield [h]
1
and [h]
2
. We only list a few below:
 h = fh;; fcgi; hfdg; fc; cgi; hfc; cg; fdgig
 h = fhfc; cg; fc; dgi; hfdg; fc; cgig
 h = fhfc; cg; fc; dgi; hfdg; fc; cgi; h;; fcgig
 h = fh;; fcgi; hfc; c; dg; fc; c; dgig
 h = fhfc; cg; fc; dgi; hfc; c; dg; fc; c; dgi; h;; fcgi; hfdg; fc; cgi;
hfc; cg; fdgig
None of these possible global histories is compatible. For instance, in the
rst case the pair hfc; cg; fdgi has no predecessor as described in the deni-
tion of compat because the multiset fc; cg cannot be generated. Note that
fdg generates fc; cg, but fdg 6 fc; cg. Without this requirement that fc; cg
should be generated by a proper subset we thus would allow circularities:
fdg generates fc; cg and fc; cg in its turn generates fdg.
2. [h]
1
= fhfcg; fdgig: again we list some representative possible global histo-
ries:
 h = fh;; fcgi; hfdg; fc; cgi; hfcg; fdgig
 h = fhfcg; fc; dgi; hfdg; fc; cgig
 h = fh;; fcgi; hfc; dg; fc; c; dgig
 h = fhfcg; fc; dgi; hfc; dg; fc; c; dgi; h;; fcgig
Out of these possible h's, for instance the last one listed here fulls the
compat-demands.
Therefore we conclude that compat(h) implies that the rst disjunct of p
1
should
be discarded of, and hence from 8u[c?? = hui ! y = u], c!! = h0; 1i and c??  c!!
we conclude y = 0.
We conclude the exposition of the proof system with the global consequence rule
and the substitution rule.
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Rule 8.3.18 (global consequence rule)
j= p! p
0
, fp
0
gPfq
0
g, j= q
0
! q
fpgPfqg
Rule 8.3.19 (Substitution rule)
fpgPfqg
fp[z=x]gPfqg
where x is a variable not occurring in P or q, and z is a variable of the same sort
as x.
8.4 Formal Justication
In this section we discuss the formal justication of the proof system, that is,
its soundness and completeness. To this end we introduce a compositional se-
mantics which closely mirrors the proof system; as a consequence of this close
correspondence both soundness and completeness easily follow. Correctness of
the compositional semantics itself is established by its equivalence with the fully
abstract semantics based on sequences of communications.
8.4.1 Semantics
We rst introduce the notion of a local state.
Denition 8.4.1 A local state  2 
i
of process i is a function which assigns
to each program variable x of process i the integer value (x), and to each
input/output variable c??, c!! of process i a nite sequence of integers (c??)
and (c!!), respectively. Moreover a local state  assigns to the abstract history
variable h an abstract history (h). We impose the restriction that (h) be
monotonic, hence I  I
0
) h(I)  h(I
0
). Finally we assume that a local state
 assigns to the distinguished variables variables I and O multisets of channel
names (I) and (O).
We dene the state fd=vg, where v is a variable and d a data of corresponding
sort, as follows:
fd=vg(v
0
) =

(v
0
) if v 6= v
0
d otherwise
The value of an arithmetical expression e (boolean expression b) we denote by
(e) ((b)).
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Denition 8.4.2 We next dene the local semantics M(S) 2 P(
i
) ! P(
i
),
where 
i
denotes the local state space corresponding to S. The denition is
pointwise, so we only have to deneM(S)() for any  2 
i
.
Although the input statement as such is no element of our language syntax, we
choose to isolate it here in the semantical denition, to make its eect on the
local state clear.
 M(x := e)() = ff(e)=xgg
 M(c!!e)() = ff(c!!)(e)=c!!; ((h)[I
0
] := (O)[fcg)=h; (O)[fcg=Og j
(I)  I
0
g,
where ((h)[I] := O), with I and O multisets of channel names, denotes
the result of assigning to I in the abstract history (h) the multiset O.
 M(c??x)() = ff(c??)  v=c??; v=x; (I) [ fcg=Ig j v 2 ZZg
 M(S
1
;S
2
)() =M(S
2
)(M(S
1
)())
 M([]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])() = f j (:
W
j
b
j
)g
S
f
0
j 9i[(b
i
)^
0
2 M(c
i
??x
i
;
S
i
)()]g
 M(?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])() = f
0
j 9
1
; 
2
; :::
k
[
0
= 
k
^ 
0
(:
W
j
b
j
) ^ 8i 2
f0; :::; k, 1g[
i
(
W
j
b
j
) ^ 
i+1
2 M([]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])(
i
) where 
0
def
= ]]g
Note the similarity of the above semantic clauses for the input and output state-
ments with the corresponding axioms of the proof system.
The following can be remarked about the output axiom, in particular with respect
to the monotonicity of the newly assigned function to h. If we would not have
restricted (h) to be monotonic, this clause could lead to nonmonotonic local
abstract histories. Note that nonmonotonic histories are counterintuitive, as they
describe conicting properties of the relation between inputs and outputs. We
will now illustrate these observations by means of the following example.
Example 8.4.3 Consider the semantics of S = c!!; e??; d!!; e??; e??; f !!, starting
in an initial local state  with (I) = (O) = ;. (For sake of transparancy,
we abstract from concrete values sent and received here.) Now we can have the
following evolution of h:
initially: h = fh;; ;ig
immediately after c!!: h = fh;; ;i; hfe; eg; fcgig
immediately after d!: h = fh;; ;i; hfe; eg; fcgi; hfeg; fc; dgig
immediately after f !: h = fh;; ;i; hfe; eg; fcgi; hfeg; fc; dgihfe; e; eg; fc; d; fgig
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Clearly, the h obtained is not monotonic as is witnessed by the presence of the
pairs hfe; eg; fcgi and hfeg; fc; dgi. Note that h on one hand states that for
outputting once on both c and d, the process needs input once on e, while on the
other hand it states that for outputting once on c, two inputs on e are required.
2
In order to dene the semantics of a program we need to introduce global states
 2  which assign values to all the program variables, input/output variables,
and assign a compatible abstract history to the abstract history variable h. More-
over we assume implicitly that in a global state  we have that (c??) is a prex
of (c!!), for any channel c. The restriction of a global state  to the local state
space of a process i, denoted by   i, is dened in the obvious way, apart from
the introduction of assignments to the distinguished variables I and O. Note
that these variables I and O do not appear in the global state, they are only used
locally to generate the local abstract history.
Denition 8.4.4 Let P = [S
1
k ::: k S
n
] be a program. For all  such that
 j= h = ; ^
V
c2IO
c?? = c!! = , we dene
M(P )() = f
0
j 8i 2 f1; :::; ng9I
i
; O
i
j 
0
 i(I) = I
i
&
0
 i(O) = O
i
& 
0
 i 2 M(S
i
)(  i)
&   i j= Init
i
& 
0
 i j= 8I
0
(h(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 I)
& compat(
0
(h))g
Here j= stands for the truth relation between states and formulas. Note that the
fourth condition   i j= Init
i
could be equally expressed by   i j= I = O = ;,
for the condition on  implies the other conjuncts of Init
i
. The correctness
of the above semantics follows from its correspondence with the fully abstract
semantics based on sequences of communication records. This correspondence is
proved in detail in the appendix D. The main point in this proof is the following
proposition.
Proposition 8.4.5 Let h be a compatible abstract history, c??  c!! for all c (we
are deliberately confusing syntactic and semantic entities here), and the sequence
of communication records s
i
be such that IO
s
i
= h
i
(here IO
s
i
denotes the abstract
history corresponding to s
i
as dened in the section on the proof system, and h
i
the projection of h onto the channels of process i). Then there exists a compatible
interleaving of s
1
; : : : ; s
n
(as dened in example 8.3.1). Conversely, let s
i
be a
sequence of communication records such that there exists a compatible interleaving
of s
1
; : : : ; s
n
. Then there exists a compatible abstract history h such that IO
s
i
=
h
i
.
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Proof of 8.4.5 ): suppose h is compatible, s
i
is such that IO
s
i
= h
i
for all i
and c??  c!! for all c. We construct a compatible history s as follows. According
to compatibility of h there must be at least one pair h;; Oi in h. If h = ;, we
are done, so assume this is not the case. We turn the multiset O into a global
history by looking up the relevant values in each of the s
i
. In this process, we
can pick the elements of O randomly (of course not violating the ordering of any
s
i
) and transform them one by one to a communication record corresponding to
the history s
i
. Subsequently, we can pick any hI
1
; O
1
i such that I
1
 O, and
treat I
1
and then O
1
in a similar fashion, skipping the inputs/outputs that are
already performed in s. We can proceed this way until all pairs of h are used
(which evidently is guaranteed by compatibility) ending up with a global history
that is correct except for 'trailing' input records: these are not visible in h
i
and
have to be synthesized from the s
i
. When we add these (in arbitrary order), we
obtain a correct history. The compatibility of the history follows from the fact
that every time a new pair hI
i+1
; O
i+1
i is chosen, the inputs to be consumed in
I
i+1
were already produced in O
i
.
(: now suppose we have a compatible interleaving s of the s
i
. To begin with, we
will manipulate s somewhat to our convenience, applying an operation that could
be described as 'clustering': output-left-shift: for each i, moving from left to
right in s, we shift each i-output record as much to the left as possible, i.e. until
it is either at the begin of s, or it is at the right of an i-input or at the right of
another i-output. input-right-shift: for each i, moving from right to left in s,
we shift each i-input record as much to the right as possible, i.e. until it is either
at the end of s, or it is at the left of an i-output or at the right of another i-input.
It should be obvious that both operations leave both the projection property and
the compatibility property unchanged: the projection property because for any
i, the ordering of the i-records is left unchanged, and the compatibility property
because before each input record, in the resulting history there are at least as
much output records as in the initial history.
Let us call the resulting history s
0
. We can now construct a compatible abstract
history h as follows, processing s
0
from left to right (where U;N denote multisets
of channels, and U
i
; N
i
denote the sets U \ IO
i
and N \ IO
i
):
N := ;;
U := ;;
h := ;;
repeat until s
0
processed
get record;
if record = hc
i
??vi then U+ := fc
i
g;
if record = hd
i
!!vi then N+ := fd
i
g; ifhU
i
; N
i
i 2 h
i
then h+ := hU;Ni
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Note that both if clauses are in fact abbreviated case-clauses: depending on i,
further action is taken in the second if-clause.
To see that the above pseudo-code indeed produces the desired h, rst note that
the result of the above 'clustering' procedure is for any i of the following kind:
:::O
0
:::I
1
O
1
:::I
2
O
2
::::::I
k
O
k
:::I
k+1
::::
where each O
j
denotes a contiguous block of i-output records, and similar for I
j
,
and the dots denote arbitrary many non-i records (O
0
and I
k+1
are optional).
Obviously, this then corresponds closely to h
i
, which equals
fh;;
~
O
0
i; h
~
I
1
;
~
O
0
[
~
O
1
i; h
~
I
1
[
~
I
2
;
~
O
0
[
~
O
1
[
~
O
2
i; :::; h
k
[
j=1
~
I
j
;
k
[
j=0
~
O
j
ig
where for any block O
j
(I
j
),
~
O
j
(
~
I
j
) denotes the multiset resulting from extracting
the channel from each of the records in O
j
(I
j
). For instance, if O
j
= hc!!vihc!!v
0
i
then
~
O
j
= fc; cg.
In the algorithm, all outputs are accumulated in N (multiset-wise), and all inputs
in U (the capitals N and U stand for Not-used and Used). Let h
i
 O denote the
restriction of h
i
to pairs with a second component smaller than or equal to O,
then the following invariant holds:
U  N &
N 
S
l
j=0
~
O
j
) h
i
 h
i

S
l
j=0
~
O
j
&
h
i
 h
i
which clearly implies that after termination, h
i
= h
i
holds. Lastly, observe
that every time a new pair hU;Ni is added to h, U is contained in the second
component of the previously added pair because of the compatibility of s
0
. This
guarantees the compatibility of h. 2
To illustrate the construction above, consider the following example.
Example 8.4.6 Consider the following program (where the values sent and re-
ceived are left out for convenience): [e??; c!!; e?? k d!! k e!!; c??; d??; e!!]. For these
three processes, we have the following abstract histories: fhfeg; fcgig, fh;; fdgig
and fh;; fegi; hfc; dg; fe; egig. Furthermore, a compatible history of these pro-
cesses is s =< e!! >< e?? >< c!! >< d!! >< c?? >< d!! >< e!! >< e?? >. After
'clustering' we get
s
0
= < d!! >
| {z }
~
O
2
0
< e!! >
| {z }
~
O
3
0
< e?? >
| {z }
~
I
1
1
< c!! >
| {z }
~
O
1
1
< c?? >< d! >
| {z }
~
I
3
1
< e!! >
| {z }
~
O
3
1
< e?? >
| {z }
~
I
1
2
:
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Application of the algorithm yields h = fh;; fdgi; h;; fd; egi; hfeg; fc; d; egi; hfc; d;
eg; fc; d; e; egig. 2
We can now dene the semantics of correctness formulas formally with respect
to the compositional semantics dened above.
Denition 8.4.7 For any statement S and local pre- and postconditions p and
q we dene j= fpgSfqg i for any , whenever  j= p then for any 
0
2 M(S)(),

0
j= q holds. Similarly, for any program P , j= fpgPfqg is dened.
8.4.2 Soundness
Soundness of the proof system, that is, every derivable correctness formula is
valid, is proved by induction on the length of the derivation. We list a few cases
below, the other cases being (yet more) standard.
 input axiom: suppose  j= 8v(p[v=x; c??  v=c??; I [ fcg=I]), then, for all
 2 ZZ we have  j= p[=x; c??  =c??; I [ fcg=I]. Now suppose 
0
2
M(c??x)(). Then, by denition of M, there exists  2 ZZ such that

0
= f(c??)  =c??; =x; (I) [ fcg=Ig. To prove: 
0
j= p which is
equivalent to f(c??)  =c??; =x; (I) [ fcg=Ig j= p which, using the
standard substitution lemma is equivalent to  j= p[=x; c??  =c??; I [
fcg=I], which is true by assumption.
 output axiom: suppose  j= 8I
0
(I  I
0
! p[c!!  e=c!!; (h[I
0
] := O [
fcg)=h;O [ fcg=O]), then for all multisets V we have  j= I  V !
p[c!!e=c!!; (h[V ] := O[fcg)=h;O[fcg=O], or equivalently, (I)  V )  j=
p[c!!e=c!!; (h[V ] := O[fcg)=h;O[fcg=O]. Suppose 
0
2 M(c!!e)(). Then
there exists a multiset V  (I) such that 
0
= f(c!!)  (e)=c!!; ((h)[V ]
:= (O) [ fcg)=h; (O) [ fcg=Og. To prove: 
0
j= p which is equivalent to
f(c!!)  (e)=c!!; ((h)[V ] := (O) [ fcg)=h; (O) [ fcg=Og j= p hence,
again using the substitution lemma,  j= p[c!!e=c!!; (h[V ] := O[fcg)=h;O[
fcg=O], which follows from the assumption and the fact that V  (I).
8.4.3 Completeness
To prove (relative) completeness we assume the expressibility of the strongest
postcondition (see also [TZ88]).
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Denition 8.4.8 Given a statement S and a local precondition p we dene
SP(p; S) = f
0
j 
0
2 M(S)(); for some  such that  j= pg
and similarly
SP(p; P ) = f
0
j 
0
2 M(P )(); for some  such that  j= pg
for a parallel program P and global precondition p.
Let j= fpgPfqg, where P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
]. We introduce local assertions
p
i
= p[z=x]^z
i
= x
i
^Init
i
, where x denotes a sequence of the program variables of
P , z denotes a corresponding sequence of fresh integer variables (so called `freeze'
variables), and x
i
denotes the program variables of S
i
(z
i
denotes the subsequence
of z corresponding to x
i
). The local assertion Init
i
dened in the section on
the proof system initializes the abstract history variable and the input/output
variables of S
i
.
It follows that j= fp
i
gS
i
fSP(p
i
; S
i
)g. By a straightforward induction on S
i
we
can prove the derivability of fp
i
gS
i
fSP(p
i
; S
i
)g, denoted by ` fp
i
gS
i
fSP(p
i
; S
i
)g.
Next let q
i
= 9I; O(SP(p
i
; S
i
) ^ 8I
0
(h(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 I)).
We obtain by an application of the parallel composition rule ` f
V
i
p
0
i
gPf
V
i
q
i
g,
where p
0
i
= p[z=x] ^ z
i
= x
i
.
It is not dicult to see that from the compositional semantics, the denition of
q
i
and the validity of fpgPfqg, it follows that (j=
V
i
q
i
^FIFO^compat(h))! q,
where FIFO denotes the conjunction of c??  c!! with c a channel of P . Thus
we obtain by the FIFO rule, the rule for the compatibility predicate and the
consequence rule ` f
V
i
p
0
i
gPfqg.
Finally, an application of the substitution rule gives us ` fpgPfqg.
8.5 Multiset Logic
In this section, we look a bit closer at the subset of the logic that is needed in order
to formalize reasoning about multisets. Formally, we introduce the following logic
of multisets: Consider a structure hP
m
(C); S
c
1
; :::; S
c
n
;;[;\; ;i, where P
m
(C)
denotes the set of multisets of elements of the nite set C = fc
1
; : : : ; c
n
g; S
c
i
,
for c
i
2 C, denotes the |unary| c
i
-successor function, i.e. the function that
the (multiset-)union of its argument and fc
i
g;  is the subset-relation between
multisets and ; denotes the empty multiset. Furthermore, we add two binary
operators on multisets: the least upperbound (lub, denoted by [) and the greatest
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lowerbound (glb, denoted by \). Note that the glb of two elements of P
m
(C)
corresponds with the usual multiset intersection, whereas the least upperbound
of two multisets x and y of P
m
(C) corresponds to the multiset which contains
for each element the maximal number of occurrences in x and y. Hence the least
upperbound operation diers from that of ordinary multiset union: consider for
instance the multisets fc; dg and fc; c; dg. Their least upperbound is fc; c; dg
whereas their (ordinary) multiset union is fc; c; c; dg.
Given multiset variables x; y; ::: ranging over P
m
(C), terms and formulas in this
logic are given by
t ::= ; j x j S
c
i
(t) j t
1
[ t
2
j t
1
\ t
2
' ::= t
1
= t
2
j t
1
 t
2
j :' j '
1
^ '
2
j 9x['].
It is not too dicult to reformulate the proof system using the above formal
language of multisets. This will be the subject of Section 8.6.
The logic of multisets includes for each successor function its logic of discrete
time, and consists of the following set T of axioms.
Firstly, we have the axioms concerning the ordering relation:
MS-REFL 8x[x  x]
MS-ANTISYM 8x8y[x  y ^ y  x! x = y]
MS-TRANS 8x8y8z[x  y ^ y  z ! x  z]
MS-LEASTEL 8x[;  x]
MS-LUB 8x8y[x  (x [ y) ^ y  (x [ y)^
8z[x  z ^ y  z ! (x [ y)  z]]
MS-GLB 8x8y[x  (x \ y) ^ y  (x \ y)^
8z[x  z ^ y  z ! (x \ y)  z]]
Then, we have axioms concerning the successor functions:
MS-INJ 8x8y[S
c
i
(x) = S
c
i
(y)! x = y]
MS-IMMSUC 8x[x  S
c
i
(x) ^ x 6= S
c
i
(x)^
:9y[x  y ^ y  S
c
i
(x) ^ x 6= y ^ y 6= S
c
i
(x)]]
MS-PRED 8x[S
c
i
(;)  x! 9y[S
c
i
(y) = x]]
MS-SUCDIFF 8x[S
c
i
(x) 6= S
c
j
(x)] (for i 6= j)
MS-COMM 8x[S
c
i
(S
c
j
(x)) = S
c
j
(S
c
i
(x))] (successor applications commute)
The following axiom allows to factorize a term t without occurrences of the [
and \ operations into a union of terms t
i
, where t
i
only contains the S
c
i
successor
function (from here on, S
k
i
c
i
(x) denotes the term resulting from applying S
c
i
k
i
times to x):
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MS-SPLIT 8x[S
k
1
c
1
  S
k
n
c
n
(x) =
S
i
S
k
i
c
i
(x)]
Next we have an axiom (actually a family of axioms for n;m  0 and each
successor function S
c
i
) which states in a sense that terms which only contain the
successor operation S
c
i
are totally ordered:
MS-TOT 8x8y[S
n
c
i
(x)  x [ S
m
c
i
(y) _ S
m
c
i
(y)  y [ S
n
c
i
(x)]
Note that the occurrence of x in the right hand side of S
n
c
i
(x)  x[S
m
c
i
(y) causes
the validity of S
n
c
i
(x)  x [ S
m
c
i
(y) automatically for the non-c
i
elements of x. In
this way, x serves as a `mask' which lters out the irrelevant ordering information.
The following axiom allows to reduce basic formulas of the form S
n
c
j
(x) 
S
i
S
k
i
c
i
(y)
to a conjunction of formulas t
i
1
 t
i
2
, where t
i
1
and t
i
2
contain only the S
c
i
successor
function:
MS-COMP 8x8y[S
n
c
j
(x) 
S
i
S
k
i
c
i
(y) !
V
i6=j
(S
c
i
(x)  x [ S
k
i
+1
c
i
(y)) ^ (S
n+1
c
j
(x)  x [ S
k
j
+1
c
j
(y))]
Finally we have an axiom which allows to distribute existential quantication over
a conjunction of formulas which do not share occurrences of the same successor
function: let Succ() denote the set of successor functions occurring in .
MS-CONSPLIT 9x[
1
^ 
2
] ! (9x[
1
] ^ 9x[
2
])
(provided Succ(
1
) \ Succ(
2
) = ;)
The soundness of these axioms has been formally veried by means of PVS,
that is they were proven as lemmas from an obvious semantics for multisets and
successor functions as specied in PVS.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 8.5.1 The theory T admits elimination of quantiers, i.e. for any
formula  there exists a quantier free formula  such that T ` $  ; hence T
is complete, and thus the theory of the structure (P
m
(C); S
c
1
; :::; S
c
n
;;[;\; ;i is
decidable.
The proof is given in appendix E. Globally, we proceed as follows: it suces
to show that for any quantier free formula  the formula 9x is equivalent
(with respect to the above axioms) to a quantier free formula. So let  be
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a quantier free formula. It is not dicult to transform, using the axioms, 
into a equivalent formula  which is constructed from basic formulas of the form
S
n
c
i
(t)  t[S
m
c
i
(t
0
), where t and t
0
are either a variable or the constant ;. Transform
the resulting formula  into disjunctive normal form, and distribute the 9x over
the disjunction. Now each disjunct is of the form 9x
V
i

i
, where each 
i
is
a conjunction of basic formulas which only contain the successor function S
c
i
.
Using the last axiom we can distribute the 9x over the conjuncts 
i
. Thus we
obtain formulas 9x
i
, where 
i
only contains the successor function S
c
i
. But
to these formulas we can apply the well-known theorem which states that the
theory of one successor function admits elimination of quantiers [Sho67]. Note
that indeed our axioms contain for each successor function S
c
i
the standard theory
of one successor function, consisting of the axioms MS-REFL, MS-ANTISYM,
MS-TRANS, MS-LEASTEL, MS-IMMSUC, MS-PRED and MS-TOT.
8.6 Proof Rules Revisited
In this section we show how the rules and axioms of our system can be formulated
using merely multiset logic and a fragment of the previously dened assertion
language, without referring to the abstract history variable h. Thus we show
that the notion of abstract history is not necessary, strictly speaking; we can
express all relevant properties by means of the remaining logic. Furthermore,
to illustrate that the specic datatype used is irrelevant in our approach, we
formulate the logic with respect to some abstract data type T. Let expressions of
type T be denoted by e
T
, then this logic is given by the following syntax:
T

Expr e
T

::  j c?? j c!! j e
T

 e
T
msetExpr e
mset
:: ; j x j y j x
mset
j S
c
(e
mset
) j e
mset
[ e
0
mset
j e
mset
\ e
0
mset
Assn p :: true j false j e
T

 e
0
T

j e
mset
= e
0
mset
j e
mset
 e
0
mset
j
:p j p
1
^ p
2
j 9x
T
[p] j 9x
mset
[p]
It will be convenient to use two special variables x and y in our assertions.
Intuitively, these variables together range over the graph of h, allowing to express
properties of h. Then, a formula p(x;y) is interpreted as follows:
 j= p(x;y)() 8I
1
; I
2
[(h)(I
1
) = I
2
)  j= p(I
1
=x; I
2
=y)]
In the output rule below we will see how to update p in order to mimic an update
to h. The assignment and input axioms remain virtually unchanged:
Axiom 8.6.1 (assignment)
fp[e=x]gx := efpg
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Axiom 8.6.2 (input)
f8v(p[v=x; c??  v=c??; S
c
(I)=I])gc??xfpg
Axiom 8.6.3 (output)
f8I
0
(I  I
0
! ((x = I
0
! p
1
) ^ (x 6= I
0
! p
2
))gc!!efpg,
where p
1
= p[c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; S
c
(O)=y] and p
2
= p[c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O].
The next four rules remain unchanged:
Rule 8.6.4 (sequential composition)
fpgS
1
frg; frgS
2
fqg
fpgS
1
;S
2
fqg
Rule 8.6.5 (guarded statement)
fp ^ b
i
gc
i
??x
i
;S
i
fqg
fpg[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]fqg
Rule 8.6.6 (guarded iteration)
fpg[]
i
b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
fpg
fpg ? []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]fp ^
V
i
:b
i
g
Rule 8.6.7 (local consequence rule)
j= p! p
0
, fp
0
gSfq
0
g, j= q
0
! q
fpgSfqg
The rule for parallel composition is reformulated as follows:
Rule 8.6.8 (parallel composition)
fp
i
^ Init
i
gS
i
fq
0
i
g, (q
0
i
^ 8I
0
[x = I
0
^ y 6= ; ! I
0
 I])! q
i
f
V
i
p
i
[;=x; ;=y]g[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]f
V
i
q
i
[(x \ I
i
)=x; (y \ O
i
)=y]g
Where Init
i
now denotes the assertion x = ;^y = ;^I = ;^O = ;^
V
c??2I
i
(c?? =
) ^
V
c!!2O
i
(c!! = ).
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Rule 8.6.9 (FIFO rule)
fpgPfqg
fpgPfq ^ c??  c!!g
Rule 8.6.10 (Compatibility predicate)
fpgPfqg
fpgPfq ^ compat(q)g
Where now the compatibility predicate compat(q) is dened as follows:
(x 6= ; ^ y 6= ;)! 9I
0
1
; I
0
2
[I
0
1
 x ^ x  I
0
2
^ q[I
0
1
=x; I
0
2
=y]]
Note that the compat predicate now has to take into account the postcondition
q, because this is where the information concerning h is represented.
Rule 8.6.11 (global consequence rule)
j= p! p
0
, fp
0
gPfq
0
g, j= q
0
! q
fpgPfqg
Rule 8.6.12 (Substitution rule)
fpgPfqg
fp[z=x]gPfqg
To illustrate the correctness of these new rules, we prove the soundness of the
output rule:
Proof Suppose  j= 8I
0
(I  I
0
! ((x = I
0
! p[c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; S
c
(O)=y]) ^
(x 6= I
0
! p[c!!e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O]), hence 8I
1
; I
2
[(h)(I
1
) = I
2
)  j= 8I
0
 I[(I
1
=
I
0
! p[c!! e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x; S
c
(O)=y])^(I
1
6= I
0
! p[c!! e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x;
I
2
=y])] (*). Now let 
0
2 M(c!!e)(), hence 
0
= [c!!  e=c!!; (h)[I
0
] := S
c
(O);
S
c
(O)=O], for some I
0
 (I). We have to prove 
0
j= p, hence 8I
1
; I
2
[
0
(h)(I
1
) =
I
2
) 
0
j= p(I
1
=x; I
2
=y)] which is equivalent to 8I
1
; I
2
[(I
1
= I
0
^ I
2
= S
c
(O)) _
(I
1
6= I
0
^ 
0
(h)(I
1
) = I
2
))) 
0
j= p(c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x; I
2
=y)].
Now assume two multisets I
1
; I
2
.
 case 1: suppose I
1
= I
0
^ I
2
= S
c
(O). Then we can use (*) to derive
 j= p[c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x; S
c
(O)=y] which is equivalent to
 j= p[c!!  e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x; I
2
=y]. Note that for any I
1
and ,
we can always nd I
2
such that (h)(I
1
) = (I
2
) so that we can indeed `re'
the implication in (*).
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 case 2: suppose I
1
6= I
0
^
0
(h)(I
1
) = I
2
. We obtain  j= p[c!!e=c!!; S
c
(O)=O;
I
1
=x; S
c
(O)=O; I
1
=x; I
2
=y] directly from (*).
2
Next we prove the soundness of the compatibility predicate rule:
Proof Suppose j= fpgPfqg. To prove: j= fpgPfq ^ compat(q)g. Let  be such
that  j= p and 
0
2 M(P )(), then 
0
j= q. To prove 
0
j= (x 6= ; ^ y 6= ;) !
9I
0
1
; I
0
2
[I
0
1
 x ^ x  I
0
2
^ q[I
0
1
=x; I
0
2
=y]] which is equivalent to 8I
1
; I
2
[
0
(h)(I
1
) =
I
2
! ((I
1
6= ; ^ I
2
6= ;)! 9I
0
1
; I
0
2
[I
0
1
 I
1
^ I
1
 I
0
2
^ q[I
0
1
=x; I
0
2
=y]])].
Now assume two multisets I
1
; I
2
such that 
0
(h)(I
1
) = I
2
^ I
1
6= ;^ I
2
6= ;. From
compatibility of 
0
(h) it follows that 9I
0
1
; I
0
2
[I
0
1
 I
1
^ I
1
 I
0
2
^ 
0
(h)(I
0
1
) = I
0
2
].
By 
0
j= q we have 8I
1
; I
2
[(h)(I
1
) = I
2
! q[I
1
=x; I
2
=y]; hence we may conclude
9I
0
1
; I
0
2
[I
0
1
 I
1
^ I
1
 I
0
2
^ q[I
0
1
=x; I
0
2
=y]]. 2
Finally, we prove the soundness of the parallel composition rule:
Proof Suppose j= fp
i
^ Init
i
gS
i
fq
i
g (q
i
containing no references to I; O). Let 
be such that  j=
V
i
p
i
[;=x; ;=y], and 
0
2 M(P )(). Then 
0
 i j= q
i
, hence
8I
1
; I
2
[
0
 i(h)(I
1
) = I
2
! q
i
[I
1
=x; I
2
=y]]. To prove 
0
j=
V
i
q
i
[(x \ I
i
)=x; (y \
O
i
)=y], which is equivalent to 8I
1
; I
2
[
0
(h)(I
1
) = I
2
!
V
i
q
i
[(I
1
\ I
i
)=x; (I
2
\
O
i
)=y]].
Assume multisets I
1
; I
2
such that 
0
(h)(I
1
) = I
2
, then for all i 
0
 i(h)(I
1
\I
i
) =
I
2
\O
i
, hence 
0
 i j= q
i
[(I
1
\I
i
)=x; (I
2
\O
i
)=y] so also 
0
j=
V
i
q
i
[(I
1
\I
i
)=x; (I
2
\
O
i
)=y]. 2
8.7 Related Work
In this section we compare our work with previous results concerning dataow
networks (for an overview, see e.g. [Kok93]), a model closely related to I/O
automata.
In 1974, Kahn [Kah74] proposed an elegant model for deterministic dataow. In
his approach, a network is modeled as a function from sequences of input-data to
sequences of output-data. He assumes that these functions are monotonic with
respect to the prex-ordering on sequences, and based on this assumpion the
model can be proven to be compositional.
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It seems that we cannot adopt a similar semantics for the processes from Chapter
6, because the processes in general are non-monotonic. As an example, consider
the process
if c??x then d!!0 else e!! :
Its histories include (c 7! hi; d 7! hi; e 7! h0i) and (c 7! h0i; d 7! h0i; e 7! hi)
which shows that such a history function is not monotonic in general. Therefore,
we strongly suspect that a Kahn-like semantics is not compositional; it would be
interesting to look for a concrete counterexample. The non-compositionality of
this semantics might be reected by the need of an invariant in the proof system
of Chapter 6.
For nondeterministic dataow networks, the straightforward extension of Kahn's
model (to relations instead of functions) is not compositional [BA81]; various
fully abstract models with respect to Kahn's original model have been proposed
and proven equivalent [JK89]. Considering the processes from this chapter, it is
therefore not surprising that the fully abstract semantics for these processes is
closely related to these models. It is interesting that in our approach, we need a
swap-relation on sequences of communication records (see Appendix D) whereas
in the dataow network setting the closedness under this relation follows by con-
struction. One could therefore argue that the dataow model is a more suitable
model; however we have shown an operational justication in the context of an
asynchronous CSP-like language. It is the sequential composition operator in this
language which seems to be responsible for the more elaborate model construc-
tion; therefore it would be interesting to investigate other interpretations of this
operator which are more natural in the case of asynchronous communication.
Finally, a subject for further research is to investigate how the hierarchy of com-
positional dataow models as investigated by Jonsson and Kok [JK91] carries
over to the case in which we consider the processes from the current chapter
and Chapter 6. In this hierarchy, compositional models for nondeterministic
dataow networks are compared with respect to their distinguishing power (for
example they distinguish deadlock behaviour, or divergent behaviour); moreover
it is shown that for certain pairs of compositional models, there does not exists
an `intermediate' compositional model, i.e. there is a proper gap inbetween the
models. As the authors have shown, for certain restricted classes of dataow
networks, the gaps may still contain additional compositional models.
8.8 Future Work
The present chapter presents a proof methodology which supports reasoning
about the correctness of asynchronously communicating processes at an abstrac-
tion level at least as high as that of the programming language. As such it should
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provide a suitable basis for top-down program development along the lines of a re-
nement calculus as dened in [Bac80]. We plan to investigate such a renement
calculus for asynchronously communicating processes.
Additionally, to investigate the practical usage of the presented proof methodol-
ogy we plan to investigate some case studies.
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Appendix A
Knowledge Types Compared
In this appendix the ve possible collapses of the partial order of knowledge types
are listed.
private vars{all vars



a
a
a
a
a
H
H
H
!
!
!
!
constant knowl.
location knowl.loc. state knowl.
loc. state-location knowl.
loc. history knowl.
point kn. = gl.hist. kn. = gl.st.-loc. kn. = gl.st. kn.
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private vars{local vars
constant knowledge
location knowledge
p. k. = g.h. k. = g.s.-l. k. = g.st. k. = l.h. k. = l.s.-l. k. = l.s. k.
private vars{locations






Q
Q






H
H
H
H
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X







constant knowledge
location knowl.local state knowledge
loc.st.-location knowl.global state knowl.
local history knowledgeg. state-loc. knowl.
point knowl. = g. history knowl.
shared vars{all vars
constant knowledge
location knowledge
local history knowledge
point kn. = g.hist. kn. = g.st.-loc. kn. = g. st. kn.
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shared vars{locations





a
a
a
a
a
a
a
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
P
P
P
P
P
!
!
!
!
constant knowledge
location knowledgeglobal state knowledge
local history knowl.gl.state-location knowl.
point knowl. = gl. history knowl.
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Appendix B
Example of PVS Output
In this appendix we list part of the proof (to be precise: only the base step of the
induction) of main from Chapter 7, generated with PVS.
Terse proof for main.
main:
f1g (8 (i; i
1
; j
1
: process); (k : nat); (l : links) :
k < n   1

((lessdist(l; i; i
1
; k)
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l; i)
 (outchan((i; j); k)(i
1
; j
1
) = topold(l; i
1
)(i
1
; j
1
)))
^
((: lessdist(l; i; i
1
; k))
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l; i)
 (outchan((i; j); k)(i
1
; j
1
) = false))))
Inducting on k,
we get 2 subgoals:
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main.1:
f1g (8 (i; i
1
; j
1
: process); (l : links) :
0 < n   1

((lessdist(l; i; i
1
; 0)
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l; i)
 (outchan((i; j); 0)(i
1
; j
1
) = topold(l; i
1
)(i
1
; j
1
)))
^
((: lessdist(l; i; i
1
; 0))
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l; i)
 (outchan((i; j); 0)(i
1
; j
1
) = false))))
For the top quantier in 1, we introduce Skolem constants: (i
0
i
0
1
j
0
1
l
0
),
Applying disjunctive simplication to atten sequent,
Splitting conjunctions,
we get 2 subgoals:
main.1.1:
f-1g 0 < n   1
f1g (lessdist(l
0
; i
0
; i
0
1
; 0)
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
 (outchan((i
0
; j); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = topold(l
0
; i
0
1
)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
)))
Applying disjunctive simplication to atten sequent,
For the top quantier in 1, we introduce Skolem constants: (j
0
),
Applying disjunctive simplication to atten sequent,
Applying zeropath1 where l gets l
0
, i gets i
0
, j gets i
0
1
,
Invoking decision procedures,
Replacing using formula -1,
Applying postcond where
Instantiating the top quantier in -1 with the terms: (i
0
1
0 j
0
l
0
),
Invoking decision procedures,
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Replacing using formula -1,
Applying beta-reduction,
which is trivially true.
This completes the proof of main.1.1.
main.1.2:
f-1g 0 < n   1
f1g ((: lessdist(l
0
; i
0
; i
0
1
; 0))
 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
 (outchan((i
0
; j); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = false))
Applying disjunctive simplication to atten sequent,
Case splitting on i
0
= i
0
1
,
we get 2 subgoals:
main.1.2.1:
f-1g i
0
= i
0
1
.
.
.
f1g lessdist(l
0
; i
0
; i
0
1
; 0)
f2g 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)  (outchan((i
0
; j); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = false)
Replacing using formula -1,
Applying autopath where i gets i
0
1
, l gets l
0
,
which is trivially true.
This completes the proof of main.1.2.1.
main.1.2.2:
.
.
.
f1g i
0
= i
0
1
f2g lessdist(l
0
; i
0
; i
0
1
; 0)
f3g 8 (j : process) :
j 2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)  (outchan((i
0
; j); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = false)
For the top quantier in 3, we introduce Skolem constants: j
0
,
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Applying disjunctive simplication to atten sequent,
Applying postcond where
Instantiating the top quantier in -1 with the terms: (i
0
0 j
0
l
0
),
we get 2 subgoals:
main.1.2.2.1:
f-1g j
0
2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
 outchan((i
0
; j
0
); 0)
=
( (i
1
; j
1
: process) :
(topold(l
0
; i
0
)(i
1
; j
1
)
_
(9 (i
2
: process) :
(9 (ix2 : index) :
(i
2
2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
^ ix2 < 0 ^ inchan((i
2
; i
0
); ix2)(i
1
; j
1
))))))
f-2g j
0
2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
.
.
.
f3g (outchan((i
0
; j
0
); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = false)
.
.
.
Invoking decision procedures,
Replacing using formula -1,
Applying beta-reduction,
Converting equality to IFF,
Invoking decision procedures,
Applying propositional simplication,
Expanding the denition of topold,
Invoking decision procedures,
which is trivially true.
This completes the proof of main.1.2.2.1.
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main.1.2.2.2:
f-1g j
0
2 neighbors(l
0
; i
0
)
.
.
.
f1g 0 < n   1
f4g (outchan((i
0
; j
0
); 0)(i
0
1
; j
0
1
) = false)
.
.
.
which is trivially true.
This completes the proof of main.1.2.2.2.
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Appendix C
Correctness of Canonical
Representation
In this appendix, we show formally s
0
2 [s] i IO
s
0
= IO
s
and the projection of
s and s
0
onto any channel gives the same result, assuming the denitions from
section 8.2, and the formal denition of projection of a history onto a channel:
Denition C.1 Let c; d denote dierent channels, and s a local history i.e. a
sequence of communication records. Then s  c??(s  c!!), the sequence of values
received (sent) over c in s is dened inductively by
< d?? > c?? =<>
< c?? > c?? =<  >
(s
1
 s
2
)  c?? = (s
1
 c??)  (s
2
 c??)
< d!! > c!! =<>
< c!! > c!! =<  >
(s
1
 s
2
)  c!! = (s
1
 c!!)  (s
2
 c!!)
Lemma C.2 We have
s
0
2 [s] i IO
s
0
= IO
s
^ 8c; d[s  c?? = s
0
 c?? ^ s  d!! = s
0
 d!!]:
Proof only if: suppose s
0
2 [s], so s
0
can be obtained from s by a nite number
of swaps: s
p
1
! s
1
p
2
! s
2
p
3
! :::
p
m 1
! s
m 1
p
m
! s
0
. Here, each swap p
i
denotes the
swapping of two inputs on dierent channels or the swapping of two outputs on
dierent channels. We now show that in either case, the function IO
s
belonging
to some history s is not aected by a single swap. It then follows by induction
on the number of swaps that IO
s
0
= IO
s
. It is obvious that the projection
requirement is also invariant under these swaps, as they may not involve the
swapping of two records on one and the same channel.
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 input swap: let s = ::: < c??v
1
>< d??v
2
> :::, and suppose we perform
an input swap on s obtaining s
0
= ::: < d??v
2
>< c??v
1
> ::: . Suppose
hI; Oi 2 IO
s
. Then there exists a prex s
1
of s ending in an output, say
< e!!v
3
>, which is not immediately followed by another output in s, such
that I records for each (input) channel the sequence of values read in s
0
and O records for each (output) channel the sequence of values sent in s
0
.
Clearly, if < e!!v
3
> precedes < c??v
1
>< d??v
2
> in s, then also hI; Oi 2
IO
0
s
, as s
1
is a prex of s
0
too. In the other case, if < c??v
1
>< d??v
2
>
precedes < e!!v
3
> in s (and thus also in s
1
, the swap does not inuence
I, and thus again we have hI; Oi 2 IO
0
s
. We conclude: IO
s
 IO
s
0
. By
symmetry, IO
s
0
 IO
s
follows.
 output swap: let s = ::: < c!!v
1
>< d!!v
2
> :::, and suppose we perform
an output swap on s obtaining s
0
= ::: < d!!v
2
>< c!!v
1
> ::: . Suppose
hI; Oi 2 IO
s
. As in the input case, there exists a prex s
1
of s ending in an
output < e!!v
3
>, which is not immediately followed by another output in s.
Analogous to the input case, we can decide hI; Oi 2 IO
0
s
if < e!!v
3
> either
precedes or follows < c!!v
1
>< d!!v
2
>. However now there is one extra
case to consider, namely that of < e!!v
3
>=< d!!v
2
>. Because < d!!v
2
>
is not followed by an output in s, it follows that < c!!v
1
> is not followed
by an output in s
0
. Thus, taking the prex s
0
1
= ::: < d!!v
2
>< c!!v
1
> of
s
0
, we conclude that hI; Oi 2 IO
0
s
. Again we have IO
s
 IO
s
0
and hence,
by symmetry also IO
s
0
 IO
s
.
if: suppose IO
s
0
= IO
s
^ 8c; d[s  c?? = s
0
 c?? ^ s  d!! = s
0
 d!!]. Consider the
set of all s
00
such that IO
s
00
= IO
s
. We will examine this set in the following.
Suppose IO
s
consists of the following pairs: hI
1
; O
1
i; hI
2
; O
2
i; :::; hI
m
; O
m
i, with
I
1
 :::  I
m
and O
1
 :::  O
m
. Now consider the following sequence of sets:
I
1
; O
1
; I
2
nI
1
; O
2
nO
1
; I
3
n(I
1
[ I
2
); O
3
n(O
1
[O
2
); :::; I
m
n [
m 1
i=1
I
i
; O
m
n [
m 1
i=1
O
i
; I
R
:
Here, I
R
denotes the multiset of inputs that were executed in s but not in I
m
(the trailing inputs of s). 2
Claim: any history s
00
such that IO
s
00
= IO
s
is constructed from the above
sequence of sets by transforming each set into some possible ordered sequence of
its elements, and then concatenating these sequences. In the process the correct
values sent and received are obtained from s  c?? (s  c!!) for each c.
Conceptually, the set sequence above forms the `spine' of the set of possible
histories s
00
.
Proof of claim: It is easily seen that each history obtained in the prescribed way
is of the desired form. Conversely, let s
00
be a history that is not obtained from
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the set sequence. Then at least one input was lifted over an output compared to
s (in either direction) which leads to an IO
s
00
dierent from IO
s
.
The proof now follows by the fact that all histories derived from the spine only
dier in input swaps and output swaps, which means s
0
can be obtained from s
by a nite number of swaps, i.e. s
0
2 [s]. 2
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Appendix D
Justication of the Semantics
D.1 introduction
In this appendix, we will dene a fully abstract semantics with respect to the
notion of observables which includes both the program variables and the in-
put/output variables. Then, we show the correctness of the semantics given in
Chapter 8 by showing its correspondence with this fully abstract semantics which
is based on equivalence classes of sequences of communication records.
We will start by giving an operational semantics for the programming language
from Chapter 8 which is based on the observables: program variables and in-
put/output variables.
D.2 Semantics
We rst introduce the notion of a state.
Denition D.2.1 A state  2 
O
is a function which assigns to each program
variable x the integer value (x), and to each input/output variable c??, c!! a
nite sequence of integers (c??) and (c!!), respectively.
We dene the state fd=xg, where x is a variable and d a data of corresponding
sort, as follows:
fd=xg(x
0
) =

(x
0
) if x 6= x
0
d otherwise
The value of an arithmetical expression e (boolean expression b) we denote by
(e) ((b)). Note that the notion of state as dened here is close to the same
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notion of Chapter 6, the only dierence being the absence of the special element
?. We therefore adopt the same notation for the value of channel c ((c)) and
the rst element of channel c (f(c)).
Denition D.2.2 A conguration is a pair h[S
1
k ::: k S
n
]; i, where S
i
is either
a statement or equals E which denotes termination.
We now dene a transition relation ! between congurations. For convenience,
we identify the statements S and S;E for any statement S.
Denition D.2.3 The relation! between congurations is the smallest relation
satisfying:
1. h[::: k x := e;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(e)=xgi
2. h[::: k c!!e;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(c!!)  (e)=c!!gi
3. h[::: k c??x;S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; f(c??)  d=c??; d=xgi,
provided (c) 6=  and d = f((c)).
4. h[::: k []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S k :::]; i !
h[::: k S
i
;S k :::]; f(c??)  d=c??; d=xgi,
provided (b
i
) = true and (c) 6=  and d = f((c)).
5. h[::: k []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
6. h[::: k ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S k :::]; i !
h[::: k []
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]; ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S k :::]; i,
provided (b
i
) = true, for some i.
7. h[::: k ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S k :::]; i ! h[::: k S k :::]; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
Denition D.2.4 A computation sequence of a program P = [S
1
k : : : k S
n
] is a
nite or innite sequence C
0
! C
1
! ::: of congurations such that C
0
= h[S
1
k
: : : k S
n
]; i for some state .
Denition D.2.5 A computation sequence of program P is terminating i it is
nite and its last conguration is h[E k ::: k E]; i, for some state .
We are now ready to dene the semantics of a program:
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Denition D.2.6 The semantics O(P )() of program P in some state  is de-
ned as f
0
j there exists a terminating computation sequence CS of P such
that the state-component of the rst conguration of CS equals , and the state-
component of the last conguration of CS equals 
0
g.
Remark D.2.7 We will only be interested in the semantics of programs that start
in a `reasonable' state, i.e. a state in which there has been sent to any channel as
least as much as there has been received. In fact, we require the starting state to
be compatible|a notion to be explained further on. Note however that this notion
of compatibility slightly diers from the one intended here, due to the dierent
types of states.
D.3 Fully Abstract Semantics
As indicated in the introduction, we can base a fully abstract semantics on local
histories that consist of sequences of communication records < c??v > and <
c!!v >, indicating that the value v has been received resp. sent over channel c.
Let S
i
denote the set of (local) histories (record-sequences) that are built up from
records < c??v > with c an input channel of process i and records < d!!v > with d
an output channel of process i. (Similarly, we use S to denote the set of (global)
histories built up from arbitrary communication records.) Although formally,
records are channel-value pairs, we use the above notation, with no commas and
additional question marks or exclamation marks to indicate the direction of the
channel under consideration. We need the following relation on S
i
:
Denition D.3.1 The relation !
a
 S
i
 S
i
is the smallest relation satisfying
for all s
1
; s
2
:
 s
1
 < c
1
??v
1
>  < c
2
??v
2
> s
2
!
a
s
1
 < c
2
??v
2
>  < c
1
??v
1
> s
2
 s
1
 < d
1
!!v
1
>  < d
2
!!v
2
> s
2
!
a
s
1
 < d
2
!!v
2
>  < d
1
!!v
1
> s
2
 s
1
 < c!!v
1
>  < d??v
2
> s
2
!
a
s
1
 < d??v
2
>  < c!!v
1
> s
2
where c
1
6 c
2
and d
1
6 d
2
.
The transitive closure of!
a
can be used to obtain from a given local history the
associated set of local histories, reachable by successive swaps.
In the comparison of the semantics O with the fully abstract semantics to be
dened below, we need another kind of state, which we will call abstract state.
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The notion of abstract state diers from state-notion used in the operational
semantics O in that now the valuation of the input/output variables is omitted,
and, moreover, a special (history-) variable s (for sequence of communication
records) is given a value (s). This value consists of a sequence of communication
records, and is related to the local sequences s
i
(which are obtained from the local
semantics of each process separately) such that it represents a `possible behaviour'
of the program as a whole. We will denote the set of these (global) abstract states
by 
a
, with typical element  .
First, we introduce the notion of local abstract state  (2 
a
i
). A local abstract
state is similar to a global abstract state, except for the fact that s is now assigned
a value in S
i
instead of S; furthermore the valuation of the program variables is
restricted to those local to the process under consideration. The idea here is that
(s) contains a history that can be obtained by performing successive swaps on
the `actual' history as described by the input/output behaviour of the process.
Considering the set of all local abstract states that contain such a valuation of
s instead of only the local abstract state with the actual history we obtain the
desired abstraction, leading to a fully abstract semantics.
Furthermore, we have a special operator  : S
i
 (IO
i
 V AL) ! }(S
i
). Its
intended meaning is the same as that of , namely concatenation, but now with
additional closure-taking on the resulting set.
Denition D.3.2 Let s 2 S
i
, and < c??v >2 IO
i
 V AL, then we dene
s < c??v >= fs
0
j s < c??v >!

a
s
0
g
s < d!!v >= fs
0
j s < d!!v >!

a
s
0
g
Next we give the semantics F : S}(
a
i
)! }(
a
i
) by means of a local transition
system, using similar notation as in D.2:
Denition D.3.3 F(S)() = f
0
j hS; i !

hE; 
0
ig,
where !

denotes the transitive closure of the relation !, dened by:
1. hx := e;S; i ! hS; f(e)=xgi
2. hc!!e;S; i ! hS; fs
0
=sgi,
where s
0
2 (s) < c!!(e) >.
3. hc??x;S; i ! hS; fs
0
=s; v=xgi,
where s
0
2 (s) < c??v >; v 2 ZZ.
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4. h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS
i
;S; fs
0
=s; v=xgi,
provided (b
i
) = true and s
0
2 (s) < c??v > and v 2 ZZ.
5. h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
6. h?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]; ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i,
provided (b
i
) = true, for some i.
7. h?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
Note that any time (s) is updated, for instance in the case of an output to
some s
0
2 (s) < c!!v >, we have as special case that there exists a transition
to (s) < c!!v > (mind the  instead of the ), i.e. a transition which reects
the `true' history of the process. Stated dierently, in the construction of the
history (s), no use is made of swaps of records; we could obtain all these states
immediately by replacing  by  in the transition system.
We will call the elements 
0
2 F(S
i
)() such that 
0
(s) reects a true history of
S
i
(note that in general, control ow in S
i
causes more than one history to be
possible) maximal states.
The following observation is obvious, and will be helpful later.
Proposition D.3.4 For any 
00
2 F(S
i
)() such that 
00
is not maximal there
exists a maximal 
0
in F(S
i
)() such that 
0
(s) !

a

00
(s) and 
0
(x) = 
00
(x) for
any variable x.
Proof Easy induction on the number of transitions in the computation hS
i
; i !

hE; 
00
i. 2
We have the following lemma, which states that the semantics as dened above
is compositional:
Lemma D.3.5 The semantical function F : S  }(
a
i
)! }(
a
i
) has the follow-
ing properties:
 F(x := e)() = ff(e)=xgg
 F(c!!e)() = ffs
0
=sg j s
0
2 (s) < c!!(e) >g
 F(c??x)() = ffv=x; s
0
=sg j v 2 ZZ; s
0
2 (s) < c??v >g
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 F(S
1
;S
2
)() = F(S
2
)(F(S
1
)())
 F([]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])() =
f j (:
W
j
b
j
)g
S
f
0
j 9i[(b
i
) ^ 
0
2 F(c
i
??x
i
;S
i
)()]g
 F(?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])() = f
0
j 9
1
; 
2
; :::
k
[
0
= 
k
^ 
0
(:
W
j
b
j
) ^ 8i 2
f0; :::; k , 1g[
i
(
W
j
b
j
) ^ 
i+1
2 F([]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
])(
i
) where 
0
def
=  ]]g
Proof Straightforward case analysis. 2
In order to relate F with O, we need some additional denitions. First, we dene
the operator : S IO ! ZZ

which, given a sequence of communication records
extracts the sequence of values sent (received) over a particular channel:
Denition D.3.6 The operator : S IO ! ZZ

is dened as follows:
<> c?? =<> c!! =<>
< d??v > c?? =

< v > if c  d
<> otherwise
< d!!v > c?? =<>
< d!!v > c!! =

< v > if c  d
<> otherwise
< d??v > c!! =<>
(s
1
 s
2
)  c?? = (s
1
 c??)  (s
2
 c??)
(s
1
 s
2
)  c!! = (s
1
 c??)  (s
2
 c!!)
Example D.3.7 1. hd??5ihc!!4ihd??2i  d?? = h5; 2i
2. hd??5ihc!!4ihd??2i  d!! = 
Similarly, the operator : S
i
 IO
i
! ZZ

is dened.
Furthermore, we need the following notion of compatibility on global histories in
S. A global history is called compatible if, when traversing it from left to right,
at any point the number of outputs produced on a particular channel supercedes
the number of inputs consumed from that channel.
Denition D.3.8 A global history s 2 S is called compatible i for all prexes
s
0
 s the following holds: 8c[s
0
 c??  s
0
 c!!].
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A restriction operator can also be dened on global abstract states. This amounts
to restricting the valuation to the local variables of some proces, and the valu-
ation of s to the subsequence of local records in s. For instance, if (s) =
hc!!3ihd!!5ihc??3i and c is an input channel and d and output channel of pro-
cess i, then   i(s) = hd!!5ihc??3i. Hence, for each process i we get a function
: 
a
! 
a
i
.
The local histories s
1
; :::; s
n
are called compatible i there exists a compatible
interleaving s.
Thus, be denition we have
(s) is compatible =)   1(s); :::;   n(s) are compatible
An abstract state clearly contains more information than an ordinary state. This
fact is made more explicit by dening the function  which yields the state
corresponding to some abstract state:
Denition D.3.9 The function  : 
a
! 
O
is dened by:
(())(x) = (x)
(())(c??)= (s)  c??
(())(d!!) = (s)  d!!
We will denote by  also the lifting of  to sets, as well as the local variant
 : 
a
i
! 
i
. The function  is insensitive to swaps of communication records as
dened in denition D.3.1. This is expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma D.3.10 Suppose  , 
0
such that for all i,   i(s) !

a

0
 i(s). Then,
we have () = (
0
).
Proof This follows by a simple induction on the total number of swaps per-
formed. Note that none of the permitted swaps has inuence on the projection
of the record sequence on any of the channels.
The following lemma will be helpful in the proof of lemma D.3.12 below. Intu-
itively, it states that swapping `backwards' the projections of some compatible
interleaving s preserves compatibility of the projections.
Lemma D.3.11 Let  , 
0
be such that for all i 
0
 i(s)!

a
  i(s) and (s) is
compatible. Then we have that 
0
 1(s); :::; 
0
 n(s) are compatible.
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Proof Induction on the total number of swaps. More in particular, let m
i
denote
the number of swaps needed to transform 
0
 i(s) into   i(s) for all i. Then we
prove the lemma by induction on 
i
m
i
.
 
i
m
i
= 0: trivial
 
i
m
i
> 0: focus one particular i for which m
i
> 0. We consider the last
swap in 
0
 i(s)!
m
i
a
  i(s). For this swap, there are 3 possibilities:
{ input-over-input-swap: suppose in the last swap two inputs, one on d
and one on c were swapped within   i(s). By the fact that (s) is
compatible, so also   1(s); :::;   n(s) compatible, we know the exis-
tence of a compatible interleaving of the   i(s). Now this interleaving
has the following form: r
1
:::r
j
< c??v > r
j+1
:::r
k
< d??v
0
> r
k+1
:::r
l
where the r
i
denote arbitrary communication records of other processes
than S
i
. Note that the records r
j+1
:::r
k
cannot be S
i
-records, because
this would contradict the swap of the two indicated records. Hence,
these records do not causally depend on < c??v >, so that the follow-
ing interleaving is also compatible: r
1
:::r
j
r
j+1
:::r
k
< c??v >< d??v
0
>
r
k+1
:::r
l
. Of course, swapping the two input records on c and d does not
aect the compatibility; hence also r
1
:::r
j
r
j+1
:::r
k
< d??v
0
>< c??v >
r
k+1
:::r
l
is compatible. Now we conclude by induction hypothesis that

0
 1(s):::; 
0
 n(s) are compatible.
{ output-over-output-swap: analogous to the previous case. The main
observation in this case is that if r
1
:::r
j
< c!!v > r
j+1
:::r
k
< d!!v
0
>
r
k+1
:::r
l
is compatible, then so is r
1
:::r
j
< c!!v >< d!!v
0
> r
j+1
:::r
k
r
k+1
:::r
l
under similar circumstances as in the previous case. Note that the
output on d does not causally depend on r
j+1
:::r
k
.
{ input-over-output-swap: analogous to the rst case; Now the inter-
leaving of the   i(s) has the following form: r
1
:::r
j
< c??v >
r
j+1
:::r
k
< d!!v
0
> r
k+1
:::r
l
where the c and d records were the ones
swapped in the last i-swap. Again we derive the compatibility of
r
1
:::r
j
r
j+1
:::r
k
< c??v >< d!!v
0
> r
k+1
:::r
l
, after which we proceed
as in the rst case.
We have the following lemma, stating that the operational semantics can be
obtained from F :
Lemma D.3.12 Assume 
0
such that (
0
) = 
0
. Then:
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O([S
1
k ::: k S
n
])(
0
) = f j 9 [  = ()&
  i 2 F(S
i
)(
0
 i) for all i &
(s) is compatible]g
Proof : suppose  2 O([S
1
k ::: k S
n
])(
0
), i.e. there exists a computation
sequence CS ending in a conguration with  as second component. To
prove: there exists a  that satises the properties from the right hand
side in the lemma. The construction of such an abstract state is very
straighforward: we let (x) = (x) for all variables x, and, moreover, (s)
is dened so as to reect the communication history of the sequence CS.
Note that by construction, (s) is compatible; the other two properties
follow in a straightforward way.
: Now suppose there exist ,  such that
 = ()&
  i 2 F(S
i
)(
0
 i)&
(s) is compatible
We now have to show the existence of a computation sequence h[S
1
k ::: k
S
n
]; 
0
i ! ::: ! h[E k ::: k E]; i. If   i(s) is the maximal element from
F(S
i
)(
0
 i) for all i, then we can construct CS directly from the local
computation sequences, because   i(s) corresponds to the actual sequence
of communication records executed by S
i
. Hence the fact that we can
combine these local computation sequences follows from the compatibility
of (s). If   i(s) is not maximal for all i, then there exists 
0
such that

0
 i 2 F(S
i
)(
0
 i), 
0
 i is maximal in F(S
i
)(
0
 i), and   i(s) is
reachable by swaps from 
0
 i(s), for all i. By lemma D.3.11, we conclude
that the 
0
 i(s) must be compatible. We can now proceed in the same way
because of the fact that the 
0
 i(s) correspond to the actual record-history
of S
i
. Note that () = (
0
) according to lemma D.3.10.
D.4 Full Abstraction
We are now ready to show that the semantics from section D.3 is fully abstract
with respect to the semantics from section D.2.
In preparation of this result, we need some lemmas.
First, have the following property of F , asserting that the semantics of each
statement is closed in the following sense:
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Lemma D.4.1 For all local abstract states  and for all processes S:

0
2 F(S)() ^ 
0
(s) = s
i
^ s
i
!

a
s
0
i
=) 
0
fs
0
i
=sg 2 F(S)()
Now, we state and prove another lemma, needed in the proof of the main result.
Let, for any sequence of communication records s, the complement of s, denoted
by s, be an equal length sequence, consisting of complementary communication
records, ordered correspondingly. For instance, if s = hc??4ihd!!5i then s =
hc!!4ihd??5i.
Lemma D.4.2 Let  , 
0
be such that () = (
0
), and moreover, 
0
(s) and (s)
are compatible. Then 
0
(s)!

a
(s).
Proof As is obvious from the denition of (s), (s) and (s) are compatible.
Moreover, we can provide an interleaving of (s) and (s) in which any output
record is immediately followed by its corresponding input record. Let us call such
a pair a matching pair .
Now consider a compatible interleaving of 
0
(s) and (s) We prove with induction
on the number n of non-matching pairs:

0
(s) and (s) are compatible ) 
0
(s)!

a
(s).
 n = 0: then clearly (s) = 
0
(s) so we are done.
 n > 0: consider the leftmost non-matching pair. So, the interleaving has the
following form: :::hc!!vi:::hc??vi::: where the rst dots denote a sequence of
matching pairs, and the second dots denote an arbitrary nonempty sequence
of non-c-input records. There are two cases to consider:
1. hc!!vi is a 
0
(s)-record: then the second dots cannot contain (s)-
records, hence also :::hc!!vihc??vi:::::: is a compatible interleaving which
has one non-matching pair less. Applying the induction hypothesis,
we conclude 
0
(s)!

a
(s).
2. hc!!vi is a (s)-record: Now if the second dots only contain records
from (s) we are done as in the rst case. So suppose there are other,
non-c-input records from 
0
(s) contained in the second dots. It follows
that we can swap hc??vi with these records in 
0
(s), obtaining 
00
(s).
Hence, there exists a compatible interleaving of 
00
(s) and (s) with
n,1 non-matching pairs. Applying induction hypothesis on 
00
(s) and
using the fact that 
0
(s)!

a

00
(s) we are done.
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2
We come to the main theorem. Let C denote a context for some process S, i.e.
some program [S
1
k ::: k S
n
] with an open spot at the place of one of the S
i
.
Theorem D.4.3
8 [F(S
1
)() = F(S
2
)()], 8C; [O(C(S
1
))() = O(C(S
2
))()]
Proof ): Suppose for all  : F(S
1
)() = F(S
2
)(), then for any context C, by
lemma D.3.12 we have for all : O(C(S
1
))() = O(C(S
2
))().
(: Suppose there exists 
0
such that F(S
1
)(
0
) 6= F(S
2
)(
0
), hence there exists

0
1
2 F(S
1
)(
0
)nF(S
2
)(
0
). Without loss of generality, we can assume 
0
1
to be
maximal in F(S
1
)(
0
). Because of the maximality of 
0
1
, 
0
1
(s) describes the `ac-
tual' behaviour of S
1
in 
0
. It is straightforward to dene S
3
in such a way that
it matches S
1
, i.e. such that its actual behaviour in any state 
00
matches 
0
1
(s).
As an example of this, suppose 
0
1
(s) =< c??1 >< d!!2 >< e!!3 >< c??4 ><
d!!5 >< d!!6 >. Then we dene S
3
= c!!1; d??y; e??y; c!!4; d??y; d??y, with y
some fresh variable, i.e. not occurring in S
1
(or in S
2
; we may assume that S
1
and S
2
contain the same variables without loss of generality).
Now we choose our context as C = [ k S
3
]. Thus we have to show for some 
0
:
O([S
1
k S
3
])(
0
) 6= O([S
2
k S
3
])(
0
)
Let ~
0
be an arbitrary compatible extension of 
0
to a global abstract state. Take
any 
0
such that 
0
= ( ~
0
). Furthermore, by construction of S
3
, there exists
 2 
a
such that
  1 = 
0
1
  1 2 F(S
1
)( ~
0
 1)
  3 2 F(S
3
)( ~
0
 3)
(s) is compatible
Now let 
0
= (). Then we have 
0
2 O([S
1
k S
3
])(
0
). Now suppose also

0
2 O([S
2
k S
3
])(
0
). We derive a contradiction:
By denition of O there exists 
0
such that

0
= (
0
)

0
 2 2 F(S
2
)( ~
0
 2)

0
 3 2 F(S
3
)( ~
0
 3)

0
(s) is compatible
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By construction of S
3
, it follows that   3(s) !

a

0
 3(s). By lemma D.3.11,

0
 2(s) and   3(s) are compatible. Hence, by lemma D.4.2 we have 
0

2(s)!

a
  1(s). But then by lemma D.4.1, it follows that   1 2 F(S
2
)( ~
0
 2),
contradicting our assumption that 
0
1
2 F(S
1
)(
0
)nF(S
2
)(
0
). 2
D.5 Equivalence of M and F
We only need to show the correspondence for the sequential constructs, as parallel
composition is handeled in proposition 8.4.5.
We start with an alternative, operational denition of the semantics M from
Chapter 8. The use of this denition instead of the compositional one from that
chapter provides us with the possibility of proving by induction on the length of
the transition sequences.
Denition D.5.1 M
op
(S)() = f
0
j hS; i !

hE; 
0
ig,
where !

denotes the transitive closure of the relation !, dened by:
1. hx := e;S; i ! hS; f(e)=xgi
2. hc!!e;S; i ! hS; f(c!!)  (e)=c!!; ((h)[I
0
] := (O) [ fcg)=h; (O) [
fcg=Ogi,
where (I)  I
0
.
3. hc??x;S; i ! hS; f(c??)  v=c??; v=x; (I) [ fcg=Igi,
where v 2 ZZ.
4. h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS
i
;S; f(c??)  v=c??; v=x; (I) [ fcg=Igi,
provided (b
i
) = true and v 2 ZZ.
5. h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
6. h?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! h[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
]; ?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i,
provided (b
i
) = true, for some i.
7. h?[]
i
[b
i
; c
i
??x
i
! S
i
];S; i ! hS; i,
provided (b
i
) = false, for all i.
Observe thatM
op
and F essentially only dier in the input and output cases.
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Lemma D.5.2
M
op
=M
Proof Easy case analysis, as in D.3. 2
Now, in order to show thatM
op
and F are corresponding semantical functions,
we rst establish a relationship between 
i
and 
a
i
. This we do by denining the
abstraction function : 
a
i
! 
i
, analogous to the function  : 
a
! 
O
. The
denition of  is more involving, because we now have to determine the value of
I; O and h also. For the determination of I and O we have to extract the multiset
of all input (output) channels from the sequence (s). This is accomplished by
the functions msi and mso, dened by
(msi(s))(c) = js  c??j; (mso(s))(c) = js  c!!j
Denition D.5.3 The function : 
a
i
! 
i
is dened by
(())(x) = (x)
(())(c??)= (s)  c??
(())(d!!) = (s)  d!!
(())(I) = msi((s))
(())(O) = mso((s))
(())(h) = IO
(s)
We will denote the lifting of  to sets by the same symbol.
In comparing the semantical functions F and M
op
we will only be interested
in nal states  from 
i
for which the assignment to h does not contain pairs
hI
0
; O
0
i such that (I)  I
0
. This in accordance with the semantical denition of
the parallel composition from Chapter 8. Let X be the set of states that satisfy
the condition above.
Denition D.5.4 Dene X = f 2 
i
j 8I
0
[((h))(I
0
) 6= ; ! I
0
 (I)]g.
Theorem D.5.5 Let  2 
a
i
,  2 
i
such that () = , and (s) = . Then,
for all statements S:
(F(S)()) =M
op
(S)() \X
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Before proving this theorem, we rst spend a few words on its implications.
The theorem tells that any two sets from the respective domains that essentially
contain the same information, are transformed by their respective semantical
functions to similarly related sets. Hence we can always `plug in' one semantics
for the other; they are fully interchangeable. In particular, it follows that our
semantics based on abstract histories is fully abstract.
In the proof of Theorem D.5.5 it will be convenient to have the following lemma.
Akin to the notion of maximal state as dened with respect to the semantics F
we introduce the notion of true pair ; during a computation ofM
op
any time an
output c!!v is performed, the update to h is an update with the true pair hI
0
; O
0
i
if I
0
is the current value of I and O
0
is the current value of O with the output
channel fcg added.
Proof Easy induction on the length of the computation. 2
Lemma D.5.6 1. for any transition sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that for
any output transition the history h is updated with the `true' pair hI; Oi
there exists a maximal 
0
and a transition sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such
that (
0
) = 
0
.
2. for any transition sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that 
0
is maximal there
exists 
0
and a transition sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that (
0
) = 
0
.
Proof of Theorem D.5.5
: Take  2 
a
i
with (s) = , and suppose  such that () = . Further-
more, assume 
0
2 F(S)(). Hence, we know the existence of a transition
sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i. We have to show the existence of a transition
sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that (
0
) = 
0
.
By proposition D.3.4 there exists 
max
such that hS; i !

hE; 
max
i and

max
(s)!

a

0
(s).
We prove by induction on the number of swaps m in this last swap-sequence
that there exists some 
0
such that hS; i !

hE; 
0
i and (
0
) = 
0
.
{ m = 0: then 
0
= 
max
, so we are done by lemma D.5.6.
{ m > 0: we have 
max
(s) !
m 1
a

00
(s) !
a

0
(s). Thus, by induc-
tion hypothesis there exists 
00
such that hS; i !

hE; 
00
i such that
(
00
) = 
00
. Consider the last swap: 
00
(s)!
a

0
(s). We consider two
cases for this swap:
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1. input-over-input or output-over-output swap: then we are done
because (
00
) = (
0
).
2. input-over-output swap: then, for some c; d we have 
00
(s) =
:::hd!!vihc??v
0
i::: and 
0
(s) = :::hc??v
0
ihd!!vi:::. Now we can mod-
ify the transition sequence hS; i !

hE; 
00
i so that in the output
transition concerning the record hd!!vi the history h is updated
with the pair hI
0
[ fcg; O
0
i instead of hI
0
; O
0
i, where I
0
and O
0
denote the value of the special variables I and O at the moment
of the output transition.
: Suppose 
0
2 F(S)(). Hence, we know the existence of a transition se-
quence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i. We have to show the existence of a transition
sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that (
0
) = 
0
where () = .
We now prove with induction on the number of times m that a non-true pair
is chosen in hS; i !

hE; 
0
i that there has to exist a transition sequence
hS; i !

hE; 
0
i such that (
0
) = 
0
, for some 
0
.
{ m = 0: then we are done, by the above lemma D.5.6.
{ m > 0: consider the rst output transition in which a non-true pair was
chosen in hS; i !

hE; 
0
i, so this has the form hS; i !

hS
00
; 
00
i !
hS
000
; 
000
i !

hE; 
0
i where the transition from S
00
to S
000
is the output
transition under consideration. We can modify this transition sequence
so that this particular output transition is such that the true pair is
chosen: hS; i !

hS
00
; 
00
i ! hS
000
; 
000
i ! hE; 
0
i. The dierence
between 
000
and 
000
is that in 
000
, the pair hI
0
; O
0
i is added (I
0
and
O
0
again denote the value of I and O at the execution of the output)
whereas in 
000
, for some nonempty set I
00
, hI
0
[ I
00
; O
0
i is added to
h. Then, by induction hypothesis we have 
0
such that (
0
) = 
0
and hS; i !

hE; 
0
i. We know that in 
0
(s) any input in I
00
comes
after any output in O
0
but before any output not in O
0
(otherwise, by
IO

0
(s)
= 
0
(h) we would also have hI
000
; O
00
i in 
0
(h) with O
0
 O
00
,
I
000
 I
0
[ I
00
, and I
0
 I
000
, contradicting monotonicity of 
0
(h)).
It follows that in the sequence hS; i !

hE; 
0
i, at the transition
processing the last input from I
00
, we can swap all the inputs from I
00
with the output under consideration, which gives us the desired 
0
.
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Appendix E
Proof of Quantier Elimination
We show that for each formula  in our multiset logic, there exists a quantier
free formula  such that T ` $  .
Let  be a given formula in the multiset logic. First, we can eliminate all
subformulas of the form t
1
= t
2
by replacing them by the equivalent formula
t
1
 t
2
^ t
2
 t
1
. The second step is to eliminate all occurrences of [ and \, as
follows:
orig.formula translation
t
1
[ t
2
 t
3
t
1
 t
3
^ t
2
 t
3
t
3
 t
1
\ t
2
t
3
 t
1
^ t
3
 t
2
t
1
\ t
2
 t
3
8t[isglb(t; t
1
; t
2
)! t  t
3
]
t
3
 t
1
[ t
2
8t[islub(t; t
1
; t
2
)! t
3
 t]
S

(t
1
[ t
2
)  t
3
8t[islub(t; t
1
; t
2
)! S

(t)  t
3
]
t
3
 S

(t
1
[ t
2
) 8t[islub(t; t
1
; t
2
)! t
3
 S

(t)]
S

(t
1
\ t
2
)  t
3
8t[isglb(t; t
1
; t
2
)! S

(t)  t
3
]
t
3
 S

(t
1
\ t
2
) 8t[isglb(t; t
1
; t
2
)! t
3
 S

(t)]
Where we dene isglb(t; t
1
; t
2
) and islub(t; t
1
; t
2
) as follows:
isglb(t; t
1
; t
2
)  t  t
1
^ t  t
2
^ 8t
0
[t
0
 t
1
^ t
0
 t
2
! t
0
 t];
islub(t; t
1
; t
2
)  t
1
 t ^ t
2
 t ^ 8t
0
[t
1
 t
0
^ t
2
 t
0
! t  t
0
]:
Furthermore, S

(t) stands for an arbitrary amount of applications of the S
c
i
successorfuntions to the term t. Note that by the commutativity axiom MS-
COMM, we can group the various successorfunctions, and denote this term as
S
k
1
c
1
:::S
k
n
c
n
(t) where for each i, k
i
 0. In the formula thus obtained, we can
move all quantiers outwards and replace the universal quantiers by existential
quantiers, thereby introducing negations as required.
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So now we have obtained a formula 
0
whose matrix is built up from terms
S

c
(x)  S

c
(y), using the connectives ^ and :, where either x; y, both or none
are equal to ;.
Next we dene the notion of primordial formula, as follows:
1. for any c, S
m
c
(;) < S
n
c
(;) and S
m
c
(;) = S
n
c
(;) are primordial formulas
2. for any c, S
c
(x) < x[S
n
c
(;) and c, S
c
(x) = x[S
n
c
(;) are primordial formulas
3. for any c, S
c
(x) < x[S
n
c
(y) and S
c
(x) = x[S
n
c
(y) are primordial formulas
4. for any c, S
m
c
(x) < x[S
n
c
(y) and S
m
c
(x) = x[S
n
c
(y) are primordial formulas
5. for any c, S
m
c
(x) < x[S
n
c
(;) and S
m
c
(x) = x[S
n
c
(;) are primordial formulas
6. 1-5 above comprise all primordial formulas
Furthermore, we use the abbreviation S
c
(x)  x [ S
n m+1
c
(y) to denote the
formula S
m
c
(x)  x [ S
n
c
(y), etc.
We now state the following lemma:
Lemma E.1 Every formula ' built up from terms S

c
(x)  S

c
(y), where either
x; y, both or none are equal to ;, using the connectives ^ and : can be transformed
to a T -equivalent disjunction of conjuntions of primordial formulas.
Proof Fairly straightforward, with induction on the structure of the formula:
 Base case: '  S
k
1
c
1
:::S
k
n
c
n
(x)  S
l
1
c
1
:::S
l
n
c
n
(y): according to the axiom MS-
SPLIT this is equivalent to
S
i
S
k
i
c
i
(x) 
S
i
S
l
i
c
i
(y) which is equivalent to
V
i
(S
k
i
c
i
(x) 
S
i
S
l
i
c
i
(y)) and hence also, using the axiom MS-COMP to
V
i
(S
k
i
+1
c
i
(x)  x [ S
l
i
+1
c
i
(y) ^
V
j 6=i
S
c
j
(x)  x [ S
l
j
+1
c
j
(y)). Now every con-
junct in this last formula can be rewritten as the disjunction of two primor-
dial formulas: for instance, the conjunct S
k
i
+1
c
i
(x)  x [ S
l
i
+1
c
i
(y) becomes
S
k
i
+1
c
i
(x) < x[ S
l
i
+1
c
i
(y)_ S
k
i
+1
c
i
(x) = x[ S
l
i
+1
c
i
(y). Finally we get a disjunc-
tive normal form by distributing the conjunctions over the disjunctions (e.g.
('
1
_'
2
)^ ('
3
_'
4
) becomes ('
1
^'
3
)_ ('
1
^'
4
)_ ('
2
^'
3
)_ ('
2
^'
4
)).
 '  '
1
^ '
2
: direct, using the same distribution of : over _.
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 '  :'
1
: we take the disjunctive normal form of '
1
which is given by
the induction hypothesis, and distribute the :, using De Morgan's laws;
this gives a formula wich is a conjunction of disjunctions of negations of
primordial formulas. By observing that for any primordial formula, its
negation can be written as the disjunction of two primordial formulas (e.g.
:(S
m
c
(x) < x[S
n
c
(y)) is equivalent to S
m
c
(x) = x[S
n
c
(y)_S
n
c
(y) < y[S
m
c
(x)
and :(S
m
c
(x) = x [ S
n
c
(y)) is equivalent to (S
m
c
(x) < x [ S
n
c
(y)) _ S
n
c
(y) <
y [ S
m
c
(x)), we can again distribute the conjunctions over the disjunctions
which gives a disjunctive normal form.
2
Now we are done if we can prove the following lemma:
Lemma E.2 For every quantier free formula ' in disjunctive normal form
which is built up from primordial formulas there exists a quantier free formula
 such that T ` 9x[']$  .
Proof Let ' be a disjunctive normal form, then there exist '
1
; :::; '
m
such that
'  '
1
_ ::: _ '
m
, where each '
i
is a conjunction of primordial formulas. Now
the formula 9x['] is T-equivalent to
W
i
9x['
i
], so we are done if we can come up
with a quantier free formula  
j
for each '
j
such that T j= 9x['
j
]$  
j
, where
 
j
is in disjunctive normal form.
Using the fact that each primordial formula contains occurrences of at most
one successor function, we can group the conjuncts in '
i
together which are of
the same `sort' and then use axiom MS-CONSPLIT to distribute the existential
quantication over the conjuncions between the groups. Now the rest of the proof
is analogous to the corresponding proof of elimination of quantiers in the logic
of one successor function, using induction on the number of primordial formulas;
see for instance [Vel84]. 2
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Samenvatting
Het schrijven van foutenvrije computerprogramma's (software) blijkt nog steeds
geen eenvoudige opgave. Incorrecte software kan aanleiding geven tot ongewenste,
kostbare en soms zelfs levensbedreigende situaties. Parallelle programma's, dat
wil zeggen programma's geschreven voor een systeem bestaande uit meerdere,
tegelijkertijd opererende processoren, zijn in dit opzicht alleen maar lastiger: de
interactie tussen de verschillende processoren compliceert de zaak.
Het vastleggen van de eigenschappen waaraan een programma moet voldoen
gebeurt door middel van het opstellen van een (formele) specicatie. Een van
de methoden om te garanderen dat een programma voldoet aan zijn specicatie
is het leveren van een (wiskundig) bewijs hiervan. Het formaat waarin zo'n be-
wijs wordt gegeven alsmede de geldigheid van de atomaire bewijsstappen worden
beschreven door zogenaamde programmalogica's, ofwel logica's waarin naast de
gebruikelijke beweringen (bijvoorbeeld over variabelen) ook de syntax van de
programmeertaal een rol speelt.
Dit proefschrift richt zich op een specieke klasse van programmalogica's, ook
wel Hoare-logica's genoemd naar een van de pioniers op het gebied.
Globaal gezien bestaat het proefschrift uit twee delen. Het eerste deel start
met een algemene inleiding in kennislogica. Kennislogica kan ruwweg worden
beschouwd als eerste orde logica waaraan een modaliteit is toegevoegd die een
(geformaliseerde notie van) kennis beschrijft.
Het volgende hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van een aantal manieren waarop dit
kennisbegrip vormgegeven kan worden in de context van gedistribueerde, of pa-
rallelle systemen. Door datgene wat een processor kan observeren met betrekking
tot een complete executie van het gehele systeem van processoren te varieren,
verkrijgen we een aantal noties van kennis (binnen een gedistribueerd systeem);
binnen deze verschillende kennisnoties kunnen we dan een klassicering aanbren-
gen met betrekking tot de kracht van die noties.
Het laatste hoofdstuk van het eerste deel beschrijft een bewijssysteem met be-
hulp waarvan beweringen met betrekking tot de kennis van processoren in een
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gedistribueerd systeem kunnen worden afgeleid. Het bewijssysteem, overigens
alle bewijssystemen in dit proefschrift, is compositioneel wat er in grote lijnen op
neerkomt dat de correctheid van het complete parallelle programma kan worden
afgeleid uit de correctheid van de afzonderlijke componenten.
In het tweede deel beschouwen we bewijssystemen voor programma's waarin de
communicatie tussen de verschillende componenten van een parallel systeem (de
processen) niet gelijktijdig verloopt; dit heet ook wel asynchrone communicatie.
De algemene doelstelling van dit tweede deel bestaat uit het minimalizeren van
de assertietaal , de taal waarmee binnen het bewijssysteem beweringen over de
processen (het programma) kunnen worden geformuleerd. Het bepalen van zulke
minimale (abstracte) assertietalen biedt voordelen bij het top-down ontwerp van
programma's.
Het eerste hoofdstuk van het tweede deel laat zien dat het mogelijk is een com-
positioneel bewijssysteem te baseren op een assertietaal die de beschrijving van
processen alleen toelaat middels de beschrijving van de communicatie-acties per
communicatie-kanaal. Hiervoor is het wel vereist dat de programmeertaal in es-
sentie deterministisch is.
Het volgende hoofdstuk beschrijft een case-study: de correctheid van een gedis-
tribueerd algorithme voor het bepalen van de topologie van een netwerk wordt
afgeleid. Hierbij maken we gebruik van het bewijssysteem uit hoofdstuk 6 en
van PVS, een tool voor het interactief genereren en checken van bewijzen. Zo
laten we enerzijds zien hoe de (beperkte) programmeertaal van hoofdstuk 6 toch
interessante voorbeelden toestaat, terwijl anderzijds wordt gellustreerd hoe de
essentie van het bewijs semi-automatisch kan worden afgeleid. Het gebruik van
dergelijke tools heeft als voordeel dat triviale details automatisch kunnen worden
afgehandeld, zodat de gebruiker zich kan concentreren op de daadwerkelijk lastige
bewijsstappen.
In het laatste hoofdstuk richten we ons op een niet-deterministische program-
meertaal. Ook nu zijn we in staat de assertietaal te beperken ten opzichte van
vergelijkbare bewijssystemen. We introduceren de notie van abstract history , die
(samen met de communicatie-informatie per kanaal) een abstractie is van de ge-
bruikelijke history (een beschrijving van een proces door middel van een volledige
opsomming van zijn communicaties). Een bijkomend voordeel hiervan is dat
het gedeelte van de logica waarin over deze abstracte histories, en dus over het
communicatiegedrag van de processen geredeneerd wordt, beslisbaar is.
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